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PREFACE 

This paper is an essay. It will seek at times to be persuasive, 

yet it is not intended to be a polemic . It has required a substantial 

quantity of research, and yet it is not intended to be a research paper 

which must develop a conclusion from a series of documented or documen

table hypotheses. As an essay, thi s paper ' s central purpose is to 

assimilate and integrate; to pull together the strands of thoughts, 

observations, and conclusions both of the author, and of a host of 

others, into one conceptual whole. The objective of this paper, 

is to provide a holistic view of the development of intimacy and 

spirituality in long term committed sexually bonded relationships, 

and the dynamic flow of energy thereby released , and in so doing to be 

of benefit to the practitioner of couple therapy. 
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Editorial Note on the Gender of Pronouns 

The English l anguage does not as yet have a generic personal 

pronoun. Traditionall y the masculine pronoun was used when either 

or both sexes were addressed . This inevitably gave a masculine 

overtone t o the communication. An alternative is to specify both 

and r efer to 'he or she', ' his and hers,' but this can become 

quite cumbersome. 

An alternative sel ected in this paper is to use the feminine 

pronoun whenever the masculine pronoun would traditionally have 

been used. This inevitably gives a feminine overtone to the 

communication which may helpfully stimulate some images and associations 

in the readers mind which otherwise might not have occurred. 

It was not felt appropr iate , however , to change the gender 

within quotations. Therefore a generic masculine pronoun within 

a quotation may be fo llowed by generic feminine usage in·the text. 

In each case the reader is asked to note that the generic use is 

emphasized, not the accidental change of gender . 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

A. PORTRAIT OF A COUPLE 

Imagine a couple in a picture--a picture which like a 

movie shows change and progress over time. The couple mee t s. Each 

experiences an attracti on , perhaps due to physical appearance , 

perhaps due to a ges ture that reminds t he other of a fond memory 

of another person. The couple spend some time together trying to 

establish that this might be ' the r igh t person. ' Each shares just 

enough of him or herself to es t ablish a comfortable framewor k for the 

other to open up. Questions ar e being asked and decisions are being 

made at the same time. Do they like each other? Can they trust 

e ach othe r ? Is this the kind of person that they wan t t o shar e their 

personal visions with? Can the other be trusted? As affirmative 

answer s appear, each reaches out further to connect with the other. 

In this process, if one of the partners is not rejecting, nor too 

judgmental , of the other, the foundation i s l aid for "expression of 

authentic feelings" (Bach and Deutsch, 1970, p . 17) and each partner 

is open to more honest self-disclosure. 

The couple is then direc ted or catapulted , as the case 

may be, t o establish a connectedness and bonding between the two . They 

begin the quantum leap of making a commitment to each other. The 

commitment may first be simply that of dating r egularl y ; or it may 

include the bond of sexual intercourse; ,or it may extend to living 

t oge ther . 

When the initial encounter i s beginning, the couple shares 

only their most general creative feeling.s . These may be expressed primarily 

as intellectua l ideas. As t he l evel of trust deepens , however, both 



take more risks to share their more personal visions . The visions 

initiall y shared may reflect their l ighter side, or be visions alr eady 

tested, for which positive affirmation has been pr eviously received. 

But then imagine the couple at a party in the summer time : one suggests 

to the other that they go wading in the fountain in the park. Such 

a suggestion i s creative, playful, and r i sky. Wi thout a p r evious 

clue or cue that such a suggestion might be accepted , combined with 

personal security , this creative element might never have the oppor

tunity to surface. As both share and express their own c reativity 

with each other, and both are affirmed in this sharing, then they can 

become open to sharing their individual dr eams , and to evolving mutual 

ones of a journey together . 

At that momen t of romping in the fountain the couple is 

most likely t o experience a sense of elation , or high. Perhaps this 

particular experience may appear superficial, but it provides the 

basis for an awareness of peak experiences , and for a joyful celebration 

that may later guide the couple to seek even more meaningful depth 

experiences. Martin Buber stated, "all real living is meeting. " 

As the secur ity of the bonded r e lations hip deepens and the flow of 

communication is enhanced , the couple will add more and more of their 

creativity t o their relationship and in tur n, experience their energy 

turned back out to the world as they experience an expansi on of one

ness with all on their journey together. 
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B. HOW THIS PAPER CAME ABOUT 

This paper began in the personal journey that I have been 

on for many years by myself and with significant others. After a 

number of struggles with what each time I thought was the intimate 

relationship . I renewed my journey and reached out to my partner of 

the last seven years . Though this part of my personal journey has 

fe l t scary, risky , and at times even painful, the discoveries and 

personal celebrations have offered me a refreshment and nourishment 

like that of a cool , tranquil forest . As my own journey progressed , 

I also began reaching out to walk with others on their journey . 

These others were my clients and their struggles were also painful 

and scary. 

The one message each of us was trying to put out bas 

been dramatically portrayed in a family sculpture presented by Virginia 

Sat ir. (Workshop , Maryland , October 1973) In t his sculpture, each mem

ber of a family stood in a circle trying to speak all at the same time 

t o the other family members. They spoke in ways that they hoped would 

make them heard : demanding, placating , wheedling , persuading. Behind 

each family member t d 1 f 1 • "I s oo an a ter ego so t y s aying , just want to 

be l oved." To me , the alter ego was stating in the simples t terms 

the desire of all of us for intimacy and spirituality . I was very 

moved by this dramatic role-play . 
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For me the search to understand and fulfill this basic 

need has taken many directions. The search has included study and 

supervised training in the areas of family systems, personal decision

making, human sexuality and bonded relationships . As my journey 

progressed, it became clearer to me that the long term, conunitted, 

sexually bonded relationship which incorporates intimacy and spirituality 

uniquely offers to this basic need for love an environment in which to 

grow and be nourished. 

C. INTIMACY AND SPIRITUALITY 

For me , intimacy and spirituality are the most important 

dimensions of profound long term sexually bonded relationships . These 

two dimensions are frequently elusive in definition but yet r epr esent 

exciting and rewarding discoveries in experience. Each moment that 

intimacy and spirituality struggled to emerge in my relationship , a 

time of growth followed which led to a deeper level of consciousness 

and closer bonding with my partner . 

A definition of intimacy and spirituality is necessary 

at this juncture. As I will use the words in this paper , intimacy 

consists of a relationship between two people which connects them at the 

central core of each, and in which the two are the major focus of each 

0ther's attention. Spirituality consists of a similar r e l a tionship, but 

one in Which the focus of attention has moved outward from the couple 

themselves. 
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Viktor Frankl (1975) describes the human being as 

centered around a core which is the "'center' of spiritual activity." 

(p . 28). Intimacy alone can be a very good romance, since an intimate 

couple may not choose to expl ore and own their spiritual dimensions. 

With spirituality as well, it has become a journey together . These 

definitions can be diagrammed as follows : 

INTIMACY ALONE INTIMACY AND SPIRITUALITY 

Intimacy , or the ability to experience it, is l earned 

through experiences of genui ne, l oving , person to pe r son contacts. 

Intimacy can be a choice t o take risks and share the most 'terrible' 

parts of one's life with another. This is difficult for many to try, and 

as a result, many relationships end in failure. 

Yet it must not be assumed that the individuals in a fail ed 

relationship do not want to be intimate. George Bach and Ronald Deutsch 

(l970) state that "actually , it reflects a hunger for intimacy. Most 

couples split up because they failed to find the intimacy that they l onged 

fo r ; or because they cannot endure the pain of living without the intimacy 

that they once felt they possessed." (p . 35) . It is a paradox that men 



d en as much as t hey may appear to be in a flight away from an worn , 

intimacy, seek to experience it as a part of their relationships . 

Intimacy and spirituality can be experienced . When 

the flow of energy from the central core takes place between two 

people, intimacy and spirituality do occur. Through a mutually 

cooperative flow of energy between them, partners know and respond 

to each other. They can provide the support that is needed by the 

other. The support can be a push or pull as in mountain climbing or 

cave exploration; or, as at a time of joy or sadness, it can be just 

knowing to stand and be silent with the other . Though the partners 

may be in different physical spaces when this dynamic flow of energy 

is occurring, they begin and continue a shared journey together in 

which they see and experience the world together in a new way. 

D. THE RUMAN POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH 

The potential of human ability to grow and develop has 

always been understood . Despite this, men and women have not lived life 

to its fullest . "Early in the history of modern psychology, William James 

remarked that few men bring to bear more than about ten percent of their 

human potential on the problems and challenges of human living. " (Egon, 

1973, p . 1). Without potential we would r emain in a static life space, never 

fulfilling any of our visions, never even dreaming. 

To be activated, potential requires a push or a pull. Dis

comfort with the present can be a push toward growth . For Abraham Maslow 

(1968) it is when the shallow life doesn't work that it is questioned . (p. 14) 

The contrast between shallowness and profound living dominates those who are 



activating their potential. When life is seen as shallow, an uncomfortable 

anxiety creeps in. It is this anxiety that catapults individuals to change. 

Thus discomfort with the present is a necessary component of potentiality. 

The recent human potential movement bas sought to replace the ideal 

of a tension-free life , replacing it with the notion of a tautness or 

force which can facilitate the growth of an individual. The stress and 

pressures of daily living can create for some the desire to return to 

earlier comforts and satisfactions. Such stress may thus be seen as gr owth 

inhibitors . Yet for others these same stresses and pr essures may function 

as growth motivators. As motivators, these stresses can guide an individual 

to satisfy her curiosity and strive for enhanced competence. (Loevinger , 

1976, pp. 131-132). The failure of the earlier comforts and satisfactions 

to sustain can also act as a growth motivator, especially if the individual 

can turn to others for help to explore her own potential and become open 

to her dreams and visions. 

The fear of risking keeps many from ever r ealizing their potential. 

Maslow (1968) asks, "Why is it so hard and painful for some to grow forward? 

••• the attractions cf safety and security, . .. the func tions of defense and 

protection against pain, fear, loss, and threat; ... f!eopl e] need . . . 

courage in order to grow ahead. " (p . 46) . Discomfort , anxiety and pain 

alone cannot provide the courage to grow. Achievement of human potential 

requires the pull as well as the push . The willingness to take risks, 

endure anxiety and bear pain requires the pull of dreams for the future . 

It requires the pull of love in the present. 
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Then, pulled as well as pushed toward potential, an individual can 

the r isks which lead to a breakthrough of identity , and then can 

the exhilarating spirit and beauty of life . 

Love and potential are r eciprocal . Actualization of potenti al helps 

i ndividual experience love more fully . Conversely, Maslow (1968) observes , 

"Lover s are abl e to see poten tials in each othe r t ha t other peopl e are 

blind t o. (p . 78) Moreover , "Not only does love perce ive potentialiti es 

but it also actualizes them. The absence of love certainly stifl es po t en

t ialit ies and even kills them. 11 (p. 98) An individual without love is 

vacant shell f r om which a hermit crab has departed . Like the 

the individual has no purpose or direc t ion . Wi th love the 

opposite is true . Love comes from the people we int e r act with . Love 

comes from ourselves as well , and the lover affirms this that the loved 

one f eels for himsel f . Then both lover and beloved can act on t heir 

dreams and visions, and their functioning more fully expr ess their 

potential . Then they are ex t ending t he i r ener gy to t he universe . 

In turn they themselves are revital ized from their rel ationship . 

When each explor es her own potential and stretches to explore her 

higher consciousness, she will find t he inner strength and peace to 

reach her potential. Over twenty years ago , Anne Morrow Lindbergh (1978) 

wrote of such a desire : " I want a singleness of eye, a purity of 

intention , a cent ral core to my life tha t will enable me to carry out 

. , . obligations and activities as well as I can . I want in fact--to 

borrow from t he language of the saints- -to l ive ' i n grace ' as much of 

the time as possible . By grace I mean an inner harmony , essentially 

Spiritual , which can be trans l ated into outward harmony . 11 (p . 23). 
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In r eviewi ng the stages over which this developmen t t oward potent ial 

takes place i t must a lways be r emembered t hat t he push of pa in can dri ve 

an individual along the pa t h of t he earlier s t ages , but only t he pull of 

such desires as Anne Lindbergh expresses can l ead a per son to t he 

highes t stage. 
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II. CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW. 

FIVE STAGES OF DEVELOPlfENT IN ADULTS 

Intimacy and Spirituality are experienced differently by different 

people; perhaps even more important is that they are experienced 

differently by the same people at different stages of their lives. 

ror a model of these stages as they affect persons who have reached 

adulthood, I have turned to Jane Loevenger ' s model of ego development , 

which I have paraphrased in this section. She presents five stages 

typically found in adults: 

o Self- protective 

o Conformist 

o Conscientious 

o Autonomous 

o Integrated 

These stages I consider non-regressive--that is to say , upon reaching 

each new stage, we incorporate the traits of the previous stage, but only 

in extreme deprivation situations, such as prison, might we revert to it . 

It is important to review these five stages before continuing with our 

discussion of the long term committed sexually bonded relationship. 



The Self-~rotective St aze 

Motivation: rewards an<l punish.ments 

The person who stays in the self-protective stage has been 

characterized as motivated by rewards and punishments, disconnected 

from others, unable to engage in self-criticism, deP.endent on 

rituals, and preoccupied with control. The self-protective person is 

characterized by the acceptance that there are rules, but they are 

accepted with some reservation and because of the possible punishment . 

Motivation is essentially protective, thus the term the self-protective 

stage . For the Self-Protective Person , the concept of ' rules' is 

fairly narrow and in practice means to take care not to get caught. 

Above and beyond self-protection, the rules that the Self-Protective 

Person is aware of tend to be used for her own satisfaction. The rules 

are known, but not internalized as a personal set of rules for guidance 

or self-control. 

b. Lack of connectedness 

For this person, the world is viewed as separate from herself. 

She has not developed a sense of connectedness with others. "The 

self-protective person has the notion of blame, but he externalizes it 

to other people or circumstances.'' (Loevinger, 1976, p.17) Following 

a sequence of rulebreaking and punishment, the self-protective person 

blames others for punishing her rather than herself for breaking the 

rule . The same applies in non-rule breaking situations which appro

priately call for taking responsibility. Here we find the self

protective person putting the blame on a group of people, such as 

' my bad luck is due to having been in several foster homes all my life, ' 

or ' my teachers don't like me, therefore I don't do well in school.' 



view herself as a partic ipant of her circumstances, but She does not 

h feels that the responsibility lies with other persons . 
rat er 

Inabilit'IL--for self- critism 

The ability of cr itical self- anal ysis is not a part of her 

devel opmental characteristics . Finding herself i n a difficult situation, 

she i s unable to perceive her contribution to her cir cumstances or t ake 

even partial responsibility. Instead, she justifies herself by holding 

the other person responsible . In fact , she will disclaim any 

r esponsibility in a given situation believing that thi s will ultimately 

pro t ect her from harm or punishment. 

d. nenenrlence on rituals 

The practice and enjoyment of rituals by the self- protective 

per son is an integral dimension . The use of rituals, however , is pursued 

in or der co afford her greater protection and insulation from harm . 

Par t i cipation in rituals does not offer her an avenue for sel f-reflection 

and meditation, but r ather is a way to insure continued protection for 

her world, a wor ld t hat is set apart from that of others around her . 

e. Preoccupation with control 

Referri ng to the self-protective stage , Jane Loevinger (1976) 

states that "the older child or adult who remains here may become 

opportunistic, deceptive, and preoccupied with control and advantage 

i n his relations with other people . " (p.17) She will view the world 

as one where only one person can win: and therefore act as if ultimately 

she wants to create a situation where the winner is herself . 



2. 

a. 

Conformist Stage 

Identification with a group 

When she moves to the conformist stage, an individual begins 

to identify her own wellbeing with that of a group. This move can 

only occur when she experiences a great deal of trust between herself 

and others. While the t r ansition from self- protective to conformist 

is normal for a child, the self- protective adul t frequently is unable 

t o develop this level of trust and therefore is much less likely to 

make this transition. 

b. Group rules as motivat~ting for behavior 

-with affinity to a group , the conformist wants to obey the 

rules of the group . The approval and acceptance by the group is a 

primary motivating force. The group establishes the rules governing 

any particular behavior and she complies without regard to the conse

quences of the behavior. This distinguishes the conformist from the 

person in the later stages for whom consideration of the consequences 

of behavior has a much more significant impact. She typically views 

behavior not accepted by the group as immoral as well as inappropriate. 

c . Group memherships as determinant of r 1g11t o r wrong 

As the title of the stage implies, the conformist conforms 

t o the needs, rules, and roles of the group. Persons who do not conform 

t o her group, whet her due to their age, sex~ religious backgrounds or 

0ther distinctions , are viewed as different. Like the self-protective 

person, the conformist is not open to self- criticism. The group provides 

the norm and whatever the group establishes is right. She is unable to 



, dividual differences and needs in general. The members of 
perceive in 

the group are looked on as appearing the same, doing the same things, 

and liking and wanting the same things. When a member of the group does 

not fit this expected model, that member becomes unacceptable, and then 

quickly is shunted to a new group of those who are 'not normal.' 

d. Stereotyping 

This refusal to accept anyone who does not fit the group norm 

is refelected in the conformist's need to establish particular stereo

typical role models for the group based on such things as sex, race, 

interests, religion, etc. Her value system encompasses such needs and 

behavior as being ' nice' to others in the g;roup and their being ' nice' , 

in turn, to her . Therefore helpfulness and. usefulness which provide 

convenience, collaboration and participation with others in the group 

bring her a feeling of a sense of belonging and in turn a strong sense 

of security with the group . This security leads to a feeling of well

being for her . However, her relationship to the group is based on 

external attitudes and behavior rather than genuine feelings. 

e . Lack of denth 

The conformist has not reached a level of awareness that 

allows for individual differences and uniqueness. She is unable to 

discern individual dissimilarities and differences . Thus, for her the 

feelings that are generated for the other individuals in a group are 

superficial. When she feels sadness due to a particular situation, 

she may imagine that the whole group is experiencing this feeling 

without the awareness that the particular emotion may not be felt or 



experienced by the whole group. Furthermore, her feelings are generally 

centered on external concerns such as an interest in how they appear to 

the others, how they are being accepted by the others of the group, what 

their reputation is, and what particular items of ownership fit with the 

expectations or perceived expectations of the group. These concerns about 

her own status in the group naturally interfere with her ability to truly 

sense the feelings of others. 

3. The r.nnscientious Stage 

a. Self-a~-rare level 

Loevinger portrays a transitory level between the conformist 

and conscientious stages known as the Self-aware level. Here the individual 

exhibits characteristics of both stages. 

b. Responsihilitv 

For Loevinger (1476)., the conscientious person has attained 

the ability to establish "long-term, self-evaluated goals and ideals, 

differentiate self- criticism, and a sense of responsibility," (p.20} 

In addition, she observes that, "only a few persons as young as thirteen 

or fourteen years reach this stage." (p.20) The conscientious person 

perceives future goals for herself which include work and relationship 

desires, as well as life time pursuits which encompass long range visions, 

The conscientious person is ab.le to critically evaluate these desires and 

perceive their impact on her life and actions. In addition, the 

conscientious person assumes responsibility for her actions. She knows 

that she controls her fate; that her actions originate within herself, 

Moreover, she publicly represents her actions as her own. 
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c. Internalized rules 

The conscientious person recognizes rules of society and at 

begins to evaluate them and integrate them into her own this time 

nal belief system. Toe conscientious person may choose to break perso 

the current rules and laws of society if she perceives that they do not 

abide by her personal belief system, "a fact recognized in the status 

of the ' conscientious objector' " (Loevinger, 1976, p.21) . For the 

conformist per son, a broken rule is sufficient cause for guilt , and she 

fears being ostricized by the group . For her , one rule is as important 

as the next , whether it pertains to mode of dress or the taking of life. 

Unlike the conformist, the conscientious person is affected by the 

influence and impact of her actions on another person, rather than by 

strict adherence to group norms . The sense of responsibility that the 

conscientious person experiences impli es concern and caring for the 

other in a much more i ndividual way than the previous stages could allow . 

Her sense of responsibilit y for others makes her her ' brotr e r ' s kee per ": 

This r ole has both negative and positive aspects. The major elements 

of the adult conscience occur in the conscientious stage . The conscientious 

person makes choices as to which rules she will abide by and own for herself. 

d. EXt>ectation and standards . 

Coincident to the ideas of responsibility and obligation toward 

another human being is the bel ief in and desire for prerogatives, natural 

expectations, integrity and j ustice. The~e sta ndards are extended to the 

self and others , and may imply that each person is able to choose freely 

in those matters 1 d • h • 1 h h re evant an important to er, or may imp y tat t e 

conscieot · 
ious person is impos i ng her own values on another. 
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The previous stages where the self-protective person accepted rules 

because they would result in either a reward or punishment if they were 

followed or not, and the conformist experienced himself as a "pawn of fate" 

wi th little or no control over her actions. Now, the consci entious person 

may perceive her future as being an act of her own choosing. The 

conscientious person may create her own destiny and design . She holds 

the key to her own future in her dreams and visions for herself. 

The conscientious person can establish her own patterns and 

r egulations. She evaluates her work accordi ng to its importance and 

benefit to herself and the wor ld. She allows herself to be critical of 

other s when their standards do not match or exceed her own. She is 

displ eased by people she perceives as lazy, or trite in their ideas 

or work habits . However, the differ ences among patterns and routines that 

she and others establi sh are not always viewed negatively. She perceives 

the uniqueness of the person and accepts this individuality as valuabl e . 

e . Appreciation of variety : 

The variety of modes and styles exhibited by individuals 

makes for a vital world . The conscientious person utilizes the information 

f r om these divergent viewpoint s to make informed choices. Her acknowledging 

of ot her ' s viewpoints deepens and increases her own interpersonal contacts. 

Rer ability to appreciate vari ety also leads to deeper l evels of mutua l 

creativity in her relationships . In addition, her ability to accept and 

appreciate differences gives her conscientiousness a maturity which if 

absent would leave her rigid and doctrinaire . 



f. f!rsightedness _ 

The conscientious person is more farsighted in her planning 

and decision making. She views consequences as involving more than 

simply the impact of conforming or not. She views the world and her day 

to day activities with a greater degree of depth . She is able to 

establish priorities, and differentiate between choices which benefit 

long range objectives, on the one hand, or simply represent super

ficially fun relationships in the present. 

4. Autonomous Sta~e 

As with the conscientious stage, there is a transitionary 

level between the conscientious stage and the autonomous, known as the 

Individualistic Level. Individuals at t his and other transi tionary 

l evels exhibit characteristics of both stages . They ar e in the process 

of redefining their understanding of self and others . 

The autonomous stage is that stage where the individual allows 

autonomy for others and self . It is characterized by a deeper under

standing of the uniqueness of persons. The autonomous per son not only 

tolerates but cherishes individuality for herself and others . While she 

desires autonomy, she realized that autonomy has l imitations, since each 

person is connected t o others in varying degr ees, e ither t hrough famil y 

ties or friendships. 

The autonomous person recognizes that " conflict i s part of the 

human condition ." (Loevinger, 1976, p . 22) She i s willing to acknowledge 

and r espond to both inner and external conflict . She has the self-reliance 



to r ecognize conflict and pursue its resolution rather than 
and spirit 

or assume that it is the fault of the environment over which 
ignore it, 

h has no control. s e 
Her awareness of inner conflict replaces the conscien-

Per son ' s moralistic view of conflict. 
tious 

Whereas the conscientious 

sees conflicting needs with moral i mplications , t he autonomous 
person 

accep t s life as a mosaic of multifaceted combinations. She a l lows person 

for a tremendous variation and vagueness in the situations that she con-

fronts day by day. Her understanding and ability to endure ambiguity 

leads " to increased ability to tolerate -pa-radox and contradiction . . . 

which l eads to greater conceptual complexities ." (Loevinger, 1976, p. 22) 

Thus, in contrast to persons in other stages , t he autonomous person can 

more cl ear ly distinguish such concepts as iove and lus t , and the needs of 

self and others . 

Mor eover, the autonomous person is "able to unite and integ:i;ate ideas 

that appear as incompatible al ternatives to t he lower stages. " (Loevinger, 

1976, p.23) . For example , she may see that sel fishness as i t applies t o 

the i mpr ovement of the self is important for a more meaningful selflessness 

or servi ng of others . 

The recogniti on of the need of others for autonomy lessens the ar t i 

f i ci al hold that people at the earlier developmental stages seek to have 

upon other people . Yet i t is in recognizing one ' s autonomy and that of 

others that the individual perceives the limitations of isolation from 

the r est of the world . 

Despite the limitation that the forces which move an indi viual to a 

par ticular action result from experiences along t he way, t he au tonomous 

pe r son as much as possible desires to see things realistically and to be 

Object ive with others . This offers her a more holistic view of the world 

than the person in earlier stages experiences . 



The autonomous person experiences, feels, and expresses the v i tal 

events of l i fe as exciti ng. This is evidenced by t he depth of the int er

personal rel ationships that she develops , relationships without constraints 

and r estrictions of role expectat ions and mu t ual dependence characteristi c of 

ear lier stages . Instead , there is an acceptance of the different r oles 

which exist for differ ent sit uati ons and no feeling of compul s i on to impose 

such roles on others . 

5. I nt egrated Stage 

The integrated i ndividual has been called t he highest s t age by some ; 

i t may a l so b e viewed a s the stage of peak pot ential ity . It allows f or a n 

expanded possibiity for the indiviual to meet those unique aspects of herself 

and to ful l y connect herself as a separat e individual with t he world as a 

total universe . The i ntegrated person can be described as an autonomous 

person who has achieved a greater ability to transcend the conflict s of 

t i me with a c l ear and coll ec t ed sense of i denti t y . 

Loevinger stat es that Maslow ' s def~nition of the self-actualized 

person best describes t he i n t egrat ed stage. The process of the integrated 

stage is one that reconciles inner conflicts to a greater degreee , and 

i ncorporates a l et t ing go of una t tainable desires , an increased cherishing 

of individual ity , and a conscious thrus t of energy toward t he ident ity of 

t he individual. 
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B. INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE STAGES OF RELATIONSHIPS 

The five stages just discussed are helpful beyond describing 

the development of individuals. These five stages can also 

characterize relationships, especially those which are the focus 

of this essay , long term committed sexually bonded relationships. 

In my experience, when individuals relate to an intimate other, 

they often are in the same stage of development. For instance, 

an individual in the conscientious s tage may seek out and relate 

to another who is also in the conscientious s t age. Such a 

relationship can be characterized as a conscientious relationship. 

In such a case, the couple can be said to mold their life together 

around the developmental position that each holds. 

During the course of the relationship both individuals 

may grow and the relationship will naturally reflect the 

development of the individuals. 

Almost inevitably two individuals will experience times 

in which they are not at the same level of ego development, 

either through differing rates of growth, or even because they 

were at different levels from the start. 

The following graph illustrates the many possible 

combinations of two individuals in different stages of ego 

development as they form relationships. The scope of this essay, 

however, focuses on those relationships where both individuals are 

at somewhat similar levels of ego development and whose relationships 

can thus be so ilabeled. In the graph, these relationships are shaded. 

Discussion of the other possible relationships must be the topic of other 

essays. 
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c. THE FIVE DYNA.MIC ELEMENTS 

Regardless of the stage to which a relationship and its participants 

have developed, five dynamic elements will be found. These are : 

* Communication 

* Connectedness 

* Bonding 

* Mutual Creativity 

* Peak Experience 

Communication, Connectedness, and Bonding are requisite for Intimacy; 

Peak Experience is characteristic of Spirituality; and Mutual Creativi ty 

i s characteristic of both . 

Clearly , these e l ement s will be expressed differently in a relationship 

depending upon its stage . However , it is important at the outset to 

describe ea ch of these elements without regard to stage before proceeding 

with our discussion . 

1. Communication 

Communication consists of both the ve r bal and non-verbal exchange 

Within a relationship and includes a sharing of f eelings , va l ues , ideas, 
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goals, and needs. Initially, in any relationship, communication is 

superficial. Depending on a couple's stage of development this super

ficiality may continue indefinitely or be quickly replaced with communication 

which is increasingly profound and authenic. In a relationship which is 

not static, the level of communication deepens and the exchanges increase to 

include the couple's innermost thoughts, ideas, and values. Communication 

is a cornerstone of intimacy, which requires an expression of authentic 

feelings. 

Communication becomes more re~arding for a couple as the relationship 

itself becomes stronger and more satisfying. Each partner becomes more 

open and responsive to hearing and understanding the other. L. Navran 

found that 

happily married couples talked more to each other; 
conveyed the feeling that they understood what was 
being said to them; has a wide range of subjects 
available to them; preserved communication channels 
and kept them open; showed more sensitivity to each 
other's feelings; personalized their language symbols 
and made more use of supplementary non-verbal tech
niques of communication. (Gilbert, 1976, p.222) 

Positive communication is important to the development of growth of 

the long term sexually bo~ded relationship. As the exchanges between a 

couple who have authentic and honest feelings becomes more open and free, 

the couple's bond of intimacy becomes greater. The optimum in a relationship, 

asserts Sidney Jourard, "where each partner discloses himself without 

reserve." (Gilbert, 1976, p.222). Such an intimate level of relating as 

a continual and committed style is most characteristic of the autonomous 

and integrated stages of development. 
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The traditional courting system cheats people of such intimacy (Bach 

and Deutsch , 1970, p . 7) . Individual s who use the traditional courting 

to r el a t e t o a potential i ntimate tend to ut ilize games and syst em 

manipulation to achieve their objectives rat her than sharing authent ic 

feelings and needs . Their r e l a tionship is t hen built on the foundation 

of fantas i es and images of the way that they believe a rel ationshi p 

shoul d be. This serves t he part ners ei ther to protect themselves or to 

satisfy t heir images of the kind of relationship o t hers i deali ze . The 

end result is that their own real needs become overlooked or cast aside 

as i r r e l event or inappropriate. 

Tr aditional, non-intimate, and artificial relationships such as 

these cheat people of intimacy by not a l lowing communicat ion of angry 

or hostile feelings . Instead , the partners strive to impress each o t her. 

In denying angry f eelings they shut themselves off from other open or 

authentic feelings as well, for each par t ner , at whatever stage of ego 

devel opment, has hosti l e feelings in the relationship and " i s capable 

of hos t ilit y ," which i s "part of understanding and accepting the self. 11 

(Allen and Hartin , 1971, p .164) 

When this hostility is kept pent up and no t dealt wit h within 

the normal communi cat ion of a relationship , it brings tension and 

s t ress to the rela t ionship . Sudden explosions of pent- up angry feel ings 

can occur whi ch nevertheless obscure rather than reveal the root of the 

hos t i lity . 
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A husband opens a bill and sc.reams in rage, "I'm mad 
because you ' re the most extravagant woman in town. I 
should have known you would be. Your mother spoiled 
you rotten and drove your father t o the poorhouse. I s 
that what you're trying to do to me? Well, I won ' t 
take it !" 

He ' s getting rid of his hostility , but in the process 
he ' s wounding his wife and chipping away at their 
marriage . Bad he taken time to analyze why he was 
really angry he would be able to say, "I ' m mad because 
you charged five hundred dollars ' worth of clothes 
at the dress shop when you know I am so worried about 
our finances that I haven ' t even bought a new 
overcoat, which I need much more than you need dresses . " 

With that statement he begins to rid himself of his 
anger and makes her aware of the reasons for it, 
without stripping her of dignity or undermining thei r 
relationship . Since he ' s being realis tic he must 
understand that she will react to his anger . Perhaps 
with anger of her own . He must be willing to hear 
her out, as she has listened t o him. (Allen and Martin , 
1971 , p .165) . 

When couples are able to confront each other , first knowing and 

communicating what they are really angry about , when they can express 

their own fears that precipitate the anger without bringing in extraneous 

hos tile feelings , they are in a better position to find a compromise 

or r esolution to the feelings. Inability to communicate these feelings 

can lead to the destruction of the relationship. 

While communicati on must include both negative and positive feelings 

if it is to be intimate, merel y expressing hostility does not create an 

int i mate relationship , and may only provide a n illusion of self- affirmation . 

Fromm (1974) criticizes inauthentic communication in which "to show one ' s 

anger, one ' s hate , one ' s complete lack of inhibition is taken for intimacy. " 

(p.45 ) He suggests that this attitude leads first to intimacy being 
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relegated to sexual intercourse, and the couple then ultimately 

separating and seeking new love relationships. Since the problem has 

consisted of inabilities in connnunication rather than choice of partners, 

it is an "illusion that the new love will be different from the earlier 

ones'' (Victor Frankl, 1975, p.45) . 

True self-disclosure through open, honest communication must include 

a genuine concern for the feelings of the other partner and a willingness 

to hear what the partner is saying. A partner who feels attacked experiences 

a significantly diminished ability to hear . 

2. Connectedness 

The second dynamic element encompasses the relationship ' s commitment 

aspects, 

In a healthy relationship, commitment to the other person in some 

degree precedes the sexual encounter; at the time of the sexual encounter 

an emotional commitment has occurred . This commitment need not be static 

or remain the same throughout the entire relationship. For some couples 

it may be a commitment to care for each other as friends whether or not 

they remain together, or may include a long term life-joining relationship . 

The commitment to the other r equires a genuine sharing of authentic, 

honest feelings . Only when this level of communication exists can a 

COnnnitment to the o ther occur . Individuals who are not able to share 



genuine honest feelings find themselves continuously caught or trapped in 

their f an t asy of what the relationship should be. They are unable to 

facilitate movement of the relationship to a more r ewarding position. 

When a couple begins to share authentic, honest feelings, they are 

able to begin to share their visions and goals with each other. Then 

they can see how each' s needs and visions may enhance those of the other, 

and there is a foundation for a commitment with the other. 

When a couple base their commitment on their shared vision and goals, 

the relationship has a stronger foundation for stability. This provides a 

more efficient and integrated relationship, in which there is a synthesis 

of the needs of the individual. 

"We may envy the passionate love affair, but we admire two people 

who have integrated many facets of their r elati onship . " (Grunebaum, 1976, p . 282). 

By contrast, the couple who base their commitment on their fantasies and 

images of what should be, sooner or later find at least some of their 

visions and goals in opposition to each other's needs and wants . They may 

find this opposition difficult to resolve, and without resolution no sharing 

can ensue between the two to enable them to form a genuine commitment to 

each other. 

The concept of commitment in a relationship has undergone some 

evolutionary changes in the past: 
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The commitment during the early historical period was to 
the institution of marriage "till death do us par t, ' and 
the COlilIIlitment during the second period was to marital love and 
companionship as long as these were not outweighed by dislike 
and incompatibility. The current trend is toward a commitment 
to sexual satisfaction and to individual development and 
fulfilment. (Vincent , 1976, p.267) 

Clark Vincent (1976) suggests that this current trend is symbolic of our 

'thr ow- away society ' in which when one of the i ndividual ' s needs are not 

met t he partner is traded in for a new model , or discarded to be replaced 

by a more 'meaningful ' partner . 

Commitment/connectedness thus is an affirmation by each to pursue 

communication, mutual creativity , and peak experiences with the other . 

It encompasses a desire to grow and expand with the other and to become an 

expandable reflection of the other in the relat ionship with growth as the 

central t heme. Milton Mayerhoff (1971) states that "To care for another person, 

i n the most significant sense, is to help him grow and actualize himself." 

(p. l ) . Each person who cares thus makes a colllillitment to the other to enable 

a transformation to be taking place in the relationship at all times. 

Otherwi se , the relationship is stat ic . Caring is more than just liki ng 

ano ther person, then. It is more than wanting that other person to do well . 

It is more than wanting that person to get what she wants. Rather it is a 

commitment to the other ' s developing and changing to a more expansive 

r el ationship with the self, with life, and with the universe . 

When a couple experience connectedness, each is open to experiencing 

a mutual and universal expression of him or herself in the other . 
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This is an ultimate expression of what Martin Buber (1958) presents as 

the true oneness with the other, t he I-Thou relationship. 

Buber states that "the aim of relation is relation's 
own being, that is, contact with the Thou. For 
through contact with every Thou we are stirred with a 
breath of the Thou, t hat is~ eternal life ." (p . 63) 

This relationship may or may not include the desire to carry 

on the life of t he relationship and the universe through procreation. 

Historically this was a sign each made to the o ther that in fact the 

relationship was consummated- - compl ete--perfect. As the women's and 

men ' s movements have begun helping t o bring a balance of equality to 

the sexes, as well as a rethinking of sex role stereotypes, women have 

have the opportunity to consider not having children. While many women 

and men continue to find that procreation brings its traditional feeling 

of fulfilment, some have found that the relationship is mor e fulfilling , 

harmonious, and satisfying without having children. Procreation is no 

longer a criterion for the intimate I - Thou relationship. 

3. Sexual bonding 

When a relationship is based on a genuine , honest , sharing of 

feelings, the sexual encounter seals the commitment and the relationship. 

Like the seal on a letter, this sexua l seal ' s strength or weakness depends 

on the importance with which it is viewed. When a couple is committed to 

maintaining the integrity of the r e lationship, the seal is maintained intact. 
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If one or both want to break this seal, it is simply a matter of breaking it. 

Because an emotional commitment can be sealed by sexual bonding does 

not imply that all couples who have sexual encounters have such a sexual bond . 

Since time began, couples have been having sexual experiences without making 

commitments to each other. The era from 1960 to 197: has witnessed 

a generation inclined to separate love, sex, and commitment. This 

separation led to the establishing of styles that "have accepted and 

approved of (1) sex without love or commitment, (2) sex with love but 

no commitment and (3) love with commitment but without sex. "('Vincen t, 1976, p. 267) 

When sexual bonding occurs in the intimate relationship the couple is 

not ' just having sex.' Rather, they are connnitting themse lves to 

each other in a way above and beyond ' just having sex.' Here, the 

sexual relationship is not the most important aspect of the relationship. 

It is simply a dynamic part that allows the couple an avenue for 

positive expression of love and caring toward each other. 

This 'New Age ' has brought sexual liberation into the forefront 

of awareness, but it has not brought with it a comfort with sexuality 

or a freedom about sexuality. The 'New Age ' brought sufficient discomfort 

that it may be followed by a pendulum swing back to the opposite extreme 

of the previous repressive years. Such an extreme swing is typical 

of new steps to l iberation. When individuals are unleashed from 

repressive bondage, they seek to make up for all the l ost experiences 

they felt missing. But that introduces a compulsiveness which contrasts 

with the true freedom experienced by the couple whose commitment is t o 
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discovery with the other in a style that allows for a natural flow of their 

energies. 

The sexual liberation brought a new l evel of consciousness to the 

public. Though it can only be viewed as "the earliest phases of consciousness 

expansion' in the Western World" (Roszak, 1975, p.46) it provides the 

foundation for individuals seeking higher levels of consciousness . It is 

perhaps too soon to see the pendulum in its natural swing or to know if 

there is to be another repressive era . However, as individuals and couples 

find their individual comfort level with their own sexuality rather than a 

repressive environment or a manic search for what they feel has been missing, 

they can begin expanding their consciousness in other areas. 

The sexual bonding that a committed couple have for each other 

is not just based on physical needs but also on psychic needs as well. 

The desire to respond to their partner ' s need for affectiona:i.d play

fulness becomes an integral par t of the bonding in the relationship . 

For the new couple this may be seen as trying out new and exciting 

adventures. For the couple who have been together for a period of time, 

this bonding is exhibited in the sharing of intimate communicat i ons , 

which are frequently expressed nonverbally. This sharing may be 

expressed as an all encompassing glance at the other which communicates 

their love to the o ther; or the personal, private expression of a 

private pleasure. 

Many couples in a long term, committed sexually bonded relationship 

find that after some t ime the joy and excitement of the sexual encounter 

dissipates and may be replaced by boredom and hopelessness . 
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This indifference and tedium is surely the demise of the relationship. 

The fact that it can happen supports the need for intimate communication 

to help a couple adjust to the changes that inevitably occur in 

relationships . Without intimate communication the couple tends not 

to have the energy or creativity to bring a new and exciting sexual 

bonding into the relationship. Thus , once again, sexual bonding 

implies more than ' just having sex ' wit h one's partner ; it is the 

exchange of love in the relationship . 

4. Mutual Creativity 

Mutual creativity occurs when a couple share a creative attitude, 

creative effort , and mutuality. The result is an expandable and secure 

excitement with each other characterized by both intimacy and spirituality. 

Mutual creativity includes the ability to dream, be playful , grow, and 

change toge tbe r . 

a. Creative attitude 

Mutual creativity presumes an openness to what is not yet, a desire 

for discovery , adventure, and excitement . This dynamic fosters new 

discoveries by the couple who experience new and exciting feelings for, 

and awareness of, their relationship . They experience the ' here and 

now- ness ' of their being and their relationship. 

Mutual creativity in this sense of 'immediateness ' and 'in- touch

oess ' has come to the fore during the recent 'consciousness revolution ' . 
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However, this revolution is not just a revolution but also an 

evolution. John White (1978) states: 

The r e is a profound wisdom in convention, but first 
you ' ve got to be unconventional to appreciate it. From 
that perspective , the consciousne;s revolution is also 
an evolution. It is not just simplistic, nostalgic 
retreat into the days of yore. Rather it is an upward 
spiralling, a quantum leap in awareness so that both 
the past and present are purified of destructive 
elements and fused in a lifestyle that humanizes 
technology as older ways of living close to the earth 
are revived with increased understanding of their 
value as conventions . (p. 3) 

Today in the ' New Age ' couples are exploring new ways and seeking 

to reconnec t with the old ways that provide a wholeness with the 

Universe. 

All along the Aquarian frontier , we find people 
cultivating a ready eye for the visionary possibilities 
of all they encounter and do; the rhythms of the body , 
the chores of dail y life , the practical arts and crafts, 
the vulgarities of popular culture . (Roszak, 1975, p. 256) 

This pursuit of the common and ordinary pleasures of life has taken 

hold with a fresh vigor to benefit today's consciousness sculptors 

of a new and creative life for all. This marvelous pursuit of the 

pure and sacred joys of life has sprung up like a new wellspring of 

desire to simply experience life to its fullest and richest. 

The creative attitude goes to the heart of wha t life is about -

"being alive, creative, spontaneous , cherishing one's wholeness , and 

uniqueness and being r eceptive and open to the world. " (Ticho, 1974, 

p. 248) 
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b. Creative effort 

A creative attitude will have little further result without 

creative effort. 

This implies labor, effort , perseverance, self-discipline. 
Unless the cr eative idea and all those activities which are 
more mechanical and ego- determined work together, hand in 
hand, in harmony, the object cannot be created . The first 
aspect -- creative thinking and inspiration -- can never 
complete creation unless the second aspect is brought to 
bear on the venture . This applies, without exception, to 
everything . Whether you create an object, compose a 
symphony, paint a great picture, write a novel, cook a 
meal, search for new scientific discoveries, heal illness, 
create a situation of mutual love, develop on the path of 
self-realization, it applies to all endeavor, to all success
ful completion, to all meaningful self-expression. This 
synthesis of creativity, imagination, ideas, on the one 
hand, and execution, on the other, must take place . ... 
The creative attitude is a free-flowing, spontaneous mani -
festation . Execution is an act that comes through the 
determination of the ego will. It is more mechanical, more 
laborious and requires consistency and effort. This has 
totally different characteristics from the spontaneous, 
effortless influx of creative ideas. (Broch, 1970, p. 185) 

At the beginning of a long term relationship, mutual creativity 

may focus on the couple ' s desire for immediate gratification. This 

focus gradually shifts to delayed gratification as the partner makes a 

commitment to, and shares her dreams with, the other, and the couple 

creates a mutual and shared vision together. As the ' New Age' brings 

a fresh understanding of patience, which in turn offers the ability to 

be one with the universe, so will each person understand that the 

ordinary and common is really ·the miracle of life. 

Creative effort requires patience and discipline. 

It is essential, however , that the discipline should not be 
practiced like a rule imposed on oneself from the outside, 
but it becomes an expression of one's own will; that it is 
felt as pleasant, and that one slowly accustoms oneself to 
a kind of behavior which one would miss if one stopped 
practicing it. (Fromm, 1956, p. 93) 
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There a r e other dimensions of mutual creativity for the relationship. 

Disci pline plays an important role in both creativity and love. Without 

the ability to take risks and without courage in the r elationship , mutual 

creativity would never be experienced by the couple. Allowing for 

spontaneity i s an integral part of the relationship. When an i ndividual i s 

willing to take risks and move , she is t aking a courageous step toward 

becoming "less self-centered and much more moving, f lowing , open , honest 

and direct . 11 (McCarroll, 1974, p. 25) It is at this time that the 

partner provides a source of energy for the other to grow and develop. 

c. Mutuality 

Each partner brings a weal th of visions and dreams to the relationship . 

As the couple shares these visions and dreams , the relationship grows and 

develops. Each partner begins to feel secure with the other. They learn 

how, in their particular relationship, to hear the other and make compro

mises and modifications so that their individual dreams become s hared 

dreams. As each is able to mer ge his or her ideas with the o ther ' s i n 

order to create one mutual vision , the couple begins to grow and change, 

to experience mutuality , and form a union. 

d. The result of mutual creativity 

The exercise of mutual creativity results in excitement, intimacy , 

and spirituality. Excitement is provided by the f l ow of energy which the 

new union brings. It is expressed as play and c r eativity with the other 
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and as joyfulness and caring for the world. 

Experimenting with life and l earning by assimilating our 
experiences is the growth process of the nourishing self ... 
We discover through our~ experiences what suits us 
best . Any experience, even the most tox.ic, has the potential 
for enhancing our ability to continue to discover a nourishing 
life style through creative adjustment ... The possibility of 
newly emerging excitement is endless . (Greenwald, 1975, p . 222) 

Furthermore, mutual creativity increases the level of intimacy 

with the other, and with it, communication. As the level of mutual 

creativity heightens and expands, a whole framework for a wonderful 

creative excitement enters the life of the couple. Carl Whitaker (1976) 

describes this experience : 

When I l ook at my significant other and see myself, the 
r eflection makes for a much greater l evel of expandable 
and secure exci tement . It is not a ques tion o f combin
ing with someone else to fonn a 'we'; it i s a question 
of increasing myself with a r eciprocal of myself . Within 
the security of that identification, adventure , stimulation , 
and all the components of play are available, both physical 
play and intellectual play--and an irrational total 
gestalt of creative excitement. (p . 264) 

This, then, is the attainment of mutual creativity, the total gestalt 

of the relationship. It is the wholeness and union that each can 

experience with her partner as the r elationship grows and develops. 

Whitaker notes how the reciprocation of oneself l eads to a creative 

excitement . 

The aspiration of all people t o experience intimacy with 

another , and thereby mutual creativity , requires attention, 

involvement , objectivity , and steadfastness of spirit . (Naranjo, 1974, p. 116) 

For some individuals in their development this commitment can be 

frought with fear and resistance even though the desire f or intimacy 
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exists for all . As each member of the couple develops individually, 

she is able to involve herself in the other and to be more objective 

towards the other because her own s ecurity is less dependent on the 

other's being or functioning a certain way. This offers a greater 

personal spirit of steadfastness in the relationship . What follows 

from mutual creativity is the foundation for the transcending 

experience, or the peak experiences. 

4. Peak Experience 

a. Transcendence 

Peak experience is the high one experiences, taken one step further 

to include a transcending experience that directs the individual energy 

to encompass the world and to reach out in a caring, helpful mode . Peak 

experiences are defined by Claudio Naranjo (1974) as: 

moments of openness to the experience of highe r feelings . .. 
characterized by a more or less lasting desirable effect 
upon the individuals. Any perfect action seems to be the 
potential source of a peak experience ... (p. 83) 

This experience has an impact on the individual and in turn she is 

transformed by the experience. This transformation is exhibited 

by a heightened s tate of awareness and a more peaceful relationship 

with the self, others, and the universe. This transcendan t experience 

is the stat e of deepened consciousness, or a peak expe r ience . 

Such an experienc e may simply be a deeper awareness of some 

phenomenon like a tree . When one looks at a tree is it simply an 

inanimate object, just an it, jus t a tree'? Or can looking at a tree 

really be experie nced as Buber suggests when he speaks of becoming 
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through an I - Thou relationship with someone or something? One can 

experience the tre e in a very 'se l f I way, one can in fact become the 

tree spiritually and experience the joy and beau t y of the tree and even 

the pain of the tree when the wind races through and rips off a branch 

of it . When the tree is experienced this way, the individual self of 

the person is also experienced. 

The peak experience may a l so be a growing extensi on of a sense 

of I-AMness for t he size of the world . The experience of l - AMness "invites 

the person t o experience himself as if he were the responsible doer of 

his actions and the locus of his perceptions, so that he may have a chance 

of discovering that this is indeed ' true' . (Naranjo, 19 74, p. 176) Peak 

exper iences reflect a feeling of inspiration--that is , a feeling that a 

new spirit has been breathed into everything e lse . (Israel, 1968, p . 6) 

Peak experiences, then , are experiences of s pirituality. 

Theodor e Roszak (1975) descr ibes the peak experi ence as a 'cosmic 

drama ' that offers to the world the 'Hidden Wisdom'. This search 

through the Hidden Wisdom is humanity's s earch t o find the original and 

lost perfection of her beginning. The mythical fall of Adam and Eve 

expresses a change in the world that left each person on a continual 

search for the perfection that was lost. This force or ' Hidden Wisdom' 

is that which draws " God, humankind, and nature together in a vast epic 

whose purpose is to radically transform each into something wholly and 

marvelously different from what i t now is . " (p . 106) The energy from 

the peak experience provides a uniting of the unive r se , person with 

person, person with nature , person with all . 
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Maslow (1968) presents a portrait of the peak experience and the 

qualities it entails : 

1. The peak experience is felt as a self-validating, 
self-adjusting moment which carries its own 
intrinsic value with it . (p. 79) 

2. [ In the peak experience there occur~ a very 
characteristic disorientation in time and space . .. 
(i>n~ becomes oblivious of his surroundings, 
and of the passage of time. (p . 80) 

3. The perception of the individual in the peak 
moment tends strongly to be ideographic and 
non-classificatory. (p. 94) 

4. One aspect of the peak experience is a complete, 
though momentary, loss of fear, anxie ty, 
inhibition, defense and control, a giving up 
of renunciation, delay, and restraint . (p. 94) 

5. The person in the peak experiences feels more 
integrated .. . than at other times . He also looks 
(!.o the observe~ more integrated. (p . 104) 

6 . As [the person] get s to be more purely and singly 
himself he is more able to fuse with the world, 
with what was formerly not-self, e.g . , the lovers 
come closer to forming a unit rather than two 
people, the I-Thou monism becomes more possible (p. 105) 

7. People during and after peak-experiences 
characteristically f eel lucky, fortunate, graced. (p . 113) 

8. [some ot] the characteristics of the cognition 
found in the generalized peak experience Gr~: 
a. the experience or object tends to be seen as 
a whole, .. . detached from ... purpose . b . the 
percept i s exclusively and fully attended to. (p. 74) 

9. Concrete perceiving of the whole of the object 
implies, also, that it is seen with 'care ' (p. 75) 

10. [Peak experiencE:J seems to make the perception 
richer. ( p. 77) 

Thus the peak experience provides the individual with a heightened 

awareness of herself and the world at the same time she maintains her 

objectivity . The peak experience also increases her concept of the world 
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as a whole. She feels at one with all and with herself so that the 

flowing and graceful qualities of her life become predominant and 

may be seen by an observer. The individual does not bave a need to 

stereotype others or her surroundings into some expected style of 

behavior. She is able to connect more fully wi t h her partner and to 

experience an I-Thou relationship with him. Following the peak 

experience , she as an individual, and both as the couple fused together, 

reach out to the world in a caring and helping way to connect more fully 

with the universe. This then becomes the transcending quality of the 

peak experience. 

b. The sacred through the common 

The transcending process provides the avenue for experiencing the 

sacred through the connnon. Through daily living people 

can experience the sacred and the wholenes s of the universe : the 

connection with the earth and the air, the connection with the 

animals of the world, as well as other humans. The sacredness 

of the universe is all about us, and yet until peak experience many 

people fail to experience it and celebrate its joy. 

Roszak (1975) describes the transcending experience and its sacredness 

when he states: 

When one speaks of " transcendence ," the idea that 
seems frequently to come to mind is that of a grea t 
world-denying leap into an elevated dimension of r eality 
above and beyond the Earth. But that is a corruption of 
the concept as it has been taught since time out of mind. 
At the very origins of human worship, the sacred was 
experienced in, or through, the common stuff and substance 
of life: in the animals of the hunt, in the fecundity 
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of women, in the rebirth of Spring, in the dance of the 
fire, in the maj esUc presence of the Sun. It was seen 
everywhere and in all things, as an object of wonder or 
of terror. Transcendence, in such an experience of the 
world, means per-ception : seeing through t o the 
empowered presence of things, the ground and 'glory of 
their naked being. All that need. be transcended is the 
illusion of ordinariness, which is only an opacity of the 
jaded and corrupted senses . (p. 257) 

For some, the transcending experience may even be seen as one 

of being godlike with the gods . Perhaps it is t o this end that the 

transcending experience leads man . This "tas t e of excellence" (Roszak, 1975, p. 87) 

that is admired in a f ew, is what other people strive to experience 

for themselves. The transcendence of the peak experience offers 

each person the potential for reaching out and touching another in a 

caring and loving way. 

This posture of reaching out to touch one another, to care about 

each other and extend love , each to the other creates a reciprocal 

benefit. Those who love will in fact receive more love in turn. The 

"interaction effect" of spirituality works both ways by creating a 

dynamic parallelism ... between the inner and the 
outer ... . Each makes the other possible ... As 
he becomes strong, he tends to be able to see strength 
and power in the world. As he becomes more loving 
and lovable, he tends to be able to see love in the 
world. Perhaps this is part what is meant by the 
fusion of lovers, the becoming one with the world in 
the cosmic experience, the fee l ing of being part of 
the unity one perceives in a great philosophical 
insight. (Maslow, 1968, p. 95) 

c . Self-actualization 

Action in the spiritual sphe re is needed to l e ad all persons to 

selfless dedication to the world at large. Each individual may 

pursue this spiritual quest through exploring and developing the 

self. It is not enough to jus t spend the days in idle frivolity or 
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l aziness. To find a purpose in one's life and to fulfill that purpose 

is t o experience spiritual and personal gr owth. Thus, one ' s chosen 

discipline or way of l i fe or career is " l>oth a pat h and, when perfected, 

the goal." (Nar anjo, 1974, p . 53) The karma yoga , which is the yoga 

of action, offer s a course of life activity designed to pursue the 

spiritual quest : 

The yoga of action lays stress upon tthe volitional side of human 
nature. It regards the will to live , t he striving for growth 
and perfection , as the natural starting point for spiritual 
training . Action is indeed of t he very essence of l ife. No man 
can ever stop acting The question is whether he is engaged in 
some fruitful action or in meaningless action . The inescapable 
need for ac t ion is reflected in the popular saying, "An idle man ' s 
br ain i s the devil ' s workshop ." 

When a person withdraws from the outside world and 
shut s himself up in his solitary room, he is still act
ing . .. Even when a person goes t o the hi lls , he may 
carry the whole of society upon his shoulders . His 
unfulfilled desires and repressed wishes are sure 
to accompany him everywhere . He withdraws from all 
purposive action only to find his mental vacuum fil l ed 
with the ineffectual self-paintings of the repressed 
libido . (Nar anjo, 1974 , pp 55-56) 

Therefor e spiritual f r eedom and f r eedom for self-actualization 

require conscious and directed activity since activity itself 

is always a given. "The necessary passivity and recep tivity of 

inspiration, or of peak experience must now give way to activity , 

control, and har dwork . A peak exper ience happens!£ a person , but 

t he person makes the gr eat pr oduct . " (Maslow, 1968, p . 143) All 

peopl e have peak exper iences but some peopl e a r e not open to them or 

awa r e of them; and some peopl e do not respond to the peak experience 

when i t i s ther e for t h em to do so . 
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d. Consciousness 

There is a relationship between the peak experience and the 

consciousness. As the l evel of awareness incr eases, the person 

becomes more cognizant of t he peak experience. 

Consciousness itself, the basic fact of being aware 
that we are aware , r emains the medium through which 
everything happens to us. It is primary , and cannot 
be explained in terms of anything e l s e . It can only 
be experienced . .. In fact, the word ' consciousness ' 
is formed by the union of two Latin words-- con, ' with ' , 
and scire, 'to know ' --literally means ' that with which 
we know.' " (Whit e, 1978, p . 2) 

The spiritual quest is frequently very elusive to humanity . 

Row does one begin this great quest and how does one experience it? 

There is a knowing parable of the spiritual ques t that ill ustrates 

the illusory qualities of the peak experience and i n turn the 

t ranscending process tha t leads to s pirituality : 

Nasrudin was sent by the King to investigate the 
lore of var ious kind of Eastern mystical teachers . They 
all r ecounted to him tales o f the miracles and t he s ayings 
of the f ounde rs and great t eachers of their schools, all 
long dead . 

When he returned home , he s ubmi tted his r e port, 
which contained the single word, "Carr ots." 

He was called upon to explain himself . Nasrudin 
told the King: "The best pa rt is buried; few know-
except the farmer- - by the green tha t t here is orange 
under ground; if you don't work for it, i t wil l \ 
de t e riorate ; there are a great many donkeys associated 
with i t." 

From The Exploits of the Incomparabl e Mulla Nasrudin 
(Naranjo, 1974, p. 53) 
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No one knows there is a carrot under the green top unless they have 

been told or have dug around to see what is below . J ust as each 

person is not born with all the knowledge of consciousness, she must 

be told or dig around to find the answers and the knowledge. 

Each person has an inner guide to help her find the carrot 

under t he green top . This inner guide is an inner teacher that 

promotes growth of the self and the universe . It is through self

exploration that peak experience will be met and have the 

most powerful impact on the direction and purpose of life for the 

individual . Self-exploration offers the resources to resolve problems 

and experience others to the fullest . This innocent, unmediated 

knowing of the world is available to all people ; however , once the 

child grows to adulthood it is strongly repressed in order t o avoid 

any thought of the inner world of oneself and the universe . R. D. 

Laing states : 

As adults, we have forgotten most of our childhood, not only 
its contents , but its flavor; as men of the world, we 
hardly know of the existence of the inner world ; we barely 
remember our dreams, and make li t tle sense of them when we 
do; as for our bodies , we re t ain such sufficient provocative 
proprioceptive sensations to coordinate our movements 
and to insure the minimal requirements for bio-social sur
vival-to register famine, s i gnals for food, sex, 
defecation , sleep; beyond that , l it t le or nothing . 
Our capacity to think except in the service of what we are 
dangerously deluded into supposing is our self- interest and in 
conformity with common sense is pitifully limited ; our capacity 
even to see, hear , touch, taste, and smell is so shrouded 
in veils of mystification that an intense discipline of 
unlearning is necessary for anyone before one can begin 
to experience the world a.fresh, with innocenc e , truth 
and love . 
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The f irst s t ep to knowing one ' s purpose is the journey to the 

inner world . As the inner journey and self-development begin, so too 

can the journey with a partner commence . Through this journey together, 

the peak experiences and the transcending of the old t o incorporate 

the new innocence of the universe, the couple can reach out to the world 

to help a nd care for others . The highest level of consciousness is in 

fact the spiritual self. Each person is a 'meaning-seeking ' being 

(Roszak, 1975, p . 94) t rying to find a purpose to life together with 

others. 

e. Threshholds of peak experience 

Peak experience occurs at different threshholds. Mas l ow asserts 

that t he basic needs must be met fi r st . He believed that "spontaneous 

' peak experience ' occurred only after the person ' s ... needs, such as 

survival, self-esteem, self- expression, l ove , e t c . .. " were met . (Owens, 

1978, p. 49) William James postulat es that the threshhold for a 

mystical experience for some indivi dual s could be so high as to preclude 

ever experiencing a 'mystical exper ience ' .. . whereas others could have a 

threshhold s ufficiently low as to experience mystical feelings on a 

weekly if not dail y basis . " (Vincent, 1976, p . 269) Some peopl e are 

so frightened by the idea or so much in awe of the peak experience t ha t they 

are neve r able to allow themselves t o have the experience . The inc reased 

inte r es t in meditation has pr ovided individuals with a way of listening 

to the messages of the peak experience instead of talking them away. 
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Furthermore, meditation may become the guide to the transcending 

experience of the individual. "One of the Chinese words for meditation 

means the 'union of me and the object ' not as a conqueror but as a 

peer." (Mccarroll , 1974, p . 103) This form of meditation does not 

control the object but rather joins in union the object with the 

person. 

f. Impact 

The impact of peak experience on individuals and the coupl e 

today implies a far reaching spiritual change in the world. The 

authentic spiritual quest is one of uniting the universe and offering 

a more flowing and holistic world for all. This is an ongoing 

transformation of the human personality: to live life to the fullest 

with all at the spiritual level. This transformation, which is at 

an evolutionary proportion in the world today, effects change 

for tomorrow. 
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III. THE COUPLE IN THE SELF-PROTECTIVE STAGE 

Self- protective persons have been portrayed as motivated by rewards and 

punishments , disconnected from others , unable to engage in self-criticism, de

pendant on rituals, and pre-occupied with control. 

When two such persons enter a relationship with each other , a l most inevit

ably t heir communication wi ll be superfi cial, fantasy- based, and dishonest. 

Their connectedness will exhibit a reciprocal inabi l i ty t o care, to commit, or 

to trust. The ir bonding will exhibit manipulative role playing and sexual in

stabi l ity . The p l ace in their lives into which mutual creativity should fit 

will be crowded out by t he banalit y, i sola t ion and impatience caused by their 

preoccupation with control . And finally , where there should be peak experience, 

there will be merely the protective shell of ritual . An encounter with Thelma 

and Barry is in order. 

A. THELMA AND BARRY 

Thel ma grew up in a household where her mother desperately wanted love 

and affect ion and was afraid that she wouldn ' t get it. When Thelma married she 

also wanted and needed to be l oved by her husband . Yet each time he would offer 

any form of affection she would berate him about something that had happened 

earlier. No t hing could satisfy her. Thelma l ooked at anything Barry did i n 

order to find fault. As Thelma became more vicious in her attacks on Barry, he 

withdr ew from her . To Thelma this affirmed that he dido ' t love her. Thelma 

wanted mos t from Barry a n assurance of his love; yet each time he tri ed to show 

his l ove t o her she withdr ew her affection and attacked him . Thelma was fright-
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ened of any deep intimate relationship with a man yet she wanted to be loved in 

a relationship . The one thing that she feared most actually became a reali t y . 

After seven years of marriage , their relationship ended. 

The relationship offered both Barry and Thelma the opportunity to find 

love; yet each was afrai d. Thelma was too frightened to reach out and connect 

with Barry in an intimate way . Barry on the other hand was too frightened to 

stand up for himself. Feeling attacked each t ime he reached out to Thelma with 

affection, he ultimately withdrew from her into his own self- protective shell. 

At the time the split occurred, the situation had become so tense and unclear 

that each left the other believing that t he other had stated he/she wanted to 

end the relationship. Neither of them go t what they wanted, which was to feel 

loved and cared for. In turn each felt that the r elationship justified their 

worst fears about r elationships. 

B, COMMUNICATION FOR THE SELF- PROTECTIVE COUPLE 

When self-protective partners communicate, their communication is 

fantasy-based, dishonest, superficial, and often involves low self-esteem. 

1, Fantasy-based 

The relationship of the self- protective couple is based on wishes or fan

tasies each has of the other, whi ch in t urn s tem from needs each self- pr otective 

person has for herself . There is little ' up- front ' disclosure of needs and de

sires . Rather, based on a need to be loved, the self-protective person fan t a

sizes the partner to be super- loving. Based on a need to be protected , she 
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fantasizes her partner to be exceptionally strong and protective . The self

prot ec t ive partners thus can be said to be not in love with each other , but 

rather , in love with the fantasy of what each can do for the other . 

These fantasies are never communicated to the partner . The sel f - protective 

person is unwilling to share these fantasies for fear the other will not live 

up to her images. As with Thelma and Barry, such a fear often pr ecipitates 

exactly t he effect--loss of partner--wbich has been imagined . As a consequence, 

the self-protective partners wil l only be able to communicat e about superficial 

things without expressing their feelings and needs, or hearing t hose of the 

other . 

Another fantasy which dominates the self- protective relat ionship relates 

to effor t. The self-protective person i s fixated on what the relationship must 

do for her--not what she must do for it . She has a romant ic image of what a 

relationship should be, which precludes the effort and energy that is needed 

to create a long term sexually bonded committed relationship. 

2. Dishonest 

Honest communication in the relationship is rarely a skill available to 

the self- protective person . Communication is based on t he needs of fantasy 

images and assumed rul es. Communicati on is blocked by fears related to loss 

of the fantasies and to the anticipated rewards a nd punishments related to 

the rul es. When Thelma and Barry met, each viewed 'the relationship in terms 

of what it could offer them for their own pleasure and reward. They found i t 

difficult to imagi ne how t he strengths, weaknesses and differences of each 

fflight complement those of t he other. Instead, each focused on how they would 
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like the other to be, according to their fantasies . Thelma wanted Bar ry to 

be st rong and caring, while Barry wanted Thelma to be sweet and playful . The 

result was dishonest communication. Each tried to communicate that they were 

in fact all of the things the other wished--un til they were married . Bach and 

Deutsch (1970) write, 

When one courts , one puts on one ' s best face , inflates s trengths , 
conceal s weaknesses, and generally seeks to manipulate the other 
person. The courter neither presents the r eality of his own self , 
nor explores the r eality of his partner. (p . 38) 

After the marriage some of the courtship-type dishonesty i s eliminated, 

producing disillusionment for each partner without producing any increase in 

honesty. The self- protective person is too fearful t o honestly expose her real 

feelings and wishes, venting these needs instead in attacks on her partner for 

failing to measure up. At the same time, the sel f - protective person ' s self 

esteem i s too low to permit energetic and hones t expression of strengths or 

self-criticism, so that communi cation persists in covering-up both virtues and 

faults . 

3, Superficial 

What , then , is left to communica t e? The dreams that she shares with her 

partner are trite and s uperfici al , with very li t tle follow-through for her 

visions t o become realities . In addition, she i s unable to hea r what her part

ner wants and needs , and to interpret those needs in order to help him achieve 

his dreams. As she is not in touch with her own feelings i t is difficult for 

her t o communicate those feelings t o someone else. 
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When Thelma and Barry sought t o establish t heir relat ionship, it was on 

the basis of their imagined ideas of what a relationship should be and their 

imagined ideas of what the other should ful fill for them . Neither Thelma nor 

Barry was able to know, or hear , or communicate to the other, what they actually 

wanted in a relationship. 

The fear or distrust that each felt prevent ed them from exposing or sharing 

any of their true feelings and ultimately caused only pain in the relationship. 

"Fear or hatred f or the o t her sex are a t t he bottom of t hose difficulties which 

prevent a person from giving himself completel y, from acting spontaneously , 

from trusting the sexual partner." (Frankl, 1975, p. 75) The self-protective 

person does not even take a chance to hear the other because she is unable to 

accept either herself or the other as t hey truly are . 

The electricity which passes between a coupl e at f i rs t meeting f eels tre

aendously profound, but merely masks superficiality. The electric shock of 

meeting someone who may fill the fantasy image easily tempts t he sel f-protec t ive 

person to feel, "Thi s could be love NOW" (Bach and Deutsch , 1970, p. 70). This 

feeling that one' s possible mate f or life may have appeared close a t hand has 

the impact of a tiny light of 25 watts turning into a heat l amp . But the self

protective person is unable to interact in a style that i s appropriate for such 

an exchange . Thelma and Barry , when they f i rst met, felt a wave of relief . I t 
I 

was as if each had found someone who could f ulf ill their every need wi thout 

either ever hearing that the other really could or wanted to . Neither Thelma 

nor Barry were willing to risk stating their needs to the other for fear that 

in fact they would be r e jected or punished by t he o ther. Only after their re

lationship had dissolved could Thelma say that a t the begi nning she had had a 

1111111 feeling that Barry was not r eally ab l e to meet her needs. But when this 
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feeling occurred she shoved it far away so that it would not be able to confront 

her with i t s ugly presence. One recalls the qu ip , "my mind is made up , don ' t 

confuse me with the facts ." 

Shut off from so many avenues of communication , t he superficial self- pro

tective coupl e may converse about the sit uations of the day as they happened--

but will be unable to analyze or draw conclusions about their impact . If one 

partner, af t er an exchange of the day's events, states that she is to take a 

business trip, the o t her may construe this as a threat to him and try to persuade 

her not to go . 

A consequence of this superficiality and the ingredients leading up to it 

is that , as with The lma and Barry , t he self-protective r elationships are not 

likely to exi st long . Yet to the self-pr otective person, the idea of getting 

urried is often more important than the individual involved , or the duration 

of the r elationship . And with the current cultural acceptance of divor ce, the 

self-protecti ve person can maintain a continuous series of relationships without 

ever being out of one for very long--or ever being into one very far . 

4, Low Self-esteem 

Low self-esteem is an almost inevitable consequence of the self-protective 

person's fantasy- based , dishonest , and superficial communlcation. Low self-esteem 

perpetuates the focus on what her partner can do, rather than on what the 

self-protective person can do for her partner or the relationship. 
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Double messages which the self-protective couple convey to each other are 

one consequence of low self-es teem for communication . Satir 

has characterized troubled families as those who engage in double-level 
messages, and she attributes this kind of disclosure to low self-esteem 
issues. Her contention is that every interaction between two people 
has a powerful impact on the respective worth of each and on what 
happens between them. (Gilbert, 1976 , p . 226) 

Such double messages communicated by the couple exclude the sharing of personal 

feelings but include the expression of expected behavior and thought in order 

to avoid a possible rejection or retaliation. 

A second consequence of low self-esteem is that communication for the self

protective couple is often confrontational. Both Thelma -and Barry would attack 

tach other personally when they were feeling threatened, rather than addressing 

the issue involved. " Self-es teem, it would appear , exerts powerful influence 

in communication modes involving conflict resolution . " (Gilbert, 1976, p. 226) 

For Thelma and Barry, the conflicts were never resolved. Even after a year's 

separation they were still carrying around the same feelings about the other 

that existed at the time of the ir relationship . 

C, CONNECTEDNESS FOR THE SELF-PROTECTIVE COUPLE 

Long term, committed, sexually-bonded relationships by definition involve 

the connectedness produced by commitment, caring and trust . For self-protective 

couples , however, severe problems appear in th~se areas. The necessary ingred

ients of connectedness are noticeably missing for the self-protective person, 

because caring about, commitment to, and trust of the other competes with the 

~tivation largely to protect herself . 
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1, Inability to care 

For the self-protective person, the ability to care for her partner is 

limited to what he can fulfill for her . Her concerns are "rooted in self

interest to the exclusion of other people. " (Israel, 1971, pp 8-9) She has 

not matured to a degree which could include an awareness of the other as an 

individual with legitimate wants and needs separate from herself . 

If the relationship becomes too demanding of her, she will withdraw rather 

than express care and concern for her partner. This is true, even when he is 

offering what would be understood as love or caring. The self-protective person 

thinks she is striving for intimacy , but the striving relates to a fantasy of 

what the r elationship should be, rather than what she can create with her 

partner. As the relationship gets too close the "partner who requires more 

distance in order to be comfortable is the one who will be more likely to start 

fights for optimal distance. " (Bach and Wyden , 1968, p. 37) This distancing 

function provides the protection from being hurt or rejected. It may also be 

needed to revitalize and re-energize the self-protective person t o spend time 

with bis partner. While all relationships need some time to 'refuel, ' the self

protective partners are more likely to view this distancipg as an affront or 

rejection. Each may then in turn withdraw from the other , too. 

2. Inability to commit 

Because the self-protective person bases her desire for a relationship 

on a fantasy, she is unable to make a genuine commitment to her partner; her 

collllllitmen t, instead, is made to the fantasy . 
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Thelma and Barry were motivated by a need to be seen by others as being 

1n a relationship. When marriage approached , both felt that perhaps they were 

safe now from the expectations of fami l y and the world . Whitaker (1976) pre

sents the concept that t he r elationship is i nf l uenced by many other things than 

the indi vidual decision . " Commitmen t , although it feel s like an i ndividual 

decision , is undoubtedly gross l y influenced by psychosocial adaptation, the 

hunger for fusion, security , and even a long-range growth plan . " (p. 264) 

Though the self-protec t ive couple attempt to show a commitmen t for each 

other, they fail to do it in a constructive way . One member of the self- pr otec

tive couple may feel that to treat the other as a child or as a parent will be 

viewed as acceptance and affi rmation. Actually, however , this is only a passive 

way of controlling the other . Such a style of relating becomes that of the 

parent and the good child , or at the extr eme, that of the master and the slave. 

"The prototype of the parent or master is Torvold , Nora ' s husband in Ibsen's 

A Doll House. The parental part ner exercises governing and caretaking control 

over the mate and infantil i zes him or her . " (Sager, 197 7, p. 89) The commit

ment between the parental mate and the child mate is a commitment to maintain 

the status quo . The i ndividual s are not permitted t o grow and change for then 

the relationship would have to grow and change . This rel ationship style 

requires t hat the child partner remain dependent on the parent partner and suf

ficientl y subservient to the parent. The parent ' s model requires that the y assume 

the di rector's r ole or tha t of the task maste r. If eit her parent tires of this 
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model, the potential change threatens the relationship and may result in it 

ending. In the case of A Dol l House, the commitment is to the expected or 

fantasized image of what the relationship should be to protect the individuals . 

Such a relationship inhibits intimacy. Bach and Deutsch (1970) found that 

i t "became apparent how early in a relationshi p intimacy was blocked, and the 

seeds of failure sown. " (p. xi) The seeds of failure prevented the couple 

from ext ending a commitment to the o t her and benefitting from any resulti ng 

intimacy. 

3, I nability to respect 

Cl osely related to the lack of self-est eem discussed under the topic of 

communication is an inability to esteem or respect the other . This lack of 

respect i s expressed when the self- protective person values her partner for 

those situations or t hings t hat he can provide to her . Typical ly, he is viewed 

u a husband who will provide her with a home, a car, and someone to take her to 

parties so t hat her friends will know that she is impor tant. Conversel y, she is 

valued if s he can be attractive, and make him comfortable when they are at home 

so t hat others wil l see him as important. The situations that the self

create are situati ons to make him feel better about 

elf , ins t ead of s t arting with a personal sense of self- esteem . 

, Inability t o trus t 

Inevitably, the partner who is unable to adequately care about or commit 

another has also no t developed t he ability to trust her self or her partner 
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in a relationship. Without trust both remain on guard as to the intent of the 

actions of the other. When one partner suggests an activity, the other may be 

building a barrier t o protect him from any imagined harm. The self- protective 

person perceives that the "rules for living" call for her to be in a relation

ship; however, what she is unable to perceive is that the relationship requires 

a level of intimacy and commitment outside her scope of understanding . As the 

two self-protective partners come together, they may play together, or even 

seduce one another; but as the relationship demands more intimacy and sharing 

in order to become viable, they will pull away either by breaking off the re

lationship or by maintaining it on a very superficial level. 

Trust, which the self- protective individual has not developed, is thus a 

necessary component of any intimate rela tionship. To trust is to take a risk; 

and the self- protective person i s unable to do so. She hedges her bets, plans 

wery step far in advance--all to avoid risk. It is to no avail. Without trust, 

the self- protective person precipitates those situations she is most frightened 

will happen. Jerry Greenwald (1975) states: "Without self-trust, an essential 

ingredient in the intimate self, those things we fear most are the very things 

we are liable to bring on ourselves." (p. 174) 

Without self-trust there exists no way that either member could trust the 

other. Thelma ' s mother was always critical of her children , who then were un

able to trust themselves . Barry's mother constantly ordered her husband around, 

so Barry expected men to be treated like robots . Neither Thelma nor Barry had 

ever lived in an environment where the individuals were treated with respect. 

They had never learned how to trust their own feelings or themselves . In retro

spect, in adolescence each had found it difficult to establish contact with 
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chums or peers and even felt ostracized or rejected. They were unable to bring 

any level of personal security to the relationship and in the end it turned out 

to be a losing r elationship . 

5. Lack of self- disclosure 

Self- protective partners begin their relationship on the shaky foundation 

of each keeping everything 'rosy and nice' for the other. Each tries to out

accomodate the other. However, once the legal trappings of marriage are bestowed 

on the relationship, then the partners feel free to 'let their hair down' and 

\egin the process of exposing their hidden side. Paradoxically, this 'letting 

the hair down ' frequently serves not the cause of self-disclosure, but of avoid

ing intimacy . The self- protective person does not want to communicate a dis like 

for intimacy but rather is so f rightened of exposing herself that she withdraws 

from any truly intimate situation which might offer her affirmation and love . 

Self- disclosure is the honesty in one's outward- turning connnunication. 

lit for the individual to f eel comfortable disclosing her innermost feelings 

11111 hopes, there must exist for her an understanding of , and comfort with, her 

Olll1 feelings. The self-protective person is terrified of her own feelings, re

pressing them and tuning them out. "There is probably no experience more ter

rigying than disclosing oneself to ' s i gnificant others ' whose probable reactions 

are assumed , but not known. " (Jourard, 1971, p . 31) The self-protective person 

works hard to avoid the t error of such self-disclosure--a nd in so doing avoids 

bonding as well . 
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6, Rol e- playing 

The self-prot ective person may imagine that t he rel ationship will work 

best if she is able to assume a role of some model she perceives to be accept

able. Two such models frequently seen in self-pr otective relationships are those 

of the Hel pless Victim and the Power Seeker . 

The Helpless Victim manipulates others to do things fo r him because he 

is perceived to be unable to do things for himself. He frequent l y connects 

vi.th a Power Seeker who l ikes to feel that she is a benevolent despot , a server 

of the helpl ess . One manipulates the other, and the relationship perpetuates 

itself. Sometimes t he part ner ' ca t ches on ' to the capricious manipulati on whi ch 

is taking place. Sheldon Kopp (1976) portrays s uch a discovery of the Helpless 

Victim a t work: 

I used to think that you were the victim .. . a weak, i neff ectual woman 
whom life had deal t some cruel blows . You wer e reall y .. . manipula ting 
everyone with your supposed helplessness .. . Your possessions always 
meant more to you than anyone else .. . . " (p . 49) 

The self- pro t ecti ve person does not necessarily want to value her possessions 

.,re than anything e l se; only, she feels t hese things will not punish or hurt 

her, The ability to carr y tha t l ogic t o its end seems t o escape her-- that i n

animate objects also cannot provide her wit h any rewards or pleasurable fee lings . 

As a r esul t of always being the victim , she may develop an uncanny ability t o 

Yictimize her oppressor . Kopp ( 1976) continues his description: 

As an adult she was too often a self-discr editing support for her 
husband, hel p i ng him to do his thi ng, whi le sett ling fo r the meager 
reward of ' security ' for herself . Needless to say, she made him pay. 
For years she engaged in all the sel f-d egrading , secret spitefulness 
that women have developed to subtly victimize t heir oppressor s . . . much 
like passive r esistance . (p . 46) 
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The Power Seeker pursues total mastery over another . She portrays herself 

She wants to control as she is terrified of being 

herself , and this style assures her that no one will ever hold a pos

over her. "Such a man (woman) strives for the power to control other peo-

1 so that he will not have to experience hi s own helplessness, and so that 

can escape from the fear tha t others will manipulate him ... . " (Kopp, 1976 , 

105) 

SEXUAL :BONDING FOR THE SELF- PROTECTIVE COUPLE 

Bonding affirms the pol ariti es of two peopl e and yet joins them toge ther . 

will be recalled that sexual bonding is viewed as being a seal on the com

relationsbip; that sex functions as a seal over and above its roles in 

people ' s needs for t ouching and sexual pleasure; and that when sexual 

seal in such a relationship, it meets psychic needs 

, acting as a foundation for new l evels of consciousness and opening the 

I-Thou experience. 

Sexual experience matching this description is especially diff i cult for 

For them, sex does not act as a seal, it does not 

well even in meeting elemental needs for sexual pleasure , and it does not 

up new levels of consciousness or spirituality. 

Sex does not act as a seal for the self-protective couple because the re

typically between each person and her fantasy ra t her than between 
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two people, and therefore the self-protective person fails to make the commitment 

necessary for a longterm relationship to develop . 

A man and a woman meet, and an intense relationship quickly develops . Though 

they have met each other only hours before, one says to the other, "I feel like 

I've known you all my life . 11 The self-protective person could truthfully make 

this statement. Because she is relating to her fantasy rather than the real 

other person, she, in fact has known him (the fantasy) all her life. 

Because the self-protective person is not interested in really getting to 

know the other, instant relationships are a predominant pattern . The self-pro

tective person may seek instant sex as a way of affirming to herself that the 

relationship is intimate. However "the likelihood is that instant sex will 

retard or prevent intimate development. " (Bach and Deutsch , 1970, p. 221) 

Since non-intimate sex is not conducive to repeated encounters, such a relation

ship does not develop and is soon over. In turn, the experience can serve as 

a self- fulfilling prophecy, making concrete the feared possibility of never 

being in a relationship. 

2. Not a sllllple pleasure 

Failing to obtain long term intimacy, the self-protective person hardly 

fares better in simply enjoying sex as a physical pleasure. Sex for its own 

sake has become more widely accepted by today's moral standards and can be a 

positive experience when the partners are able to communicate openly and hon

estly about their true wants and needs. The self-protective person, however, 

typically presents statements of l ove when she just wants a sexual encounter. 
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Each then experiences both the fear and reality of exploitation, with the con

sequence of f urther weakening any potential the relationship has. 

3, Not an opening to spirituality 

The self-protective person is unable to be aware of her own feelings and 

those of others . This is due to her self- protective fearfulness; and with res

pect to her attitudes toward the other, to the fantasies projected on the other. 

This disunity within herself results in a disunity with her partner . Sexual 

expression is disrupted, and with it spiritual exp ression . It is only when she 

develops to later levels that unity with the self begins and in turn unity with 

the other follows. Without such a unity, she r emains isolated from any added 

consciousness of spirituality. 

I, MUTUAL CREATIVITY IN THE SELF-PROTECTIVE COUPLE 

The self- protective person experiences little of the mutual creativity 

vbich ideally both expresses and enhances the long term committed sexually 

bonded relationship. She experiences banality rather than adventure, self

aeeking isolation rather than mutuality, and impatience rather than disciplined 

caring . 

l, Banality 

Parallels to mutual creativity which are experienced by the self-protective 

ple center around individual, self-oriented needs. The ability to creatively 

ltet with another person on dreams and visions fails as the self- protective person 
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finds herself unable to express her dreams and fails to respond to the other's 

dreams. Adventure and discovery are relegated to the banal activities of in

dividuals. These banal activities are not to be confused with the common activ

ities of life whi ch are the essence of the earth. Rather, these are pseudo

activities which allow her to grasp at ways she believes will fulfill the images 

of mutual adventure, discovery and creativity without any real communication or 

regard for the other's feelings . 

2. Self-seeking i solation 

The self-protective person prior itizes her l ife based on her own selfish 

wants and needs without regard for her partner. "The worst thing that happens 

once other priorities start to take precedence over the partner is that the 

partner is used t o benefit them. " (Allen, 1971, p . 157) She tries to manipu

late him to achieve her own goals and desires and in turn draws further away 

from h±m. 

The key criterion for mutual creativity is that two people share creative 

ideas mutual ly for each other . The self- protective person is not committed to 

the idea of merging his differences to create t he mutuality that would result 

ina comprehensive whole , and is thus unable to participate in this level of 

relating . 

3, Impatience 

For creativity to exist, there must be a level of disc ipline in the r e la

tionship , at which the self-protective person is ineffec tual. Discipline pro

.,tes caring for the other and the self . In turn, discipline i s only actualized 
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with a workable level of patience . The self-protective person i s only willing 

m exercise patience when she fears a reprisal or punishment. She has not con

fronted the possibility that her images of what will make her happy may not be 

actualized . Therefore she is not willing to assume the work that might be 

required to bring these i mages to reality . 

F, PEAK EXPERIENCE FOR THE SELF- PROTECTIVE COUPLE 

Maslow (1968) states that , 11by protecting himself against t he hell within 

himself, he also cuts himself off from the heaven within." (p. 142) The self

protective person fail s to experience peak experiences due to her fear that 

reaching into the psyc h e will expose her to too much pain. Out of this self

protective fear, she denies herself and her partner an experience of t r anscen

dence , sacredness, and self- actualization. 

1. Shallowness 

The peak experience would present the self-protective person with a pro

fundity that would be excessivel y difficult for her t o handle. For her , the 

belief of what is within the self is so uncerta in and shallow that to expose 

the self is only to bring pa in . Relating to the depth of another individua l is 

likewise too frightening to her . "The movement of opening up and taking in , the 

relaxed bliss of streaming into another e ne rgy field and accepting the emana-

tion of the other energy field--this bliss is unbearable and appears dangerous." 

(Broch, 1970, p. 6) The self- prote: tive person sees herself only superficially 

and views others similarly. 
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For Carl Gustav Jung (1957), "consciousness is a precondition of being." 

W· 46); but for the sell-protective person, the consciousness is not yet awakened. 

She confuses "self-knowledge with knowledge of the conscious ego personalities." 

(Jung, 1957, p . 6) For her, this self- knowledge includes what she perceives is 

~cessary to function comfortably in the world around her . Her ego is under

developed . An authentic understanding of the self must precede authentic com

mnication with another. But she avoids authenticity for fear of punishment 

and reprisal. Without an authentic interaction between the partners, the peak 

experiences of life are never experienced and appreciated. 

2. Profaneness 

The inability of the self-protective person to have peak experiences 

~pears incongruous in the face of a tendency by them to seek out a strong 

involvement with established religion. Those self-protective individuals that 

participate in organized religion utilize the rituals of the church to afford 

protection rather than to enable a genuine connection with the stronger forces 

of the universe. Sam Keen describes the churches ' potentially narrow benefits 

to the self-protective person, when he writes : 

The sanctuary is so seldom filled with vitality and 
enthusiasm. The words are still there: "celebration, " 
"joy", "hope", and " love". But the music drags and there 
is no dancing and little radical openness to surprise and 
change. In my experience, the substance of wonder is 
more frequently found in the prose of the secular than 
in the often quaint poetry of religion. The sacred is in 
the profane; the holy in the quotidian; the wonder is the 
world . (Sam Keen, quoted by Naranjo, 1974 , p. 11) 

le established r e ligions thus provide protection and repress ion, rather than 

instilling a desire for celebration and discovery; in short, they provide 

profane-ness rather than sacredness. Thus protec ted and repressed, the self

protective person is cut off from the peak experiences that are all around her. 
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IV. THE COUPLE IN THE CONFORMIST STAGE 

The most important trait distinguishing the conformist from 

the self- protective couple is trus t . The conformi st has learned 

to t rust , although it is the group she trusts , rather than herself 

yet. When conformist persons combine in long term, committed, sexually 

bonded relationships, this fact predominates all four of the dynamic 

elements. 

A. ROSASHARON AND CONNIE 

John Steinbeck writes of a couple whose names are Rosasharon and 

Connie in his book The Grapes of Wrath. Rosasharon and Connie show many 

of the features of conformist persons . They want to be close without 

really understanding each other. They share their f eelings with each 

other when they talk and giggle together, but they can' t share thei r fears . 

Their desires are s haped by the culture at large. They want to participate 

in the dreams of a normal couple . Rosasharon wants to live in a white 

house and wan t s Connie to study so that he can get them out of the rut 

that they are in . Connie shares this dream with Rosasharon. They 

fear most not achieving the great cultural dream, but a r e unable to share any 

such ' bad ' feelings with each other . Connie becomes frightened of Rosasharon ' s 

pregnancy . Their shared ideas and dreams then become ways of feeling inti1nate 

yet result in Connie leaving. As they appear t o get closer to each other 
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they are in fact drawing far ther apart without ever speaking of it. Rosasharon 

wants a house for the baby to be born in and Connie wants the baby to have all 

new clothing yet when they can 't see how this might happen, Connie leaves 

Rosasharon without a single word of his departure . He was never able 

to tell her how frightened he was of the ensueing pregnancy and the 

destitution and poverty in which they lived . 

B. COMMUNICATION FOR THE CONFORMIST COUPLE 

Communicationfor the conforrriist couple is characterized by an 

environment dominated by social pressure . This leads to a personal 

style of communication marked by adaptation, and an interpersonal style 

marked by dependence on assumptions. The result of this communication 

style is a high degree of limitation on the potential for intimacy . 

1, Social Pressure : The Environment of Conformist Communication 

Soci al pressures are the environment in which the communication 

of conformist couples takes place. These pressures set the tone for 

conformist couples . Rosasharon and Connie sought as their reference 

group all those who had bette red themselves and provided nice homes 

for t heir children. Unable to achieve this they became discouraged . 

Psychotherapy often supports social pressure to conform. Some 

~ychotherape utic models have attempted to shape the individual to the 

accepted social norm "by smoothing away all the rough unsociable edges; " 

For such psychotherapy, the " fixed beacon of normality is the going 
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social consensus, especially as voiced by official authority" (Roszak , 

1975, p . 188). The concept of molding an individual to the social norm 

has an added damage for the conformist. She may fail to achieve the 

impor tant developmental task of coming to trust her partner . She begins 

this developmental stage when her level oft.rust of others develops_. 

It i s the most crucial step in living in a world with other people and 

relating to them. At this point int imacy in its true sense can have 

its beginnings . 

The social pressur e also affects how open in communication a 

conformist will be with her mate . If the group ' s style is to broadcast 

all i nformation given out by any member of the group, gr oup members 

may be more reluctant to share their fee l ings and concer ns . If the 

group norm is to respect privacy then each will be more open to sharing 

their fears and joys . "The condition for openness is the guar antee 

that whatever is presented to the o t hers is disclosed i n privacy .. . 

Privacy is essential for t he discl osure that illumines a man ' s being- for

himsel f , changes his being- for-others , and potentiates desirable growth 

of his pe rsonality. " (Jourar d, 1971 , p . 66) 

2. Adaptation : Ther personal style of conformist communication 

The conformist shares those feelings with her partner that she feels 

he wants to hear . She is unable to clearly state her wants and needs and 

feelings to her partner but rather present s them as she perseives he wants 

to hear t hem. Conformist communication is thus based on her need t o 
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feel accepted by him and t o be helpful and nice to h i m. At times 

this connnunication may be authentic and at other times it may simply 

be a reflection of her sense of the group standards. 

Because of these limits on self- disclosure, the con£ormist's 

knowledge is also limited . Typically the group through a spokesperson 

such as a minister conveys strong statements of the way people ought 

and ought not to be. The effect is to "make man so ashamed of his 

true being that he feels obliged to seem different" than be is . 

(Jourard, 1971, p. 6). In doing so, she has failed to esteem and explore 

that part of hersel f that is different from the group, for the conform

ist fi nds such exploration difficult. 

This is not to say that all of the action of the conformist is 

'bad. ' The devel opmental stage of the conformi st is a necessary and 

beneficial stage . The self-protective person has not learned to trus t 

another and when the individual makes the giant leap to the conformist 

stage she is trusting another and a group. Such trust of others l eads 

to closeness and intimacy. It also helps the individuals to know how 

to flow with the group and the society. At later stages the individual 

is able to make more choices for herself and yet carries the learning 

experiences from the conformist stage with her. 

Both self-protective and conformist persons put their best face 

forward in the o::,urting game, in effec t wearing masks . The conformist, 

though , does this for group sanction and ap~ roval whil e the self- protective 

person does so no t to experience reprisal s . 

The conformist who has r eached adulthood finds it safer to keep 

the masks t o cover her fears and hide what she believes are her frailties. 
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These masks , or pre f e rred s tyle of behavior, are those of the 

reference group . 

3, Assumptions : The Interpersona l Style of Conformist Communic ation 

The conformist , assuming that her partner is like her, makes 

many assumptions about the other which are incorre ct . She assumes 

that she knows what is happening with the other, such as when Rosasharon 

asked Connie if he was still going to take night classes, and Connie 

vas evasive. Wen the conformis t makes assumptions she fails to check 

them out and finds that she is "Flying Blind," to use the expression of 

Irene Kassorl a (1976). She feels "that most of us spend much of our 

communicating time ' mind reading .' We don ' t verify the meaning of what 

is being said. Rather, we make assumptions about what we think we are 

hearing. We seldon check. We ' re often confused, and we Fly Blind . " (p. 95) 

Flying Blind results in blind love by the couple . It allows the 

couple to establish illusions about the relationship . Flying Blind is 

characteristic of the conformist couple , though not unique to them. 

The conformist ' s need to fit the group norm precipitates this communication 

style . Maslow (1968) s tates that : 

Frequently enough l ove for another brings illusions, 
the perceptions of qualities and potential ities that 
don' t exist , that are not there fore trul y perceived but 
created in the mind of the beholde r and which then rests 
on a system of needs, repressions, de nials , projections 
and rationalizations . If love can be more perceptive than 
non-love, it can also be blinder." (p . 99) 

The conformist, though trusting the group i gnores her own feelings 

and those of her partner. 
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Rosasharon and Connie exhibit the blindness of conformist love 

and verbal communication. They shared private 

each other that t hey giggled over and they ac t ed shy with 

Their desire to be l ike other normal couples their age 

from their parents and from the older people of the 

They shared their own special intimate dreams and 

found it difficult to talk about them specifically 

other . 

This assumptive style often interferes with the imagination and 

creativity that is necessary to intimacy . When the other believes that 

each should understand because they love each other , then the relationship 

direction. Expressed in words , this assumpti ve 

"He ought to know how I feel , or You ' ll decode 

me. " (Bach & Wyden, 1968, P. 123). 

Intimacy : The Result of Conformist Communication 

Gina Alle n and Clement Martin (1971) state that "in timacy is possible 

people whose minds and bodies and senses are tuned to the 

who can rel ate to each other, ' I and Thou ' with open-

(p.95) 

Because the conformist i s unable to clearly understand and hear 

the other, intimacy is difficult to achieve. What the conformist is 

the intimate other is what she expects him to say. 

At times this may be an accurate connnunication of the other ' s wants and 

other t i mes may simple be a way of shutting out what the 

other has to say . When Connie told Rosaharon that be was still 
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interested in studying to do better the last day they were together, 

Steinbeck creates the impression that Rosaharon knew that Connie 

process of beginning a big change, yet she refused to allow 

hear the subtle inflections of differences that he was 

c0111111unicating . 

C, CONNECTEDNESS FOR THE CONFORMIST COUPLE 

Connectedness, the verbal commitment of the relationship , provides 

relationship to continue and grow. For the conformist 

a number of characteristics t hat make the style of commitment 

from the previous stage . 

Social and group pressures affect the relationship and commitment 

of the conformist. As a result, many contact s are superficial and, at 

the time of courting and marriage, many relationships fail to establish 

Erich Fromm (1974) suggests that modern man's contacts with 

men are of the ' most s~perficial' level (p.73) . Not all 

rela tionships can be viewed as super ficial, for they have 

from the self-protective stage of distrust to the conformis t 

stage that requires trust of ano ther. However, the influences and pressures 

of the group leave the conformist out of touch with his ac tual feelings 

at times. It is really not until the transition between the conformist 

and conscientious stage, which Loevinger (1976) describes as the self-aware 

level, that the individual begins to explore and become aware of his true 

feelings. Still, Loevinger supports the potential of conformist for commitment 

with the observation that there is in fact some "reciprocity in interpersonal 

relations and some genuine cooperation is compatible with a conformist stance 

in adolescence and maturity, that is, with continued emphasis on exter nal rules 
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rather than i nternal obl igations ." (p. 179 ) . The person at K. S . Isaac ' s 

Gamma Level, which corresponds closely with the con formist s t age, "is 

capabl e of true sympathy. " (p.112). The conformist coupl e care about the 

other and make commitments to t he o t her albeit using the group norm as 

the 111odel or sty le of the commitment. 

A consequence of t he conformist commitment is to view the 

relationship from a 'we ' perspective. More than any other s t age , t he 

conformist relationship i s felt t o be such a relationship . This style 

of seeing the o t her precludes the individuality of the other. In the 

'we' concept, the couple must think alike. This concept is sometimes 

expressed as ' one plus one equals one '. In Bach's and Deutsch's (1970) 

view, such a "propositi on is as difficult emotionally as it is in 

aathematics . I t means that each partner ' s answer to any important question 

ought to match the other partner' s ." (p. 24). This equation in effect 

substitutes the identity of two who feel compelled to be a l ike, in place of 

a real connection between t wo who are differ ent . 

Another aspect of the 'we ' ness i s feeling i ncomp l ete without t he 

partner, because one ' s identity comes from outside onese lf it 

excludes the individuality of each. This c r eates a dependency on the 

other. 

This dependency colors and limits interpersonal relations . 
To see people primarily as need gratifiers or as sources 
of su~ply is an abstractive act. They are seen not as 
wholes, as complicated, unique individuals, but rather from 
the point of view of usefulness . What in them i s not r e l ated 
to the perceiver ' s needs is either overlooked altogether , 
or else bores, irritates , or threatens (Maslow , 1968 , p.36) . 
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'Ibis inability to see the other as anything but a part of the whole, 

an aspect of one 'we' clearly limits the nature of the commitment 

and connectedness involved . 

Despite this limitation , the conformist receives validation 

from his partner through collaboration. Harry Stack Sullivan (1953), 

defining this Validation, states: " 

Validation of personal worth requires a type of 
relationship which I call collaboration , by which 
I mean clearly formulated adjustments of one's 
behavior to the expressed needs of the other per
son in pursuit of increasingly identical, that is, 
more and more nearly mutual satisfactions, and in 
the maintenance of increasingly similar security 
operations. " (p.246) 

This description conveys the picture of a conformist couple molding 

to each other out of a need to receive validation and affirmation. 

In the process both feel be t ter about themselves and feel liked by the 

With the experience of validation and acceptance by the 

intimate other , also comes a level of self-acceptance. The conformist 

uy conform to the reference model of t he group so much that she may find 

self-acceptance difficult . Yet intimacy with self is a necessary 

component of intimacy with another , and its absence "hampers our growth 

and integration into a whole person." (Greenwald, 1975, p . 42) Without 

self-acceptance the commitment is frequently to that of the group idea 

rather than to the other. This t hen allows for the changeable partner 

concept to exist , and one person can fill the role as easily as another. 
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D, BONDING FOR TRE CONFORMIST COUPLE 

Sexual contact, the physical and psychical bonding of the relationship, 

is affected by the social pressure to which the conformist is subject . 

Since social roles of the group may prevent partners from relating as 

persons , they may also interfere with sexual bonding. "For men and women 

can't relate to each other as persons , freely and lovingly , if each 

IIJSt struggle against the other to maintain his socially approved position 

by acting his socially assigned role. " (Allen and Martin, 197 1, p.S) As 

the couple act out their assigned social role they cut off their own wants 

and needs to some extent. Conformists participate in this style in orde r 

to feel accepted by the group. 

Sex for the conformis t is especially likely to be influenced by 

social dictates . This influence appears in popularizations of the ' right ' 

way to achieve the ' Joy of Sex ' , or the attitudes which make sexual 

orgasms a social necessity. Roszak (1975) and Gillies (1978) both discuss 

the way today ' s sexual freedom movement institutes pressure to enjoy sex in a 

certain way. The result is preclusion of a necessary ' f l ow' in the 

sexual relationship. The group sets the norm and the style , and the 

conformist complies. 

Despite all these differences, many of which l imit the conformist, 

the sexual bond can be satisfying. Tenderness is a natural response 

toward another to alleviate the sense of l oneliness and isolation that each 

person experiences, and while it poses difficulty for the self-protective 

couple , the conformist and higher stage couples can engage in it. The 
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sharing that can take place between individuals in the sexual act , 

at least momentarily, creates a union between the two where one feeling 

is undefined as to who really experiences it. This provides a sense 

of affirmation of the self within the love act . Each person wants a 

sense of personal identity which is affirmed in the sexual r elationship . 

It is this feeling of self confidence and self-worth in oneself and the 

that facilitates communication between the partners. These 

feelings also add a vitality and excitement to the relationship that 

replenishes their .ability to nurture. 

As sex has an "infinite range of meanings and rewards," (Bach and 

p . 129) the conformis t can enjoy it without experiencing 

that is possible. And for the conformist exploration of sexual 

provides a lead-in to growth toward the next stage . As she 

greater comfort level with her committed partner and affirms 

encounter they may begin to explore beyond the ' standaxd' 

way of intercourse to enjoy a variety of sexuality and sensuality . 

As suggested by Richard Robertiello (1976) in The Decline and Fall of Se x , 

spiritual and psychological aspects of our sexuality 

that we have pursued the anatomy lessons and the 

(p.71). As she begins this search, she will find herself 

the transitionary stage of the. self-aware level, which will 

lead to the next stage , the conscientious. 
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E. MUTUAL CREATIVITY FOR CONFORMIST COUPLES 

Mutual creativity includes many dimensions even for the conformist 

couple . Excitement and playfulness in the relationship draws the couple 

together and allows for growth for the individuals and the relationsip. 

One of the most dynamic forces of growth i s that of excitement. 

Excitement provides the energy for connecting with another and the self , 

to gain awareness and in turn for t he individual to experience the world 

as a new and exciting though sometimes fri.ghtening universe . 

It provides adventure and discovery and a sense of gratif i cation that can 

result in a shared mutual vision. For the conformis~ the level of 

1111tual creat i vity that is experienced is the l earning environment for 

future connect i on with the world. 

Some aspects of the conformist stage, however, may get i n t he way 

of mutual creat ivity . 

1, The Family and Mutual Cr ea tivity 

Though the family can s upport mut ual creativity it may smother 

it, especially at the conformist stage . 11The conventional f amily (couple) 

preserves the status quo, but too commonly fai l s to ser ve such 

important functions as facilitating personal growth and self-actualization 

in the married couple and their children.' ' (Jourard , 1971 , p . 104) When coupl es 

unite to form a unit they quickly get settl ed into a routine that appears t o 

inhibi t t heir mutual creativity . The par t ners seem to put their creative 

energy into their work; when they get back t ogether with each other t hey 

are exhausted and unable to be creative. As coupl es seek out counseling 
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or growth experiences it is frequently precipitated by one member 

being dissatisfied , but typically the couple or family goes into 

therapy to help the dissatisfied person to r eadjust himself to the 

old family mode l . Famili es give non-verbal reminders or cues to 

uintain the status quo family configuration . 

2. Personal Identity and Mutual Creativity 

Generally the wearing of a mask which meets the gr oup norm is 

an affirming action on the part of the conformist. When the refe r ence 

group is truly one that the individual or couple feel comfortable with, then 

the s t yle of the group is sanctioned by all~ and there is even room for 

development of some novelty . When the membe rs of the group have a new 

discovery of something that might be appropriate for them, the whole 

group adopts this style . Whe n a new concept takes shape that may be 

different for part of the grou~ two groups may form from the primary 

group. This may occur when the friends of a couple are encouraged to 

a new activity and part of the group decides not to participate. 

On the other hand, when the conformist compromises her identity 

to fit the image of the group she may find over time that such mask- weari n g 

can lead to feeling smothered. <Bach and Deutsch, 1970 , p . 180). The lack 

of personal identity expression suppresses playfulness and adventure . By 

result, she feels no sense of gratification. Conformity to social expec

tations creates an atmosphere of continually proving oneself. An example of 

this is the objective of conquest in love-making that can leave the partners 

with a sense of emptiness and make creativity s imply a numbers game . 

(Robertiello, 1976, pp. 72-73). 
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3. Play 

The conformist does find it possible to make some beginnings toward 

1111tual creativity t hrough pl ay . The culture ' s encouragement of play , 

although in limited ways, assist s creativity and gratification. As the 

group condones different varieties of play , she can experimen t and 

find those areas tha t she feel s most comfort able and affir med by the 

group . Kopp (1976) states that "it is necessary to . . . ( learn) .. . how t o play, 

before (people) can become free t o know and follow t heir own wishes." (p . 118) 

This t ime is the training period for futur e growth and mutual creativity. 

Esteem from the group approval is a starting point through whi ch 

the conformist receives faith in herself . Here are sown the seeds of 

her future ability t o stand out from the herd . This self-es teem allows 

her t o respect the ideas and vi sions of others. 

F. PEAK EXPERIENCE FOR THE CONFORMIST COUPLE . 

For conformists , the experience of peak experience occurs with 

some infrequency and in minimal ways. The erotic force which in all 

people propells t hem to seek union with one another plants the seed 

for the peak experience. Thi s erotic force spurs the couple on to a 

high that offers a gl impse of the joy and pleasure of the potential 

peak experience. This same erotic force pr ovides "a natural l onging 

for companionship and friendship which can be turned to God . The 

conformist is most l ikel y to regard God as man's unfail ing friend and 

ever-present companion ." (Naranjo , 1974 , p .. 79). Thus this desire for 

friendship is a spiri t ual or ientation tha t she may seek, and through which 
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she may have a peak experience. Maslow (1968) says that " if they are not 

mountain peak- experiences, at least they are foothill experiences, 

lit tle glimpses of absolute self-validation, delight, l ittle moments 

of Being . " (p . 154). 

One situation in which the conformist may have peak experiences 

is in the group setting of revivals . The revival setting a l lows her 

a safe environment to take a glimpse at Being . The group sets the tone 

of behavior and gives permission for all to participate. The fallacy with 

the revival situation is that it creates a fair l y " supe rficial contact 

with his fellow men. " (Fromm, 1974, p . 73). It cuts the individual off 

from other individuals and encourages all to become as one in an external 

way without exploration of the inner self . The laughter and high feelings 

become contagious without an awareness and unders t anding of the feelings. 

In a sense, the revivalist experience is to spirituality 

what the ' we ' experience is for intimacy. 

The conformist behavior traits can get in the way of peak experiences 

in major ways. She does not deal with the basic questions 

that are pre-requiste to the peak,·experience : questions such as "What 

do I want? Who am I? How can I grow and change?" (Mccarroll, 1974, p . 38) . 

Such questions help the individual and the couple to know more about them

selves and what they want from the relationship. These questions are basic 

to the illuminating experience of peak experience. 

The conformist's need to conform to socially approved norms (Loevinger, 

1976 , p . 18) may block her from t he peak experience . Lack of trust and courage 

to step away from the group norm and social expectations keep her stuck 

and unable to reach out for those experiences that might offer an illuminating 

experience . 
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The Biblical story commonly referred to as the Transfiguration 

provides an apt illustration of the reaction of conformists confronted 

vith a peak experience . In this instance Jesus is the focus of the 

peak experience. The reaction of the three disciples who were with 

him is not to share the experience--but to undertake a ritual of 

tabernacle building considered appropriate for such occasions by group 

norm. 

The need of the conformist to fit the social norms that she 

perceives to be nexessary will often cause her to miss the highs of her 

life that might lead to peak experiences. As Kopp (1976) says of the 

conformist, 11 so often intent on learning the rules of the game . . . he is 

sure that there must be . . . some hidden order to be discovered that will 

provide the key to happiness . . . (be) cannot believe that he . . ,has only 

.. . to play ' the game of no game ' . (p .120) 

The conformist can become so cut off from her own feelings that 

she has no i dentity and feels isolated from herself. When this happens 

she will fail to have any peak experience. A case in point is that of 

Brad who had the group set the tone of his whole life . Brad was unable and 

unwilling to search out his own feelings which in turn left him empty 

and the mirage of the group. 

Brad had no idea who he really was. Except for his 
feelings of emptiness and loneliness, he had little 
awareness of his inner self . To overcome his feel-
ings of alienation he became a 'reactor ' to other 
people. To do anything alone was meaningless. He 
hardly knew whether he really enjoyed a movie or a 
televison program until someone else told him how he, the 
other person , felt about it. Then. Brad would pick up 
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on the other's experience and make it his own. This was 
not a superficial act. Being so out of touch with him-
self, he simply swallowed other people's attitudes and made 
them his own. He avoided the full painfulness of his lack 
of identity and loneliness by developi ng a large circle of 
friends and engaging in as many activities as possible, all 
of which were initiated by others .. This became his life
style for many years. He seemed busy, active and involved 
in the world; yet he continued to have increasing feelings 
of depression, which mystified him. He constantly felt he 
had a lump in the pit of his stomach which he could get rid 
of only through physical activity or tranquilizers. Being 
out of touch with himself, he could not see that his depres
sion and the lump in his stomach were body messages telling 
him he was emotinally starving and isolated despite all the 
outward appearances to the contrary. (Greenwal.Q_,~75, lp . 24) 

Brad had not only cut himself off from his Self, he was also cut off 

from the potentials of life and any peak experience. 

The conformist stage is important to an individual's development, 

for she is able to trust others, something she could not do while self

protective. However, if she remains in the conformist stage for 

her lifetime, she will fail t o know herself fully to experience the 

variety of freeing potentials in life. 
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V. THE COUPLE IN THE CONSCIENTIOUS STAGE 

In their transition from the conformis t s t age , the conscientious 

couple have reached and passed Loevinger' s self-aware level , the level 

of development which pr obab ly includes the greatest numbe r of persons . 

At this level, they experi enced " an increas e in self- awareness and the 

appreciation of multiple possibilities in situations." (Loevinger , 1976, 

p. 19). Now , at the conscientious stage , the individual has internalized 

rules and makes decisions based on the consequences of acts rather than 

the rule itse l f . She takes control of her own fate and accepts the 

ambiguity of the l aw. 

A. DON AND ANNA 

Don and Anna had met at a l ec ture on organic gardening. Both had 

a personal concern for gardening and foods produced withou t any addit i ves . 

they were c l early aware at the time of their meeting that most of the worl d 

did not hold their views abou t food, but both knew that they wanted t o 

pursue their interest to cr eate a better envir onment . They shared an 

small truck farming business and decided to move 

farming area to do so. Don and Anna_ t a l ked about the responsibility 

They recognized their lack of experience and the amount of hard 

would be required to make their truck farming work . Each reviewed 

work that had to be done, their skills at those particular t asks , 

would have to l earn . 
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In communicating, Don and Anna f eel a strong obligation t o express 

and needs to each other. However, their sense of 

obligations and expectations are frequently interpre ted to be their wants 

A difficulty arose when one had a particularl y strong desire 

to participate in an activity , and was unable to let go 

her expect a t ions when t he o t her wasn I t interested . Though their rules 

uot absolute it was hard at times fo r them to create a joint set of 

from. 

lor Don and Anna , commitment began from a shared idea for the future. 

1.ved into a l onger t e rm relationship allowing them to shar e joint 

As it evolved, it came to i nclude sexual bonding . In this p r ocess 

struggl ed with different ideas about their sexual relationship 

isted because having entered the relationship , they felt they ' ought ' 

In Don' s family the mother demeaned the role of men. 

had to work a t understanding his own feelings and anger thr ough 

, When he met Anna he had already been married and divor ced . Though 

ge t 'legally ' married again, he did want a r e lat i onship. 

had stayed together , but never appeare d happy with each 

r. Anna decided early in her life that for he r a r e lationship should be 

at . She felt that she shoul d enter this 

s l owly. When it proved to be supportive she could 

Both were willing to make some sacrifices for the relationship t o devel op . 

they r ej ected their chil dhood religion , each continued to feel a spiritual 

When t hey moved to the country t hey brought others with a similar 

togethe r t o form a r eligious meeting group . They experienced 

oying the va r iety and differences that the new friends brought to their 
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meetings although in fact they had created a peer group of like minded 

people . This community resource network provided information and education 

to the community. Through this involvement they expressed their fee ling 

of responsibility to the community . 

Both Don and Anna were still concerned with their own posse ssions and 

bad not a ccepted a shared ownership in those thin gs that the y had brought 

to the relationship. 

Don and Anna had establ ished a styl e that was unique to the ir relations hip. 

They cr eated n ew rules for their relationship that helped it to work so 

that each were cared for and the ir needs taken care of . 

B, COHMUNICATION FOR Tiffi CONSCIENTIOUS COUPLE 

The conscientious couple r e gard communication as an important and helpful 

obligation. "Inheren t i n the concept of marital helping is the belief that 

to be helpful to one ' s spouse, one must first understand him(he r) . One 

significant way of reaching this understanding is through verbal communication." 

(Burke and Weir, 1977, p. 922) As a result, they are beginning to value their 

communication with each other, and beginning to discove r that it affirms their 

relationship, and the ir l eve l of intimacy with e a ch othe r . 

For t he conscientious couple , communication call s for self-disclosure , 

risk-taking , and immediacy. 

1, Self-disclosure 

The conscientious pe r son is like l y to f eel a commi tment to cle ar 

partner and f eel guilt when it fails . She may get 
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to know people as friends and b egin to understand perhaps t o some extent 

~e things that concern or upse t them . She is capable of self-disclosure but 

~e is tentative. She may disclose a personal feeling but then quickly 

over with a superficial comment. Her growing knowledge of he r 

is held back by her ideas of what she ought to feel. She has 

a set of rules for her own ope ration in life and assumes the 

Her inabil i ty to let others do likewise , 

however, interferes with communication with them. 

Risk- taking 

Self- disclosure requires risk- taking, and the conscientious person 

is able to take risks more than those i n previous stages. Sharing onese lf 

makes one vulnerable , yet is necessary to permit experiencing 

the creativity of l ife with another person. Only when this 

a truly intimate relationship deve lop. 

relationship , possible for the conscienti ous couple, i s not based 

fear of what might happen, or the rules of the group, but on the 

sole response of one unique and unpara lleled individua l to another . Many 

people, however, become so rigid in their own beliefs that they 

able t o accept others . 

Risk- taking involves the sharing of negative as well as positive feelings . 

can be tter r ecognize that each partner has hostil e 

feelings and is " capable of hostility ~hie~ is part of unde rstanding and 

the self. " (Allen and Mar t in, 1971, p. 164) When pent up , this 

brings tension and stress to the relationship . Frequentl y con-
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scientious couples explode with angry feel i ngs and yet s till fail to 

get at the root of the hostility . This can lead to the destruction of 

the relationship. (Allen and Martin, 1971, p. 164) When these hostile 

feelings are confronted and expresse d, the conscientious person realizes 

a release of t ension , and constructive/creative change can occur. However, 

frequently an inability to l e t go of he r own expec tations keeps such 

resolution from happening. 

The conscientious couple may feel an obliga tion to confront, which 

is confused , however, by an unwillingness to risk the relationship. 

''Confrontation ... represents the critical point of a c tion and is the 

culmination of the prior development of our awareness and communication . 11 

(Bach and Deutsch, 1970, p. 170) When an intimate couple are unwilling to 

continue r e lating in a negative or apathetic mode , they will seek to 

confront their own feelin gs and share these with their pa rtne r . However, 

the conscientious couple may pre f e r to continue r e lating negatively by 

ignoring or de nying outstanding issues, rather than ris king confrontation . 

This is due to the fact that risk-taking cannot happen except when each 

partner brings to the relationship and communicate s a s ense of self-worth. 

The conscientious person is willing to take risks, but not particularly 

sensitive to the behavior and feelings of others around he r . The s ecure 

person can rela te on a much freer , sensitive , unha mpered leve l beca us e she 

is wil ling and able to take c a re of hersel f, while an individual lacking 

this inner intimacy place s a burden on her partner, which can r esult in 

withdrawal and rejection . 
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A sense of personal identity is also r equired for risk- taking. 

Deutsch (1970) state, 

asserting your identity, you preserve it and continue 
to have an impact on partners, so that they know and 
respect that identity . If you continually compromise 
identity, it becomes eroded and confused. You feel 
smothered. Then the usual reaction is to push the 
partner away in order to gain breathing space. (p. 180) 

persons in earlier stages may compromise identity for other 

the conscientious person is able to alter behavior or f eelings 

a s ense of her own identity. She is most like ly to compromise 

because of behavior, feelings or goals s he feels she 'ought' 

When the partner is willing and abl e to assert her own 

she experiences self-respect and the respect of her partner. 

Immediacy 

For the conscientious couple, connnunication exists in a tension between 

a perceived obligation to the here and now, and to the future. The 

conscientious person shares a variety of rich and authentic expressions 

of herself and her partner in their relationship at times, but also tends 

to give such expression second place to other obligations. She works at 

relating in the present , yet his torical feelings get in the way of the 

and communication. She does try "to create a feel ing o f immediacy 

intensity. " (Bach and Deutsch, 1970, p. 126) This level of 

interpers onal rela ting is important f or intima cy to develop and grow. 
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C. CONNECTEDNESS FOR THE CONSCIENTIOUS COUPLE 

For the conscientious coupl e , connectedness involves an increased 

self-acceptance and acceptance of the other; a c l earcut sense of personal 

growth and of journeying together; and car ing. The r esult is a connected

ness which is unique in its conscientiousness, but which contains some 

blocks as well as some potentials . 

1. Self-acceptance 

Connectedness requires acceptance--of self and the other; and the 

conscientious couple are able to achieve bo th types of acceptance to a 

greater extent than in earlier stages . 

a. Self-acceptance and faith 

Acceptance r equires faith and trust in l ife, self, and others . An 

individual, to connect with h e r i ntimate partner, must s us t a in and 

nourish a l evel of trust with him that allows bo th of them to g r ow. 

Faith calls f or a desire to r each out and meet ano ther rather than to 

pull back and avoid connec t edn ess . One way that individuals pull back 

is through intellectualizing. To inte l lectualize , and analyze , the other 

can be done in order to avoid the experience of commitment . By contr ast, 

when a couple truly connect with each other they cannot know--and need 

not know-- all about the other . 
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b. Self- acceptance and acceptance of the other 

Self- acceptance is a prerequis ite to unity with one ' s partne r and 

leads to an acceptance of the other . It is the "experience of unity 

with another human being ( that) underlies the feelings of true love 

as distinct from much that we call love." (Naranjo , 1974 , p . 203) 

Understanding and accepting one ' s own imperfec tions on t he deepest level 

of consciousness and extending this acceptance t o another is t he basis 

for the sense of connectedness be twe en people. Individuals who feel 

compelled to achieve perfection personally before they can truly relate 

with anothe r will also tend to expect perfection of t heir intimate other. 

This then places an immense burden on thei r partner to be something they 

are not , and may not really want to become. 

Meeting in an intimate and spiritual way requires a capacity for 

concern for the other. This can occur only when the other person is seen 

as a whole person and the individual sees himself as a "stabilized unit. " 

(Ticho, 1974, p . 243) 

Awareness of others as truly separate from the self begins with the 

conscientious stage . With such an awareness, love of someone who is 

different from the self can occur . This lays the basis for tenderness 

r eceiving. The conscientious person may be self

this time--however there may be a subtle expectation for 

in return in the future . 

The coupl e tha t see each o the r as individuals a l so see their r e lationship 

and varie ty . For Bach and De utsch (1970), this added per

intimate r elationship is expressed as " one plus one equals 
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three. The three elements are: the man, the woman, and their relationship. " 

(p. 26) Each has an identity that they bring to the relationship and each 

recognizes the other's identity. By combining the two identities they 

create a third c onnec t ed identity. When they meet each other, that forms 

the i dentity of the relationship. Each meets the other and responds to the 

other in the here and now with out making any assumptions of the other. 

Connectedness fosters growth without smothering. "To care for another 

the most significant sense, is to help him grow and actualize 

(Mayerhoff , 1 971, p. 1) When two people choose to connect with 

in an authentic, honest way they are committing themselves to 

and that of the other . Thus, love of anothe r fosters 

individuals and the relationship. 

Growth i s facilitated by care for the other and for one's self. 

Self acceptance provides an environment that offers the conscientious 

person a maturing, nourishing environment in which to grow. She can thus 

1llke choices of values and ideals based on her own experiences rather than 

to what she believes is expected of her . In addition, 

choices freely for hersel f , she is able and willing to 

for them. 

If it is to be growth oriented, the commitment taht each makes to 

tbe other needs to be without imposition of style and moral values, without 

other to some expected form of behavior, and without stifling 

pleas ures even when they may be different from one ' s own. 

commitment that one makes to another is a gift r ather than an imposition, 
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expectation, or prison. "In helping the other to grow I do not impose my 

own direction ; rather, I allow the direction of the other ' s growth to 

guide what I do, to help determine how I am to res pond and what is 

relevant to such responses . " (Mayerhoff, 1971, p . 5) Paradoxically 

the ability of the conscientious couple to make commitments assists them 

in this process, yet their very conscientiousness may get in the way, as 

they sometimes s tifle the other under a heavy burden of expectations . 

3. Working at the Relationship 

Commitment in a r elationship cannot continue without constant affirm

ation, renewal, and input of energy. The commitment of energy to the 

relationship must be actively sought and affirmed. The helping relation

ship influences " the quality of life of the marital partners," (Burke and 

Weir, 1977, p . 924) and when left unattended the commitment of the couple 

suffers and fades. 

The conscientious partners can at t imes become so self- absorbed that 

each fails to see the other as a separate and unique individual. Satir 

points out that " every int eraction between two people has a powerful 

impact on the respective worth of each and on what happens between them." 

(Gilbert, 1976, p. 226) In order for a sense of self-affirmation to occur 

must actively seek to participate in dynamic interactions. It 

is important that the partners a gree upon a form of communication and commit

their self- esteem in approaching interpersonal conflict. 
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4. Blocks to Connectedness 

The conscientious couple may fail to achieve connectedness through 

a failure to look within, through self-preoccupation, through excessive 

moralism, and through an inability to risk. 

a. Failure to look within 

One way the conscientious couple fails to connect with each other is 

to look for solutions outside of their relationship rather than from within. As 

Don and Anna would face a problem, their own expectations of each other would 

get in the way of resolution . They found it difficult to express their 

own needs, keeping them hidden. At the same time, each was telling the other 

that there was a right way to do something without hearing the other's needs. 

Getting conn~cted involves letting go of expectations and yielding t he self. 

b. Self-preoccupation 

A second inhibiting mode of the conscientious person is to be caught up 

in hyper-reflection. This is just as debilitating as looking for solutions 

outside of the self . The hyper-reflective mode is stifling and inhibits 

spontanaity and immediacy between the partners. While self-exploration i s 

valuable, 

there is a danger in these quests--the age-old problem 
of preoccupation with the self. It is as if a person is 
hypnotized while looking in a mirror . He focuses only on 
his image . He refuses to move , wanting more knowledge , mor e 
spirituality, more self. He is ve ry conscious of the self . 
He is stuck . This demand for more self i s not really self
exploration, it is going in circles. Self-awareness can 
turn into preoccupation with self. (McCarroll, 1974, p . 5) 
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The conscientious person thus faces a dilennna. On the one hand, self

exploration is valuable and rewarding for her in the intimate and 

spir itual dimensions of rel ationshi ps . On the other hand , she must 

reach out if she is to connect with another . If she doesn ' t, and only 

looks inward, she and her partner will grow apart from each other as 

each becomes her own selfish pet. 

c. Excessive morality 

The conscientious person may carry morality to an extreme. Excessive 

playing of the ' brother's keeper' role may result in smothering of the other . 

The conscientious person feels so totally responsible fo r the other that she 

may in fact cut him off from his own growth and development. She may not 

allow him to go through his own pain. Whe n this happens the conscientious 

person shows little respect for the integrity and individuality of her partner, 

implying the view that he has little ability to weather t he storms of life . 

Such a person has developed no sense of the other ' s ability and has little 

faith in him. Maslow (1968) says of such individuals: 

Not a l lowing people to go through their own pain and 
protecting them from it may turn out to be a kind of 
over-protection, which in turn implies a lack of 
respect for the integrity and the intrinsic nature 
and the future development of the individual. (p . 8) 

d. Inability to risk 

Though the r e may be a sense of security for the individual in not taking 

risks, the conscientious person is also aware of the loss that this be havior 

invokes for him. She may be continuously troubled that there is some aspect of 
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ber personality that she must keep hidden because it is so terrible that her 

significant other would surely reject her if it were disclosed. She may then 

try to find solutions outside herself by connecting with others , without 

ever ' meeting' herself . The conscientious person who is a romantic "acts as 

if she were incomplete--only with his partner can he become whole . 11 (Sager, 

1977, p . 87) The romantic looks to the other partner ra tber than to herself. 

to comple t e 11et own sense of identity, and in the absence of the partner she 

experiences in tenses feelings of incompleteness . Thus the romantic has been 

unabl e t o truly connect with herself or her partner in any deep and meaningfull y 

lasting way. 

The mathema t ics of r omantic type interaction can be expressed as 

½plus½ equals 1. In this equati on neither par tner has a separate identity. 

Each has the idea t hat 'the other makes me whole and without the other I am 

not any t hing.' Whil e the conscientious person may participate in this style 

of interac tion, its pain is compounded by her awareness that this approach 

is ultimatel y lonely. 

D. SEXUAL BONDING FOR CONSCIENTIOUS COUPLES 

Sexual bondi ng, as we have mentioned previously , serves to seal the 

rela t ionship; it incorporates sensuality, and it potentially has a psychic 

impact. Compared t o couples in other stages, the conscientious couple i s 

likely i n an especially strong way to experience sexual bonding as a seal. 

For them , the sensual function of sexual bonding may be weaker, however, and 

~e psychic impact which is sexual banding ' s poten t ial will tend to be 

under developed . 
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1. Sexual Bonding as a strong, conscientious seal 

The conscientious couple want their sexual contact to be more than 

just sex. They want to experience feelings of love and caring with the 

other in a lasting way. Conscientiousness, by its very nature is most 

likely of all the stages to lead to enduring--though not necessarily happy-

monogamous relationships . For the conscientious coupl e , sex is the 

expression of love thr ough physical bonding . Sex serves to allow a direct 

contact between the two which strengthens the commitment and bonds the union 

of the two. The sexual encounter, experienced this way, makes real the 

strength of their relationship. "Sex can realize its highest potential 

as one of the most d i rect and meaningful expressions of love." (Frankl, 1975 , 

p. 89) . 

While conscientious couples see each partner as a separate person, the 

relationship which their sexual bond seals is frequently based on long term 

goals r elated to what each thinks tbe relationship might or should be. 

This may in turn affect their perceptions of each other . The conscientious 

couple may have feelings of "I am my brother's keeper," and this may interfere 

with their ability to see the other as a separate, unique person. Thus their 

sexual bonding may i nvolve one using the other . On the other hand it may 

affirm oneself and the other t ogether. Generally, conscientious couples 

desire to r ~late to each other as unique human beings . They value the ability 

to express their love through sexual encounters . The sexual bond seals their 

relationship and commits each to the other. 

They are aware of intimacy . With more clarity and crystallization than the 

previous stages, they see its outlines emerging in their relationship. They 

relate to each other with a new respect for the other's differences. 
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The physical union is valued as an expression of their love and intimacy. To 

Allen and Martin (1971), intimacy occurs "when emotion is joined to physical 

passion, and spirits as well as bodies are allowed to touch in affection and 

mutual affirmation . " (p. 3) To experience a fullness and caring toward the 

self and t he other, both physical and emotional components are necessary. 

The conscientious couple no longe r identify their needs through group 

pressure, but fee l more obligated to search within themselves and express 

the needs they find there. 

2. The problems of being conscientiously sensual 

For the committed couple caring i s an integr al part of the r elationship . 

This strength , however, may a l so be a weakness. The conscientious person may 

be so committed to ' love, honor and respec t I that he has problems with 

sexuality . The conscientious couple may be so concerned that the relationship 

work or that they stay together that they are unwilling to address the 

sexual problems that may occur . When the sexual contact disappears, the 

connectedness becomes empty. With the connectedness gone, the sexual contact 

in turn also becomes empty . When a couple relates without s exual contact, 

psychic affirmation of each other may be precluded. Passionate love the n fails, 

and the couple take on a rela t ionship comparable to that of s ibl ings . The harm 

of such a relat ionship lies in the physical needs which a couple that choose to 

make a commitment to each other for a period of their adult life time fail to meet 

in ways tha t adequately affirm their l ove and caring for the other . Connectedness 

and bonding between individuals should help the couple accept their physical as 

well as their psychic selves. 
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For the conscientious couple there is a dange r of being overly intro

spective about the ir sexual and sensual relationship. Over- scrutinizing 

the relationship will interfere with couple bonding, and is sometimes a 

vay of keeping some distance both from one's true self and also from the 

other . A couple also can become preoccupied with the privacy needs of their 

c,,m bodies to the extent that they are unable to share their physical and 

~ychic needs with each other . 

3, The psychic side of sex: underdeveloped 

As a consequence of the conscientious partner ' s potential relative 

lack of sensual freedom, the psychic impact of the sexual bonding is not 

as great as in the later stages . She is preoccupied with her own sel f at 

times and this may interfere with her ability to stay in touch with her 

partner . When she searches for be r own soul and identity, the search may 

•ecome of paramount importance. At that point s he may lose touch with the 

needs and desires her partner may be expressing. She may become pre.occupied 

nth her desire for achievement and the natural flow and exchange between 

l os t. Since she i s concerned with communication, this pre

will generally not last for too long a period. The other is 

her about this lack of communication in the relationship 

the need to r econnect with the other. 

I, MUTUAL CREATIVITY IN THE CONSCIENTIOUS COUPLE 

The goal orientation of the conscientious person tends to get in the 

of truly experiencing the creative possibilities at hand . The 
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conscientious person is often too self- conscious to wholeheartedly join 

mpotentia l mutual creativity. While the conscientious person will put 

m the required energy , the underdeveloped creative attitude compa r ed to 

~e autonomous or integrated couple will lead to a compar ativel y diminished 

response in excitement, intimacy and spirituality. 

1, Creative attitude 

The conscientious per son has an underdeveloped potential for creativi t y . 

An important task of this stage is to prepare the way for heightened 

creativity in the autonomous and integrate d stages. The conscientious person 

is in the process of ' coming to herself , ' and is laying the groundwork for 

ueativity. In the move from the conformist stage to the conscientious 

stage, she achieves an abil ity for independent thought which is the catal yst 

for beginning the journey to creativity in the relationship. She must 

atrengthen he r ego in order to be f ully creative and this is the time in 

~e developmen t al process for that action . It is through the awareness o f 

~eself and the consc iousness that the person c an move to a more vital 

affinity with the uni verse. 

The conscientious person can develop faith in her cr eative imagination 

It this time of deve l opment. As she expl ores herself and es t ablishes a 

mntact with those parts of herself that she enjoys and cel ebra t es , she 

r eadily able to expr e s s her own creativi ty for herself and t o share 

with others . This stage i s a time fo r he r to find a personal strength 

creativity . Ideally the consci entious stage is a 
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springboard to life's potential . For some, however, the conscientious stage 

ls a springboard that has lost its spring, for many remain here without the 

ego strength to develop f urther. 

When in a long t erm relationship, the conscientious partner may feel 

that familiarity has bred contempt, and that monotony has replaced excite

Ent. There may be a temptation to l eave the familiar in favor of variety. 

True familiarity, on the other hand, is forever fascinating 
because the human brain can, and does, mee t any situation 
in an endless varie ty of ways. Ch:l!.ldren tend to display 
this wonderful creative r esponsiveness before parents 
teach them to be on guard against openness and transparency. 
(Broch, 1978, p . 35) 

For the conscientious, their very conscientiousness may repres ent 

a guard against openness and transparency . 

The conscientious person through self-reflection, concern, and the 

usumption of r esponsibility, is developing strength of character. A 

sense of this achieved strength can help he r drop her guards against 

ueativity . Through a sense of freedom from the group, and her pe rsonal 

1trength, an enlargement and enhancement of c r eativity and enjoyment 

IBy occur. 

Compared to the conformist, the conscientious pe r s on experiences 

The conscientious partne r is less fearful of not conforming 

of others regarding what is right and wrong . This allows 

variety of ideas and spontanaity. Being creative 

could be traced back to the relative absence of f ear . .. 
they s e eme d to be less afraid of what other people 
would s ay or demand or laugh at . .. Perhaps more important, 
however was their lack of fear of their own insides, of 
their own impulses, emotions, thoughts . (Maslow, 1968, 
p . 140) 
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The conscientious partner is more likely to feel comfortable 

both with he r own ideas and needs and also the realization that he rs 

ue separate from the other ' s. She is more willing to risk s haring 

these ideas with her partner . This is a necessary component of mutual 

creativity . 

She finds that she is able to learn more and grow more when she 

is willing to struggle with the outcome of her mistakes . Togethe r with 

Er partner , she develops plans and goals for her rel ationship. She 

is willing to experiment with these new ideas. The willingness to 

learn from mistakes rather than seeing them as failures helps to propel 

br to more creative and exciting expression of thoughts . 

She can distinguish and control attitudes. She sees that she is 

aot at fault for her troubles all the time. As she finds herself more through 

self- exploration, she is more daring and creative in those areas of 

d~covery of the world around her, realizing that not all discoveries 

ue pleasant nor are they all her own doing. 

2, Creative Effort 

Work takes on a new dimension for the conscientious person . Work is 

not onerous for the conscientious, autonomous, or integrated persons. The 

conscientious person experiences a joy in achievement, and the autonomous 

and integrated experience joy in the actual doing . The joy makes the 

discipline, the attentiveness , and the patience much easier to achieve. 

for the conscientious person the danger lies in becoming too goal oriented. 
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She may lose sight of the purpose of her experie:nce- -enj oyment and self

fulfillment . But a genuine sharing between two conscientious people 

helps keep the purpose of the work experience in sight and there is a 

deepening of the relationship. 

F, PEAK EXPERrENCE FOR THE CONSCIENTIOUS COUPLE 

During the peak experience the person is fully integrated for the 

10ment. She "may be regarde d as temporarily healed ." (Naranjo, 19 74, 

p. 204). There is a sense of wholeness and unity with others. 

Peak experience can occur for a person in two major ways. 

First, i t can occur by surprise, uninvited, a peak moment of growth 

which brings resolution to an experience of s tress or crisis, a moment 

which then becomes focal in the reorganization of life that follows. 

For tbe Christian Apostle Paul, f o r instance , such a peak experience 

occurred as he travelled to Damascus . His experience was exceptionally 

vivid, including auditory and visual hallucinations and the experience 

of being blinded for the three days following. His experience followed 

stress and crisis, in which he suppressed his growing fascination with 

Christians by ever more energetical ly persecuting them. The result 

of the experience was positive personal growth and a radical l ife 

reorganization-he now became a l eader , rather than a persecutor, of 

the Christians . Peak experience in this fashion can happen to 

persons at any stage of development . 
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There is a second way that peak experience can occur , and that is 

through the person's own seeking or openness to it. The conscientious 

person represents the first stage at which the possibility of invited

in distinction from uuinvited--peak experience exists . 

1, Capacity for invited peak experience 

A number of changes affecting this po t ential fo r peak experience 

have occurred as the person enters the conscientious stage. First, peak 

the conscientious person is affected by her developing ego, 

a sense of responsibility, increased introspection, and 

~ owing self- confidence. The ego of the conscientious person is strong 

differences in others and herself . This ego 

development of the conscientious person grows and encompasses more of the 

psychic which l eads potentially to peak experience. Thus , the conscientious 

i ndividual are more receptive to peak experience since 

are more willing to take r esponsibility for their actions. 

Second , the conscientious person relates to the group differently, 

that the gr oup no longer can provide all the s upport and 

that she needs to establish goals and ideals. Instead, there 

sense of self-respect and respect for others that she 

r e lationships. 

Thirdly , the conscientious person has an expanded sense of awareness 

She sees the differ ent parts of the self, both the psychic and 

The physical urges are perceived as possible exciting 
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experiences that she can act on, rather than actions which are in control 

of her. She finds that she can give more fully of herself in her sexual 

relationships and thro'ugh this experience she is more able to share peak 

experiences with her partner. 

Fourth, if her partner has a peak experience , she is willing to 

acknowled ge and share in the experience. 

These changes for the conscientious person l ay the groundwork for 

the invited peak experience. Unlike persons in the later stag es, however, 

the conscientious person experiences a number of areas of her life which 

illterfere with complete openness to peak experiences, even as they draw 

the person on to such experiences. 

Responsibility 

Due to her increased preoccupation with her consciousness, the 

conscientious person takes on the role of 'brother' s keeper .' This can 

supportive role, or a smothering and controlling 

mode , the role of brother's keeper, of taking 

for others , offers help and advice to the other while 

rights and ability to refuse that help . 

In its negative mode, however, this role is a means of proj ecting 

beliefs. It reduces the other's personal rights and 

It introduces the pejorative aspects of the relationship 

child . Such a parent tells the child what to do and 

child to take risks and experience growing for 

I n s uch a mode the keeper smothers the chances for peak experience 
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of the kept, and the kept person participates in being smothered. Such 

a mode creates a crutch for the kept by not allowing him freedom to make 

bis own choices and design his own life for the creative actions that will 

generate peak experiences. The keeper and the kept both want the same 

rules for others that they have for themselves. If either keeper or kept 

does not hold the value that illuminating experiences are positive, then 

~ey may be pr ecluded from r ecognizing peak experiences. 

By contrast, the conscientious person who turns responsibility toward 

herself can open the door to peak experience. When she consciously takes 

responsibility for her actions, she can accept having a peak experience 

and can openly own it. The peak experience can unite her responsibileness 

and consciousness. "Being human is being conscious and being responsible, 

culminating in a synthesis of both" (Frankl, 1975, p . 60) This synthesis 

may even be r emembered as a significant experience or turning point in 

her life. 

3. Introspective Sel f-consciousness 

The other major facet of the conscientious person is her consci ousness. 

She has a growing awareness of her inner life. Her introspectiveness is 

necessary for openness to the peak experience . Through her own self-awareness, 

~li- appreciation , and self-respect , she can appreciate and r elate to the 

universe in toto . To Israel, ( 1971) 

Self-respect is the first step toward spiritual understanding , 
for each person knows of himself at least a little , and once 
he can appr eciate the g r andeur of that isolated piece of 
mechanism, that small flame of consciousness, he can begin 
ever so timidly at first to divine the grandeur of the greater 
world outside himself. (p . 6) 
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Thus, for the conscientious person, appreciation of self becomes 

appreciation of multiple possibilities . She acquires an appreciation 

of an attentive viewpoint of her partner. This, in turn, l eads to 

mutuality and a deepened relationship with the other. 

The conscientious person will make it a priority to have new 

experiences and to seek out change within herself. Ultimately, experi

mentation with her own differences can expand her life base. As she sets 

priorities, she will begin to affirm the importance and validity of the 

peak experience . But without an awareness of the inner self , she will 

continue to be unable to have peak experiences except in a time of crisis. 

Humility also develops through this inner search. The impact of the 

peak experience as an illuminating and powerful experience is magnified 

by humility and awe at the grandeur of the world. 

For the conscientious and later stages, peak experience expresses 

self- hood. " Selfbood, in the domain of feel._ing, is expressed in the 

gratuitous joy and love that mystics have expressed throughout centuries . 11 

(Naranjo, 1974, p . 99). The conscientious person first begins to explore and 

know her own selfhood and then expands her awareness to the world at large . 

She then glimpses the potential for wholeness with others and within herself. 

4. Intellectualization 

One drawback for the conscientious person is that in her excitement 

about understanding everything, she might not real ize that the intellect 

cannot solve all problems. Through trying to solve all problems through 
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her intellect, she misses those intuitive and spontaneous resolutions that 

ue always within all people. Some things cannot be solved truly any other 

vay. "It is experience that matters: direct, personal perception that 

vibrates through the organism transforming perception and conduct ." (Roszak, 

1975, p . 243) A classic example of the conscientious person resolving 

problems this way is to make the statement, "show me the right way, I will 

follow." For her, intellectual understanding connotes some kind of rule 

that can be a guide. 

S, Conflict 

Conflict can lead the conscientious person to growth , which then can 

lead her t o pe ak experience or higher s tages of development. This experience 

brings about a sense of integration and fusion with the self and the world. 

Fusion, inner unity, is obtained by means of ' friction ,' by the 
struggle between 'yes' and ' no ' in man. If man lives without 
inne r struggle, if everything happens to him without opposition , 
i f he goes wherever he is drawn or wherever the wind blows, he 
will remain such as he is. But if a struggl e begins in him, 
and particularly if t here is a definite line in this struggle, 
then, gradually, permanent traits begin to form themselves, 
he begins to crystallize. (P. D. Ouspenski, I n Search of The 
Miracul ous , quoted in Naranjo, 1974, pp. 185-186) 

The conflicts experienced by the conscientious person are newfound 

struggles between control and expression, between urges and need , rules 

and her own moral understanding. The conscientious stage is a time of 

utablishing self-directed standards and ideals. The conscientious 

individual is searc hing for her own conscious choices separate from an 

imposed style. 

Some may respond to conflicts through asocial behavior, with 

rebellious action expressing repressed instincts . "But if the individual 
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has sufficient courage and stability to face an issue squarely .. . a solution 

of the conflict may develop spontaneously in the depths of the unconscious ... 

its solution will be seen like a miracle. 11 (Harding, 1963, pp. 9-10) When 

she endures and searches for the solution, her ego can maintain control over 

the breaking through of the repressed instincts, and a non-rebellious 

solution can be found. 

She can miss the impact of peak experience when she is unwilling to open 

her life by discipline and listening to its internal messages . 

Such, then, is the range of spirituality. It permeates 
all life, and is with us and in us right from the 
beginning. But it has to emer ge from the shell of 
self- satisfaction if it is to direct our lives . 
(Israel, 1971, p. 6) 

It is the strength of the consciousness in her central core t hat can lead 

a person to finding her spiritual quality. 

6. Self-confidence 

The conscientious person feels in control of her own fate. This is 

a feeling less known in earlier stages. She is more open to being, and 

out of that comes positive action allowing the peak experience to change 

her life. For her grace is ever present. It merely must be tapped to 

be experienced . She can understand that when troubles control her, 

rather than the other way around, that is when s he l oses touch with the 

grace in her life. It is when she can break through this focus on being 

the trouble that grace can be r eal ized . Through confronting her ego with 

the conflicts which occur, and l istening to her true inner voice to guide 

her, rather than focusing on a problem being in control, the illumination 
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of the peak experience can follow her . " For, a s a Buddhist would say, 

each of us is the living Buddha, and the experience of enlightenment is 

the one we are having right now, only we have not found it out. " (Naranjo, 

~74, p. 182) When she runs away from her problems, she is also running 

away from peak experience. 
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VI. THE AUTONOMOUS COUPLE 

The autonomous couple cherish i ndividuality for each o t her . They 

recognize that conflict is a part of daily li£e and the human condition . 

A central characteristic of this stage is the ability to openly acknowledge, 

oommunicate, and deal with a conflict of desires. Each ~artner recognizes 

the other's need for autonomy , yet is aware of the limitations of that need . 

A. SCOT AND FERN 

Scot and Fern have spent some time working out the complexities of 

their relationship . Fern works in the city during the week at a job that 

she finds personally stimulating and rewarding. She has a small apartment 

that she s t ays at during this time. On the weekend she returns to her home 

outside of the city where Scot s t ays with the children . Scot has a freelance 

business that he has set up in his home so that he can spend the evening 

rlth the children. Fern and Scot a r e committed to both f inding careers t hat 

are advantageous and stimulating. Though the ir lifestyle may appear unusual 

to some of t heir neighbors , bo th Scot and Fern believed that their r e l a tionship 

did not require conventional behavior roles for the two of them to fee l 

satisfied and rewarded . Each has an interest and desire to grow and develop. 

Scot and Fern know that their relationship creates a certain l evel 

of ambiguity, so that when they meet on the weekend they t ake time to reconnect 

rlth the children and then have some time that they spend with each other to 

utch up on the events and concerns of the week. Scot and Fern both strive to 

e~ress their feelings credibly, wi th candor, and with openness as they relate. 

~ey aspire to be objective to themselves and each other, and their goal is 

to relate r ealistically with each other. Each does this by sharing with the 
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other their real concerns and delights of the week . Since self- fulfillment is 

~e goal of both Scot and Fe rn, their pleasure i n the o ther ' s satisfaction adds 

to their own . 

Scot's c ommitment to Fern and hers to him is based on finding that place 

in their life that is sat i sfying and rewarding withou t hampering the other. 

they want to maintain the ir r e lationship yet t hey r ecognize that eac h has dif

ferent needs a t this time in their life. Sc.ot a nd Fern reaffirm their relation

ship sexually when they are toge ther. The d esire for sexual con t act is directed 

toward one of affirming and declaring their affection to the other. A sexual 

Mgh i s no longer a n ecessary need for either . Their pleasure in their r ela

tionship comes from spending quiet moments t oge ther in the knowing ways that 

please each other which they have learned through the course of time . 

B. COMMUNICATION FOR THE AUTONOMOUS COUPLE 

Autonomous people have a chieved a stage where the ingredient s necessary 

for intimate communication are increasingly present. "Intimacy i s possible 

only between r eal people whose minds and bodies a nd senses are tuned t o the 

'here a nd now ' and who can rela t e to each other , ' I and Thou', with openness 

and honesty ." (Allen and Ma rtin , 1971, p . 95) From t h e consc i entious stage 

the coupl e strived to communicate and be self awa r e . The autonomous co uple now 

seek inner freedom and value the ir relationship as a treasured contact with 

anothe r who knows t hem and i s committed t o the m. The desire for open a nd hones t 

communica tion with the other is paramoun t for the autonomous couple . They 

do not wish t o spend time with games that a r e cir cuitous and time consuming . 

They value th eir contac ts a nd wish t o maximize those t imes togethe r with their 

significant other. 
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I. Listening 

Openness to the other takes on a new depth for the autonomous couple, a 

depth of ten like chat discussed by Eastern philosophers. The autonomous couple 

is willing to listen in a different way than those in the previous stages. 

~ey are more open to hearing without anticipating and demanding . This creates 

a natural flow of energy be tween them. Neither demands or must hear what the 

othe.r has to say. yet each wants to and is open and available t o hear the other. 

~slow (1968) describes this as perception . 

Perception can be undemanding rather than demanding, contemplative 
rather than forceful . It can be humble before the experience, non
interfering, receiving rather than taking , it can let the perception 
be itself . (p. 86) 

The autonomous person takes time to hear the o ther without tryi ng to anticipate 

what they have to say or how they might reac t t o a given situation . The auto

nomous per son can even be supportive to her partner when her feelings are dif 

ferent from his. She recognizes differences and cherishes them. 

2. Self- disclosure 

For the autonomous persons in a relationship, communication makes a basic 

shift from the I-WE to the I-THOU through self- disclosure and letting go of the 

other. The autonomous person no longer feels a sense of ownership of the other 

and her desir e fo r contact is achieved throug h a transparent disclosure to him . 

~en she can let go of her expectations of her partner fulfilling certain roles 

and needs , and let him 'be, ' then the r elationship is based on truly honest 

communication. The autonomous person strives for this level of communication--
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yet at times struggles with it. 

A number of additional pre-requisites which are achieved in the autonomous 

stage enable communication to happen. Self-acceptance promotes self-disclosure 

111d self-esteem. The autonomous person seeks to know and accept herself as 

she is in order to change and develop further. Tolbert Mccarroll (1974) des

cribes this when he says, "You must drink your own water, be it bitter or sweet. 

You must be yourself. If you want to change or grow, you have t o accept where 

JOU are and be who you are. " (p. 21) The autonomous person wants to know her 

partner as he is without imposing roles and expectations on him. The autono-

mus person, in contrast to the conscientious person , knows who she is and no 

longer feels so conscious of herself. She allows herself to be, and the other 

to be also. 

The autonomous person has additional courage which is necessary for self

disclos ure. "Not solely the courage to be , as Paul Tillich wrote of it, but 

the courage to be known, to be perceived by others as one knows himself to be." 

(Jourard, 1971, p. 7) When she i s willing t o share of herself , she will also 

find that she is able to know herself more fully through the process . She dis

covers through self- disclosure that when she is open others are also open. 

"Disclosure invites or begets disclosure. " (Jourard, 1971, p . 14) Jourard 

found this to he so when he s tarted to work with a different group of people 

than those he wa s trained to work with. When t he autonomous person invites 

1110ther to share himself with her each is more open. When she demands, however, 

that her partner share a par t of his inner self, then he may become more r eluc 

tant for fear of what may be expected of him. 
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3, Respect 

Autonomous people are capable of greater respect for others. 

Because self-actualizing people ordinarily do not have to 
abstract need-gratifying qualities nor see the person as 
a tool , it is much more possible for them to take a 
non-valueing, non-judging, non- interfering, non- condemning 
attitude toward others, a desireless, a ' choiceless 
awareness. ' (Maslow, 1968, p. 40) 

The autonomous individual wishes to know the other, rather than just 

perpetuating her own images of what the other person should be. She 

seeks out the individuality and the uniqueness of others with a reciprocal 

benefit of knowing herself more truly. 

Heightened awareness of her own aloneness makes the autonomous 

person even more desirous of connecting with others. The differences 

of each make the relationship of the autonomous couple a fascinating 

and miraculous exchange. Each becomes to the other a microcosm of 

the unique wonder of the world. The autonomous person sees the other 

and knows that she can be open and the other can share of himself, which 

in turn allows her the courage to connect with the world and the universe. 

The autonomous person can connect with another without feeling absorbed . 

She also has the courage to be alone with herself. 

C. CONNECTEDNESS FOR THE AUTONOMOUS COUPLE 

The autonomous person not only functions better alone, but forms deeper 

and more interesting relationships . This occurs for a number of reasons: 

• The autonomous couple , with their greater sense of self-worth, 

is not as likely to be dependent on one another . 

• The autonomous couple, with their greater level of comfort with 

~ch other, do not need to be smothering. 
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• With their greater desire to see and be seen for what they are, they 

can cherish more the uniqueness of the other. 

• Mutuali ty, being enha nced, more readily translates t o concern and caring . 

I. Self-worth a nd interdependence 

~ch partne r communicates a s ense of self-worth in the relationship . This per

sonal sel f - worth provides the individual with an inner s tre ngth which she may 

draw upon for self- affirmation in times o f adversity or s tress. This in turn 

provides strength for continuing to develop and experience intima t e r elation

ships with others. Self-affirmed , the individual does not need to place such 

a large burde n on h er partner. 

The partner who is intima te with himself communica t es through his at
_titudes and behavior the message that he i s responsible for himself and 
that the other person in a r elationship is not taking on an unwanted 
burden. (Greenwald, 1975, p . 45) 

The autonomous couple is most l ikely to be awa r e of and conc erned with each 

other ' s s e para t eness. The autonomous couple guard and cherish their own and 

others ' ind i viduality . 

Self-worth enhances the autonomous couple ' s a bility to be alone . Even 

intimate coupl es need breathing or recuperation space at times . This may dif 

fu for each partne r , with each one setting his own limits for renewal through 

solitary times such as lis t ening to music, reading a book, o r working on some 

projec t by himself. Self- worth enables the partner not t o t ake this t i me of 

renewal as a message of anger to the other par tner. 
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Because of the greater sense of self-worth, the autonomous couple is 

not as dependent on each other as the conscientious couple. With the 

increasingly more realistic perception of self and others there develops 

a more genuine consideration of others. When the couple see each other 

as unique individuals and cherish this in the other, the desire and freedom 

for the long term relationship to develop and ensue is greater than at 

the previous levels. 

2. Freedom from smothering 

The autonomous person does not need to smother her partner . Unlike the 

conscientious person who merely tolerates differences, she cherishes individual 

differences . Each partner r ecognizes that there is a sadness and yet joy in 

separateness which can never be changed. Each thus accepts her separate self 

as she is, and her partner as he is. 

While the conscientious person was prone to excessive moralism--the 

role of 'brother's keeper', the autonomous person recognizes that she cannot 

force the growth of the other. She will not place unreasonable demands on herself, 

nor will she help the other when she is unable to do so. The autonomous person 

will try to help when she has the ability or the skills, but is free from the 

feeling that she must have the answer and should help regardless of the 

situation. She is under no delusions of grandeur as to her ability to help, 

and under no delusions that others depend on her for happiness. She will not 

place ridiculous demands on the other to fulfill her needs. She will not make 

the other follow any pace but his own. The autonomous person does not wish to 

smother ano ther, or to be smothered . 

A r elated freedom i s the discovery of the autona,mous person that she can 

live with her own helplessness . When help is inappropriate, she is willing 
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to allow the other to experience his own pain. The conscientious person 

had difficulty extending this openness to another. Kopp (1976) describes 

this next step beyond being one ' s brother's keeper: "Love is more than 

simply being open to experiencing the anguish of another person's suffering. 

It is the willingness to live with the helpless, knowing that we can do 

nothing to save the other from his pain . " (p. 23) When help is inappropriate 

or impossible the autonomous person can live with her helplessness. She is 

willing to al low the other to experience his pain . 

The ability of the autonomous person to cherish and affirm differences 

enhances the positive connectedness of polarity . Polarities are those 

differ ences and opposites that add variety and vitality to the relationship . 

For the autonomous person, polarities are "the attractive fascination of 

differences, (which offer) ... another key to intimacy . " (Bach and Deutsch, 

1970, p . 163) The autonomous couple can make polarities work for them. 

~cause they cherish individual differences they will not tire of the 

polarities nor need to smother them in the other person . A key to effective 

intimacy is that of needing time alone to develop and reaffirm personal identity. 

Thus reaffirmed , an individual can give more to the other. The polarit y is 

enhanced. The autonomous person functions as a whole person and is not 

dependent on the other, rather being interdependent instead . As a consequence 

each partner has an individual identity and the relationship i tself develops 

an identity . When one member of the relationship makes a decision or does 

something the couple knows that it is not a reflection on the other. 

For persons in the earlier stages, the experience of polarity may be 

attraction t o an opposite because she will make him feel whole or complete. 

For them, the opposite may be idealized as one who has or is everything that 
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the partner isn ' t . This attraction supports a dependent r elationshin 

rather than interdependent one. When the autonomous couple experience 

polarity , however, the meeting and connecting of two different people 

allows for a unique whole to occur . When "they open up toward one another, 

they coope r a te with and affect one another, so as to c r eate a new divine 

~nifestation--in whatever form this may be. " (Broch, 1970 , p . 1) Joining 

their separa t eness to form a relationship , new and exciting experiences occur . 

The au t onomous person does experience a danger, however, of carrying 

autonomy to the opposite extreme . When this happens, freedom from smothering 

is mis interpreted to mean total independence . This results in the individual 

being l onely , without connections . Then there can be no benefit of the long 

term sexually bonded committed relationship for the autonomous person, and she 

loses her freedom thr ough her loneliness . 

Today ' s intimate revolutionaries usually ignore the ' we ' 
concept. Unable to reach intimacy> they o ften try to 
convince themselves that they do not want any interdependence . 
The ir cult is autonomy--independence carried to the extreme . 
(Bach and Deutsch, 1970, p . 25) 

This carrying autonomy t o the point of isolation is also somewhat verbalized 

in the wellknown Fritz Perl s quote : "You do your thing, and I'll do mine; 

and if by chance we meet , it' s beautiful; if not , it can't be helped." 

m this situation each partner is so free to go her own way as she sees fi t 

that neither partner wants or feels any r esponsibility toward the ot her. Each 

becomes comfortable with her own ' prison of loneliness ' and each is afraid 

to leave t his prison of he r own making. No meeting or connectedness in an 

intimate or spiritual way takes place be tween t he partners . Neither partner, 

fearing a rejection, risks r eaching out t o the other . Ne i t her risks reaching 

deep within herself t o find her own true identity. 

While the au tonomous person can fall into this danger, the truly 

autonomous person experiences it as a temporary phenomenon , a time of withdrawal 

to heal a wound , perhaps , but then to move on. Sooner or later, the autonomous 
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person who is comfortable with individuality, aloneness, or independence 

finds it is something she wishes to share--and the impulse to connectedness 

resumes. 

3. Cherishing uniqueness 

The autonomous person wants to be seen for who she is and to see other s 

as they really are without placing her own needs and values on the other. Thus, 

the autonomous person cherishes the unique ness and individuality of others. She 

also makes choices based on her own needs and seeks to accomplish them without 

having to ~ the other person to achieve her goals . The autonomous person 

determines her own environment rather than just reacting to it. Scot and Fern 

~ch felt a need to accomplish certain experiences in their lives , so they 

sought to work out an arrangement where each felt satisfied and yet each could 

support the other at the times he or she was able to. Scot liked working at home 

ffld being with the kids. He felt that the r el ationship was strong enough that 

the expected societal roles did not have to be imposed on their relationship . 

Fern wanted to continue her career and knew t hat it was the qua lity of the 

relationship that was important rather than the amount of time that she spent 

Iii.th her children or Seo t. 

4. Mutuality translated to concern and caring 

Autonomy and maturity permit healthy intimate mutuality of equal 

partners . Sager (1977) describes this healthy mutuality of 
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wo individuals in his description of equal partners: 

The person who acts as an equal partner seeks a relationship 
on equal terms for himself and his partner . The equal partner 
expects that both will have the same rights , privileges, and 
obligations, without any overt or covert double-standard clauses . 
The equal partner expects each to be a compl ete person i n his 
or her own right , largely self-activating, with his own work 
and emotionally interdependent with him or her. Consequently, 
each would respect the other's individuality, including weakness 
and fallibilities. (pp. 85-86) 

~ger goes on to talk about the 'flow' that occurs between partners as one 

of maturity and acceptance, i n which they are free of infantile urges and 

needs , yet able to be childlike and be taken care of, and also the 

parent who takes care of the other . His or her loveability is not dependent 

~on t he other yet allows an interdependence to ensue. The equal partner 

vill be relatively free of competitiveness with her partner. Though this 

relationship is neither passive nor possessive, there is a strong commitment 

by both partners to the other. Mutuality leads to unity , and bridges the 

gap between duality and unity . The autonomous person respects the other's 

mdividuali ty and i s responsive to his needs. 

Because of thi s, the autonomous and i ntegrated couples are better able to 

~re for others than persons in the previous stages were , Caring requires that each 

Mve a deep knowledge of the other, and such knowledge is not created by ' good 

wtentions' alone. As an individual ' s conceptual complexity and openness increases 

to the level of the autonomous stage , the individual is better able to care for 

others . Caring for another is more possibl e when each i s a whole person. Hidden 

agendas and judging of others do not get in the way of caring for the other for the 

autonomous and integrated persons. Car ing fosters growth and unity of the 

relat ionship . When the basis of the relationship is not the values and expectations 

~ the couple, but rather the desire of each person to be his true self, then 

the relationship becomes cherished and fosters growth for each other . 
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Caring is a necessary part of meeting, the process of coming together 

md uniting with another, since meeting in an intimate and spiritual way 

requires a capacity for concern. These e.lements are only likely to be 

present when the other person is seen as a whole person and the individual 

sees himself as a "more or less stabilized unit. " (Ticho, 1974, p. 243) 

~en these elements are present, however, a true meeting of the two, a 

connectedness, can occur. 

0. SEXUAL BONDING OF THE AUTONOMOUS COUPLE 

The Autonomous stage is the f irst to exhibit maturity in the encounter 

of one person to another. Tbe Autonomous Couple has developed an appreciation 

of each other's uniqueness and therefore encounter each other rather than using 

each other. Vik tor Frankl (1975) describes this maturity of the autonomous 

and integrated stages: 

The mature individual's partnership moves on a human l evel , 
and the human level precludes the mere use of others. On the 
human level, I do not use another human being but I encounter 
him, which means that I fully recognize his humanness; and if I 
take another step by fully recognizing , beyond his humanness 
as a human being, his uniqueness as a person, it is even more 
than an encounter--what then t akes place is love. (pp . 87- 88) 

Compared to couples in the previous stages, the autonomous couple 

bas achieved a more relaxed sensuality . For the autonomous, the seal 

aspect of sexual bonding is a focal point of g rowth, and the autonomous 

couple is more aware of the seal between them. When the relationship is 

ronfronted with more difficulty than previously, the autonomous coupl e 

are more concerned with trying to find resolutions to the problems . While 
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this certainly does not mean an autonomous couple will never seek to 

separate, they are able to cope with and tolerate conflicting inne r 

needs more e asily. 

1. Sensuality in Flower 

The autonomous couple is fre e to a ccept the sex experience as a total 

body pleasure. For them the sexual experience is the "pleasure of the total 

body, the pleasure of holding and being held, of touching and being touche d . " 

(Kuten, 1976, p. 292). For the autonomous couple the sexual encounter i s a 

solemn declaration to each other of their love and the shared psychic commitment 

iliac each has for the other. The autonomous couple give to each other a sensua l 

mingling of caring affirmation, love, and respect for the other, to create a 

union of the two for a psycic thes aurus to be shared always. 

Compared with previous stages, the autonomous couple is mor e comfortable 

with sex substitutes . The autonomous couple is more open to p l ea s uring ea ch 

other in ways other than sexual intercourse. They are als o less likel y to 

demand sex in the fashion of the self-protec tive couple, expect it as with 

ilie conformist couple, or try to do it pure ly for the benefit of the othe r 

as with the conscientious couple . The comfort one has with sex and the need 

to depend on s ex is based on the individual needs of the autonomous couple . 

The autonomous couple have an increase d appreciation of the polarities 

between them. The conscientious couple are first cognizant of these polarities, 

and as the individuals develop to further stages their appreciation of the 

differences increases . As couples draw closer together and take risks to share 

of themselves more openly they find their vulnerability to be apparent . Each 
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wst be able to draw away and affirm his or her separateness in order that each 

uy be refreshed and reinvigorated. Able to accept and be comfor table with her 

own separateness and that of her partner, the autonomous person can bond to

~~er more intensely with care and love !or the other . 

The differences nurtured in the space between potential lovers serves 
as a start to the relationship that they will share, and a spur to the 
conflicts that they will agonize over. The differences are a source 
of wonder and curiosity--and of the joy that comes from knowing another 
and being known. (Kuten, 1976, p . 292) 

The experience of flow in the sexual relationship is one in which the 

partners are sensitive and r esponsive to the separate needs of each other . As 

~e couple develops a wealth of knowledge of each other, they are given cues 

and responses that may direct them to offer support in a caring , loving, and 

responsive way . When individuals seek to be sensitive to those day to day 

needs and also the sexual needs, each feels nourished and grows from the ex

change . A stronger bond is created between the partners. 

2. Seal and Psyche 

The autonomous couple is more comfortable with keeping conflict issues 

oot of the way of sensuality and sexuality. In doing this they offer a stronger 

expression of the seal to each other. If there has been an anger-generating 

situation before the couple pursues sexual co•ntact, the autonomous couple 

will seek to resolve it. The autonomous couples take more time simply t o 

'cuddle' with each other, without a lways ending with intercourse. For the mos t 

part, their sexual bonding resembles tha t of the Integrated couple, and this 

includes psychic impact. 
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E, MUTUAL CREATIVITY 

The autonomous person is freer of the oppressive demand of the consc i ence 

that is a primary concern of the conscientious per son. She i s also more able 

to enjoy experiences for their intrinsic joy. She is more concerned with 

self- fulfullment for both herself and her partner . She is more open to 

experiencing the 'here and now ' r a ther than being t ied to a goal orientation 

~ the conscientious person is. As a r esult she is more likely to participate 

freely in mutual c r eativity--and mutual creativity is more likely to be all 

encompassing. 

The mutual c r eativity that is experienced by the autonomous coup l e 

consists of two parts : inspiration and execution. The inspira tion includes 

the dreams , the visions, the plans, and imagina tion of the couple as they share 

their life together. The execu t ion is when the couple put t heir dreams into 

operational terms and then follow through wi th them. The effect of both the 

inspiration and execution is enhanced mutuality . 

l , Creative Attitude 

Cr eativity r esults from the autonomous per son ' s great er wholeness. As 

she is more openly and willingly accepting of herself, she enjoys more imaginative 

and inventive levecls of mutual creativity with her mate. Her creativity, no 

longer so goal oriented , may just focus on simple pleasures that t ake on an 

excitement to add vitality , life and energy to the r e l ationship . Thus the 

autonomous coupl e share in the common and simpl e miracles with a renewed p l easure 

that brings a whol eness to the relationship. Maslow (1968) describes the impact 

of creativity on the relationship as an "epiphenomenon of their gr eater wholeness 

and integr a tion , which is what self- acceptance i mplies . " (p. 141) 
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The autonomous coupl e are more adventurous . They are willing to approach 

y pleasures in an adventurous and exploring manner. When they take a walk 

become a part of the woods, so as to enjoy and deli gh t in 

the small wonders, a new flower poking its head f r om amongst the last fallen 

rivulet of water that has created a miniature waterfall over the 

is covered with rocks and pebbles, and the joy of sharing the changing 

the spring tree outside the window each day as t he buds begin to open 

form their flowers followed by the fresh tender green leaves . For the 

simple delights are as important to their mutual creativ-

some major event . 

i ntimate couple are constantly open to the diversity of exper

own responses that may occur t o those situations that transpire 

The truly creative person is one who communicates to keep 

t of her partner. She is the one who has something to say to the 

actively listens when she is spoken to. She and her partner have 

ideas to shape and mold their lile with plans for the future and the 

• Creativity requires that she be able and willing to d,raw on all her past 

ious and even preconscious thoughts. It i s when she no longer fears 

thoughts that creativity will occur. With the ability to let go of im

rolcs and behavior models , she can regress spontaneously to her creative 

es without him governing her every action . Contact with the intimate self 

es great energy for creativity. Greenwald states that: 

Good contact with our Intimate Self and our Intimate Other provides 
enormous energy with which to relate to our world in a most satis-
fying, most meaningful and creative fashion . It provides us with the 
ability to experience great joy and excitement because of the limitless 
potential for self- discovery and growth and the increasing ability 
to function in the world . This is the optimal condition for fulfill-
ment of our self and for living a meaningful, nourishing life. (Greenwald, 
1975, p. 223) 
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She can also open up to creativity through her dreams . To focus on dreams 

is another way to reconnect with her whoJe life. The night dreams of a person 

are as important to the relationship as the visions and dreams of the waking . 

The dream of the sleeping person provides a message from the subconscious that 

is brought to the conscious mind. Dreams become the individual's private guru 

to the conscious dreams and visions that are shared with the other. "Dreams 

frequently point the way in which we could grow and develop. Through the 

dream, voices deep within us are brought to the surface . Our unconscious tells 

a story to the conscious self." (McCarroll, 1974, p. 51) This seed of enlight

enment is a source not only for the autonomous individual, but also for each 

relationship to expand to its fullest potential. 

She is more open to the self and actually seeks it out. As a result she is 

more open to the self's creative energies . If these energies are self-directed 

she asks the question of their purpose and their direction in life . Thus there 

is an interaction effect through which mutual creativity enhances individual 

identity. Aware of the self as the determiner of her own fate, she accept res

ponsibility for action of inaction. She takes more initiative knowing that her 

actions are not fruitless . Thus she will put her ideas into action and be the 

instrument of her own life. 

2. Creative effort 

Beginning with the conscientious stage and continuing through the auto

nomous and integrated stages, people are increasingly more open to their own 

and other ' s creative ideas and more likely to follow through on their ideas . 

As they become more aware of themselves, rather than external forces, as the 

initiators, they acknowledge their ideas more freely. They have more courage 
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to take risks, and to risk asking the question , ' will it fail, or will it work?' 

Creative attitude combines with effort and risk taking t o produce unique 

solutions to problems . Scot and Fern had developed a conflict over jobs and 

home location. They resolved the problem by creating two home l ocations and 

sharing the child care and their t ime together in nontraditional ways. The 

autonomous couple is more open to creating options that are unique for their 

own situation . The desire to be seen as needing autonomy and to see others 

in this way is characteristic of the autonomous coupl e . Because they see this 

separateness of others they tend to cherish their relationships. For Scot and 

Fern it was of paramount importance for the relationship to work in a way that 

vas both satisfying and stimulating for both. A creative attitude helped them 

solve their problem; creative 'effort made their solution work. 

The autonomous couple still struggles with role ambiguities. For the 

autonomous person , C. Sullivan, M. Grant and J. Grant (1957) suggest, "role 

ambiguities in himself may still arouse his anxieties. He may (wonder) ... which 

is ' the real me"' (quoted by Loevinger, 1976, p. 107) . This concept and 

concern with roles can create strife in the relationship and is an area that 

the couple struggles with. 

Some spouses point out to their mates, "You can ' t have it 
both ways . " When said to the husband , this may mean, "You 
can ' t expect me to work full time as well as cook, clean, and 
take care of your laundry as your mother did . " Said to the 
wife it may mean, "You can ' t expect to compete with men and 
then pull that feminine- wiles stuff." Why can't either want 
it both ways? Most people do . It does not mean we will be 
able to have it both ways, but the need and desire may be 
there . These are points for negotiation , considerate handling , 
and quid pro quo arrangements as the couple work together to 
establish their own modus vivendi . We are the products of our 
times , and consequently our struggle against parts of our familial 
and broader cultural heritage tha t we wish to change is necessarily 
an arduous one. (Sager, 1977, p. 98) 
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Self- trust provides the effort for mutual creativity . The autonomous couple 

has a vested interest in making a plan work, when the plan originates with the 

self . The couple a r e proud of the plan and tbe anticipated outcome. Because 

the plan is sel f - originated, the individual feels more comfortable with it. It f its . 

The joy in t he doing of a task brings with it a joy in the experience for 

the autonomous and integrated couple . Such joy i n ' wor k ' makes patience and 

discipline easier to utilize and implement . 

The plan which originates with the self is thereby best suited to the self 

or t he couple. The planner thus has a vested interes t in making the plan work 

and in execut ing it. 

When there is love both between people and toward the self, creativity and 

potentiality is encouraged and inspired. Each par tner of the relationship in

vites the other to stretch and experience new visions and journeys . In t he 

autonomous relationship, each partner knows that in order to experi ence life to 

its fullest she must r each for even those stars that are farthest away and en

courage and support her partner to do the same. What we ar e or have been is no 

longer important when we seek to expand our c r eativity t o share with t he other . 

beach grows, she realizes that it is the process of growth t hat is crucial 

rather than the content of the experience. Onl y then can the couple trul y 

experience the vital breath of life , the spiritual oneness with all . 

3. Mutuality 

When two autonomous persons become partners the creative attitude and energy 

between them is enhanced. The freedom to structure the r e l ationship in many 

different ways adds the wealth of variety to mutual creativity . Some couples 
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may choose to live separately for a time, relating through visits, phone calls 

and letter communication. Other couples may choose to experiment with more 

communal living arrangements where the families can offer nourishment to each 

other, thereby creating a new extended family for support . "The criterion of 

a successful solution to marital and family relationship problems is not the 

appearance of the relationship , but rather the experience of freedom, conforma

tion and growth on the part of the participants." (Jourard , 1971, p. 109) When 

the family can allow for mutual creativity to enter their relationship then 

the opportunity for growth to occur provides an exciting change in the possibil

ities of the relationship. The result is excitement, intimacy and spirituality . 
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F. PEAK EXPERIENCE FOR THE AUTONOMOUS COUPLE 

The autonomous person, being more open to the experience of complexity, 

is more open to true peak experience as contrasted with a mere ' high. 1 More 

tolerant of individual differences, she is more open to and accepting of 

the peak experiences of others . A consequence of this tolerance i s that she 

is also more comfortable finding herself. Less encumbered with selfishness 

and a conscious preoccupation with the self, she is on a search for her true 

self. 

Thus, in Taoist terms she is in "the first stage in the attainment of 

spiritual fullness" which is to become a 'true man,' only after which can she 

11become a 'universal man 1 ." (Naranjo, 1974, p. 34) 

This firs t stage requires a toleration of the ambiguities of self, others, and 

the world. It is a pulling in to gain comfort with the separateness of all 

persons in order to experience the oneness with all in the universe . 

The autonomous stage carries a new interest in developing . The autonomous 

person is aware of conflicts and differences in contrast to the integrated person 

vho has reconciled the differences . She is aware of the spiritual quality which 

begins with a search for knowledge of all that exists to be learned , and 

continues with a refining of that knowledge to discover what is constant and 

common to all mankind. She experiences spirituality not simply as activity, nor 

an ethereal feeling, but a search for t he inte rconnection between a ll that is . 

1. Facilitating Peak Experience for the Autonomous Person 

As has been noted previously , peak experience will occur in two major 

ways-first, spontaneously, and secondly, as a result of processes consciously 
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undertaken with the search for peak experience in mind . 

Spontaneous peak experiences for autonomous persons are likely at the point 

where conflicts resolve themselves. Recognizing conflict as part of the human 

condition, resolution of even mundane conflict takes on spiritual qualities . 

Such conflicts include not only those between the ego and the unconscious , but 

also those between mind and body , good and bad , selfishness and unity. 

Our essential disunity is due to the fac t that we interpret 
the world on two l evels (rational vs . irrational , adult vs. 
child , conscious vs. unconscious, etc . ) and our experience 
cannot chang~ unless we allow ourselves to experience t his 
dichotomy . For healing to take place, the wound must be 
exposed; for purification to occur , sin is necessary; for 
growth , immaturity; for totality , nothingness . " (Naranjo , 
1974, p. 160) 

This dual nature of man thus contains i ntrinsic conflicts that each must 

explore and recognize for there t o be growth . 

Like the conscientious person, the autonomous person deals with each 

conflict as it comes along to receive some relief . For the autonomous person, 

too , a t some point the experience of confli c t and r esolution may be so powerful 

that she is moved to her very central core. She ,nay then be so opened up to 

the experience , and aware of it that she may be able t o respond from her 

core more freely and openly thereafter . This experience may in fact be a peak 

experience for some. Conflict thus may be the source of energy that can l ead 

to the peak experience for them. The autonomous person recognizes that the psychic 

tension of conflict is followed by a more open and cour ageous ability t o face 

ambiguity and tension. With this r ecognition , the autonomous person can 

transfer the energy of psychic tension to the spiritual peak experience. 

The autonomous person can also initiate processes which lead to peak 

experiences . Because of t he positive place in her life created by spontaneous 

peak experiences, she has a high motivation for undertaking these processes . She 
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Ls more courageous in facing conflicts that develop. She is more willing 

to take a leap of faith toward new levels of maturity . She is more able to 

face conflict rather than ignore it or project it out to the environment . With 

~er ability to express herself more vividly and with poignant humor she is more 

aware of the complex and exciting inner life that is conducive to peak experiences . 

She is also more receptive to the vividness of the peak experience . 

She is also more aware of specific processes for achieving a peak experience 

than the conscientious pers on . This awareness is facilitated by her ability to 

~iew reality as multifaceted and complex , in contrast to the more polar 

conscientious way of thinking. Less willing to accept situations as either- or, 

she sees more alternatives and variables . She is interested in development. This 

propels her towards seeking identity through her work . 

Thus she is willing to prepare herself to receive peak experience through 

such methods as meditation . Through the "practice of simple awareness in all the 

activities of daily life" , (Naranjo , 1974, p. 102) her growth i s expanded to an 

awareness of herself , her partner and the universe. ~his simple awareness alone 

ilill facilitate peak experiences . Combined with meditation which is a focused 

act of passivity, her level of receptivity to an experience which is illuminating , 

transcending, and reaches out to the universe is enhanced . 

"Meditation is a deep passivity combined with awareness. " (Mccarroll, 1974, 

p. 106) It is the exploration of the inner sel f to facilitate stabil ity and 

peacefulness with the world . To use meditation for preparing for peak experiences 

is to use it to unclutter the attic of the mind , which helps in turn in achieving 

a sense of realness and reality in life . The use of meditation to resolve or 

find solutions to conflict is a valuable tool even in interpersonal conflicts when 

talking to the partner will be ultimately required for resolution. Meditation 

allows for a high level of creat ivity to ensue , and for the optimum connection with 

the self which is necessary to resolve conflicts. 
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2. Consequences of Peak Experiences for the Autonomous Person 

a . Reaching out 

A reaching out to others is character istic of the autonomous person who 

has had an illumina ting or peak experience. Though she i s seeking her own self 

identity she i s aware of and appreciates the interdependence of emotional rela 

tionships with others. When such things as the excitement of falling in love 

or a n illuminating experience occurs in the previous s t ages t here may be a 

r eaction to t ell the whol e world, but the autonomous couple are more comfort

able with a quiet recounting t o significant o t hers , Their orientation is not 

to smother people but to shar e with them and to hear each o ther openly and 

actively. 

b. The experience of wonder 

For the autonomous person, peak exper i ences are illuminating and vivid. 

For persons in previous s t ages , the illuminating part of the peak experience is 

not a lways easy t o ' grab ahold of.' For such persons, the ability to connec t 

the illumina t ing quality of peak experience with everyday life has not occured. 

For the autonomous person, peak experience allows her to see the wonder of common 

things. The autonomous person aspires to be r ealistic about both herself and 

other s , and r eality has no need to be hidden as its beauty shows t hrough always . 

The eastern traditions describe this as the "art of union with r eality " whi ch 

"is an intense feeling of oneness." (Fromm, 1956 , p. 67) This connection and 

wonder with the common things of everday life e llumina t es the peak experience . 
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Self-fulfillment 

Because the nature of t he autonomous person is t o have self-fulf illment 

rather than achi evement as t he goal , she has the right mindset for peak exper

lence . She will prepare for the peak experience by being in the here and now. 

k f li • l'f 11 This ;n turn will generate the peak She begins to thin o ving 1 e we • ... 

experience and put her in t he right mind for oneness and peacefulness . 

There seems to be a kind of dynamic parallelism or isomorphism 
here between the i nner and the out er . This is t o say that as 
the essential Being of the world is per ceived by the person, so 
also does he concurrently come closer to his m,m Being . • • this 
intrinsic effect s eems to be in both directions . .. Each makes 
the other mor e possible ... Perhaps this i s what is meant by ,he 
fusion of lovers, the becoming one with the world in the 
cosmic experience , the feeling of being part of the unity one 
perceives in a great philosophical insight . (Mccarroll , 1974, 
p. 95) . 

The paradox is apparent, the direction of universality is through knowing 

of oneself . To be receptive to the peak experience is to be concerned 

with self- fulfillment as opposed to achievement. 

3. Peak Experience and Spirituality for the Autonomous Person 

The autonomous person is aware of the developmental process, in 

which t he search for the self is the quest . As a r esult of past experiences 

she proceeds with the idea of recognizing and acting on the peak experience . 

This personal growth is the action of the peak experience . "The birth 

of the divine child in man symbolizes the bursting of the ligh t of truth 

in the human mind or the emergence of a s piritually transfi gured personality." 
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(Naranjo, 1974 , p . 80) Acting on t he illumination of such peak experience , 

with the resulting personal gr owth, may catapult the individual t o the 

integrated stage . "The travail of life and its bitter disappointment are to 

be s een as the path towards completion of the self, or integration of the 

personality; it is t he road of self-discipline t o enabl e man to serve t he 

world and himself rather than merely to serve h i mself at t he expense of the 

world." (Israel, 1971, p . 6) This illumination , then, is the path to t he 

truly integrated person, one that is in tune with the universality of the 

world. Progress on t his path is the action of the peak experience, the 

transcending quality that occurs out of the peak experience. Knowledge fo r 

the transcending aspect comes to the autonomous per son from the unconscious 

to guide her to t his universality. Through the expansi on of t he consciousness, 

without a preoccupation on selfishness or the intellect, but rather the 

inward journey i t self, an awareness of the developmental process can 

be seen. Going on tbe i nward journey can be seen as heali ng f rom a psycho

logical viewpoint , and developmental f rom an education vi ewpoint . As 

consciousness expands, the i ndividua l has become more who l e, mor e complete. 

Just as the neurotic patient cannot r each ou t to form an I-You 

relationship unt il she i s whole, so too the per son in a conflict- ridden 

relationship is unabl e to reach out to form an I-You relationship with he r 

partner . Intimacy and spirituality between two people i s a dynamic dyad 

that allows each to expand their universe together . This relationship goes 

beyond tha t of s ome one t o have as a bed partner and companion. There a r e 

mor e expanded horizons t ha t the coupl e can expe r ience . 

There is in fact une more aspect, one mo r e step fo r the true flow 

of intimacy to occur in the l ong term sexually bonded relationship. The 
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aspect of spirituality that exists for each of us when through meeting our 

partner a supreme level of intimacy can develop between the couple and 

they begin a journey together toward a spiritual life together . In order 

for this level of spirituality to occur there must exist a level of 

communication and friendship between the individuals that allows for a 

t rust and sharing of innermost feel i ngs to be exchanged . It is through 

t ime and communication that the partners develop a wealth of information 

and are able to use this information to support each other . 

Traditionally this something to whic.h human existance is directed 

has been described as religion . The spiritual ques t has t aken on the 

proportions of a religi ous quest to find inner strength , to find the meaning 

of our lives and those powerful forces that affect us . Carl Rogers describes 

the religion of the futur e : 

But religion , to the extent that the term is used, will be 
that of tent atively held hypotheses which are lived out and 
corrected in the int erpersonal world . Groups , probably much 
smaller than present day congregations, will wrestle with the 
ethical and moral and philosophical questions which are posed 
by the rapidly changing world . The individual will forge , with 
the support of the group , the stance he will take in the 
universe--a stance which he cannot regard as final, because 
more data wil l continually be coming i n. 

In t he open questioning and honest struggle t o face reality 
which exists in s uch a group , it i s likely that a sense of 
true communit y will develop--a community based not on a common 
creed nor an unchanging ritual , but on the personalities of 
individuals who have become deeply related to one another as they 
attempt to comprehend , and to face as living men , the 
mysteries of existence. The religion of t he future wil l be man ' s 
existential choice of his way of living in an unknown tomorrow--
a choice made more bearable because formed in a communi ty of 
individuals who are like-minded , but l ike- minded only in their 
searching . (Mccarroll , 1974 , pp . 189-190) 

This future religion is a search by individuals who are committed 

to exploring their own growth and experiencing life to its fullest possible 

potential wi t h the wor ld. 
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VII. THE INTEGRATED COUPLE 

Abraham Mas l ow directed much of his work to describing the 

sell- act ualized individual and it is to such an individual that 

Loevinger refers her reader when she discusses the Integrated rerson. 

For this reason I shall present Maslow's description of the self-actual ized 

individual : 

They are i ndependent of the fads, fashions , and prejudices 
of those around them , They lead individual lives, yet wor k 
efficiently and harmoniously with others . In other words they know 
when to conform and when not to. They are able to avoid the 
polarities of mass-living and anarchy. Furthermore , they are 
trul y democratic, taking people for what they are in themselves 
i rrespective of colour, race or class . They have a delightful 
sense of humour , being able to laugh philosophically at the 
vicissitudes of life and the absurdities inherent in it , including 
their own foibles . They possess considerable powers of discrimination 
and percept ion; they can detect humbug and cant , and are merely 
amused by pomposity and self- importance. They live in the moment 
and have a spl endid awareness of present things. Thus they are able 
to concentrate well on the work at hand , and they dwell less on past 
regrets and future fear s than others do. They also can form 
deep relationships because they can communicate easily . This is 
due to t hei r self- awareness, freedom from pe r sonal fears , and 
philosophic sense of humour . The self-actualising person has 
good friends, but he is not interested in those superficia l 
acquaintances that pass as friends i n undi scriminating company . 
Such self- actual ising people are a joy to know because they are 
creative , harmonious , intelligent , and understanding . They have 
no need to cast emotional burdens on others , nor do they assert 
themselves . (Israel , 1968, p. 9) 

Isaacs (1956) presents a model of the Alpha level which is comparable with 

the Integrated stage. Unfortunately, t he model is almost so 'nice' and 

perfect that it may leave one with the feeling that no one r eaches the 

integrated stage . "The struggle toward individualit y i s over , since one's 

own and others ' individuality is recognized . . . Freedom from the struggl es 

and needs of earl ier levels l eaves the Alpha wi th a greater amount of 

affective warmt h available and there is the ability to extend it with full 

appreciation for the i ndividual ity of the other person and with awareness 

of varying di mensions of the ot hers ' personality . " (Quoted 
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by Loevinger, 1976 , p. 113) In fact, there are integrated people in 

the world. They are not 'per fec t' people that are out of touch with 

the r eal world, but in fact are very much aware of the difficulties as 

well as the joys of living . 

A. FRANCES AND EARL 

Frances and Earl are both older, with their children in college 

or trade schools. They live in a poor Black community in the South. They 

have been active in their church for many years and Earl is involved as 

the spearhead of the neighborhood community group. 

Frances and Earl felt that education for their children was an 

important responsibility. Neither of them had completed their own 

schooling and they knew what a difficult time they had had finding work 

Today their life seems relatively comfortable, similar to that of their 

neighbors and even better than that of some . They had r aised four children 

and had encouraged and instilled in all of them the need for further 

education. The Bible was a primary source of reading material in their 

home and other books were read as they were acquired. The children grew 

up to expl ore further opportunities . Since their own children were now 

off in schools or had graduated, each of them worked with the local youth 

group to encourage other children to complete their education. 

Frances is also very ac tive in their church . She is looked up to 

as the wise woman of the community and many people consult with he r at times 

of trouble or crisis. She is able to offer them s upport and suggestions . 
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Frances supports the pastor by visiting the shut-ins and helping with 

house visits to parishioners . She is able to respond to the individual 

needs of each person yet understands their interrelatedness with the 

whole community . 

Frances had spent her early years of marriage raising her children, 

doing laundry and ironing for the town people. She was well liked and 

respected by these people even though this was not in the traditional 

patronizing style of the South she lived in. The community seemed to 

understand her wisdom and appreciate it . 

The holidays were an important gathering time for the family . This 

was a time for the children who were away from home to return and celebrate 

together. Such reunions were viewed as important times to regroup and 

renourish each other. They were a time to share the events of time and to 

stay in touch with the values and beliefs of the family. Frequently the 

gatherings included non family members who joined the family for support 

and direction in lives that had sometimes turned wayward. 

Earl was active also in the community neighborhood association. He 

had gone to several public meetings to persuade the town leaders to install 

certain programs for his neighborhood and to encourage them to look at the 

impact of proposed programs that were going to annex some of the black 

community's property to benefit the town. One such meeting was to encourage 

the town to look at their proposed city plan that would ultimately displace 

the neighborhood with new upper class housing. Earl valued the community 

he lived in. He knew that some day many of the people u:Li.ght choose to leave, 

however that was something that he felt should come from the neighborhood 
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rather than the town. 

Earl had been a pilot behind the Big Brother program f or boys 

who needed further guidance and direction. It was through this program 

that his own family reunions had included other people besides his own family 

members. 

Earl and Frances were committed to their relationship . It was through 

sharing and respecting the other ' s opinion that they maintained this . 

They had long since developed a comfortabl e open and honest style of 

communicating with the other that recognized each other's separateness 

and ability to be creative . A mutual value they share is the family and the 

ties to t he famil y. Each wanted the children to advance themselves yet to 

maintain the strong family values and beliefs . They felt good that they had 

been able to see this happen for their children and those of others they knew. 

For Earl and Fr ances the evenings were a special time to be together . They 

no longer felt the need to always do things together. They might read or 

do some quiet activity, able to share together the salient points of their 

readings . Ear l and Frances had a natural flow of ener gy in their relationship 

that brought a wholeness and holiness to i t . The intimate and spiritual 

flow was always apparent. 

B. COMMUNICATION FOR THE INTEGRATED COUPLE 

The integrated couple communicate us ing the techniques and style 

of the autonomous couple. They do have some unique characteristics of their 

own which will be presented here. 
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1 . Communication in Depth 

For the self-protective person, communica t ion is difficult if 

not i mpossible beyond a superficia] level. At the conscientious level 

communication i s a preoccupation . For the integrated person communication 

is a t an optimum without such a preoccupation. She finds it possible 

to communicate most effectively with individuals who are at any level, though 

she may not choose to do so . She is more sensitive to non-verbal cues 

and exer cises this sens itivity with more ease than persons in other stages , 

since she is not so wrapped up in he r self. 

2 . Appreciati on of Paradox 

The integrated couple have a deep appreci ation for paradox and 

for the inadequacy of words t o adequately convey meaning . For them, paradox 

helps to offer meaning and understanding where words do not convey the idea . 

Paradox addresses many l evels and the integrated person finds new meanings 

with every communication. The integrated person utilizes paradox to 

find a middle ground or balance in a given situation. 

3 . Conununication of Feelings 

She deals with her anger through resolu t e action . She knows that the 

anger and hostility which plague many can only deteriorate her goal s and 

purpose . Thus in the integrat ed couple she strives to know her anger and 

to express it openly without manipulating her partner t o own it as his anger 

instead . As "aggr ession i s necessary t o reach a goa l ... hostili ty is a natural 

reaction t o interfer ence with the drive to r each a goal ." (Allen and Martin, 
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1971, pp . 164-165) . The integrated individual knows that anger and hostility 

can only debilitate the relationship when it is not shared and resolved. 

4 . Lack of self--consciousness 

A pre-requisite for conununication is that of 'having one's self together'. 

This is achieved for the integrated person to the extent that the self no longer 

need get in the way. 

We must enter into the center of ourselves and there we 
become no longer conscious of ourselves. The self- conscious 
person is indeed not a person who is studying himself too much 
but not enough . He prefers to stay at an early level of self
exploration instead of dropping deep within himself. As he 
begins to really hear himself he avoids the dramatic, the phony, 
the artificial, the mask--he becomes himself. He does not 
attempt to be anyone else. A man who is truly himself is 
not preoccupied with himself . (Mccarroll, 1974, p. 6) 

The integrated couple no longer worry about how they are perceived by 

the others. They know themselves . Each knows the other. They cherish 

their differences and ambiguities. They derive pleasure from uniqueness 

and what it offers to the relationship . They extend their communication 

to others in their universe . They offer a model of growth and development 

without forcing their style on anyone . 

C. CONNECTEDNESS FOR TRE INTEGRATED COUPLE 

The integrated person is open to connecting with others as they 

truly are. True to herself: she can now be loved for who she -i s, as 

others can now see her as she is. 
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The integrated person sees and accepts both t he good and the 

bad in herself and others . Doing this, she then truly owns responsibility 

for all her actions. The integrated individual has a desire to know and to 

respect both the good and the evil in herself. There is a freedom and 

responsibility felt by the integrated person when s he chooses not to say 

or act on negative feelings that might hurt another. Thus when she 

feels a negative impulse she is willing to control that feeling . Her 

wilLingness to exercise this control is different than that which sterns 

from superstitious anxiety or manipulation of the s ituation . She recognizes 

that there are two sides to being unders tanding and sensitive to others : 

that of loving goodness and the power of controlling evil. Thus, when the 

integrated couple choose to be committed and connected to each other they 

do so from the perspective of a choice that is not manipulative and negative 

towards the other. 

The integrated couple more openly express to each other the negative 

emotions that are experienced by all people. They are able to put out their 

negative feelings and let a resolution follow. They have gone substantially 

beyond the point of carrying their feelings within them, seething and festering 

to be thrown out at the other at a time of rage . The expression of negative 

feelings at the time of their occurance allows the couple to continue their 

relationship and to build on it openly and honestly . Their desire for 

self-disclosure through honest communication increases the connectedness 

between the couple. When Earl and Frances are aware of negative feelings 

between each other they discuss those feelings with an awareness of their 

impact on their total life and the family around them . They are cognizant 

of the impact which withholding those feelings would have and choose not to 
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let their anger seethe or impact on their day-to- day interactions . 

Both Frances and Earl are aware of their responsibi l ity to themsel ves . 

They know t hat their self-disclosure of both negative and positive feelings 

in a caring and supportive way builds their r elationship . 

If an individual is to grow , she must be willing to accept herself 

first . She must be willing to accep t the ' good and the bad ' in order to 

be in harmony wit h herself . Self-acceptance , in effect , is a blueprint 

for further growth . 

Knowing the s tate into which you can grow, i nto which you 
must eventually grow, because this is your innate destiny, i s 
important. It is the blueprint without which you cannot steer 
your ship . But there is a subtle and yet distinct difference 
on the other hand , between this model that beckons , and force
ful attempt to be what you have not yet organically grown into, 
on t he other . If you recognize the model without forcing yourself 
you accep t your human s t ate. You know that by virtue of your 
humanness you cannot immediately be the ideal, t otally fused 
individual. You know that it takes a long time , much experience , 
many lessons , many trials and errors , untold incarnations until 
your soul substance has emerged to become this whole being . 
You need to know that such a state exists , even if you are still 
quite unable to experience it . You need to know it without self
pressure, without self-moralizi ng, without discouragement. (Broch, 
1978 , p. 6) 

The integrated couple will be that couple most likel y to gr ow , because the 

integrated couple accepts themselves as they are. 

By unconditional self-acceptance , they are able to affirm each o ther. 

This allows them to seek meaningful int eractions in the relationship . They 

seek to pursue meaningful communication, and expanded mutual creativity, 

through a strong connectedness with each other which results in mor e 

frequent peak experiences with the other . The integrated person lives each 

moment more fully , as if death is continuously peering over her shoulder . 

Kopp (1976) describes this s tate thusly : "The central fact of my own life 

is my death ... Whenever I have the courage to face this , my priorities become 
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clear. At such times nothing is done in order to achieve something 

else. No energy is wasted on maintaining illusions . .. the irrnninence 

of my own death ... makes what is going on now all that counts . . . (p . 42) 

The desire to live each moment in the present requires the integrated 

couple to continually affirm their connection with the other through 

their communication and actions. Earl and Frances do this in the 

daily nonverbal communications that say they care for the other and 

that they respect the other. The integrated couple will not always 

achieve the goal of l iving each moment, but they will be aware of it 

and come closest to this ideal . 

Self- acceptance provides one a caring, nourishing environment 

in which to mature and grow. In this environment the integrated 

person is able to make choices of values and ideals based on her 

experiences rather than trying to conform to what she believes is 

expected of her . Further, making choices freely for herself, she 

is able and willing to take responsibili t y for them. 

In addition , self-acceptance for oneself allows for caring of 

another human being and in the intimate relationship provides an 

environment of growth for the other and the r elat i onship as well. 

To help another person to grow is at least to help 
him to care for something or someone apart from himself , 
and it involves encouraging and assisting him to find 
and create areas of his own in which he is able to care. 
Also, it is to help that other person to come to care 
for himself, and by becoming responsive to his own need 
to care to become responsible for his own life. (Mayerhoff, 
1971, p . 7) 

When she has a strong sense of self-acceptance, she i s able to care 

for another individual. Thus caring for another person becomes an 

extension of her own ideas . Self- acceptance leads to caring for 

the other which in turn leads to growth of the other and the r el ationship. 
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The integrated person is not preoccupied with the self as the 

conscientious person is . Nor is the integrated individual concerned with 

asserting her independence and freedom as the autonomous person is . She 

is able to let things go and wait for their return if they are to return. 

If you really want something badly enough 
you ' ve got to let it go f r ee. 
And if it comes back to you, it's really yours 
If it doesn't ... you never bad it anyway. 

D. SEXUAL BONDING IN THE INTEGRATED COUPLE 

The integrated couple combine the conscientious couple 's comfort 

with the relationship ' s seal , and the autonomous couple's comfort with 

sensual flow with greater levels of psychic. impact in their sexual 

bonding. 

While the process of growing up results in the r estructuring of 

sexuality from the whole body to focus on the genitals (Kuten, 1976 , p . 290) 

enhancement of sensuality r esults in some global pleasure r eturn. The 

narrowing of this focus is seen in the progression of stages through the 

conscientious. When the autonomous person begins to search for self-identity, 

the focus of sensual pleasuring again expands . Sexuality acquires more 

depth. The integrated couple view sex not j ust as genitally r elated but as 

including the whole sensual interaction and being a matter of great import 

and pleasure . 

Spirituality expands the interaction in the relationship. Sensuality 

through meditation l eads to wholeness in the r elationship . Intimacy and 

spirituality are enhanced by doing something physical. "To have a greater 

sense of the forces within our bodies and to bring these forces into harmony, 

movement as meditation or as preparation to meditation plays an important 
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role . . . " (Mccarroll, 1974 , p. 104). These forces such as 'energy flow ' 

between the couple increase their pleasure with life and each other . 

At the point of true f l ow, goals are completely discarded. "Through 

Transcendental Sex , you r each flow not by trying or by setting goals , 

but through meditative excercises and suggestions that help you 

discard goals altogether ." (Gillies, 1978, p. 201) This allows for a 

flowing sexual experience that is not encumbered with expectations and 

ideas of how it should be . It all ows the couple to truly experience 

what may happen in the sexual and sensual encounter. 

1. The Psychic Impact of Integrated Sexual Bonding 

For the integrated couple the sexual encounter begins to come 

together with the most in-depth aspects of life. This does not mean that 

their sexual interaction may necessarily change but that their understanding 

and appreci ation of the flow of energy between them will be vital and 

comfortabl e. 

Individual men and women need to understand the enormous 
importance of the wholeness of love , eros , and sex; of 
affection and respect; of tenderness and passion ; of 
trust and mutual partnership; of sharing and helping 
each other. It must be understood that the committed 
relationship is not a moralized edit that deprives you 
of pleasur e . .. It must be understood that the power current 
evoked through a fusion between love, respect, passion and 
sexuality is infinitely more ecstatic than any casual 
fusion could ever be." (Broch , 1978, p. 251/6) 

The integrated couple are concerned not only with their intimate relationship 

but they also share a mutual concern for the world at lar ge . Their relating 

to each other i s a matter of choice and they are not tied to the fantas i es 

and images of the previous stages . The intensity and vibrancy of the 

relationship the r efor e surpasses previous stages, when each is t otally 
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open to the other without expectations or demand . The integrated 

couple know that to state their needs diminishes the risk of rejection 

and remorseful feelings between them. It is at this time that the two 

are truly meeting each other from their central core, which is the 

spiritual core of all man. This is truly a psychic nuclear point that 

is a deeply spiritual experience for the two. 

The energy released, the creativi ty liberated, the 
mutuality of ecstasy--these are deeply spiritual 
experiences, in through, and with God. Divine sexuality 
must be recognized in the New Age. It is neither to be 
found in the old taboos and denials, nor in the moralizing 
judgement about this creative force; nor is it to be found 
in the deviations that occur by necessity as a result of 
incomplete development. The explosive force of the male/ 
female tension and its release mechanism permeates the 
total personality and transcends the finite. It truly 
spiritualizes the body and materializes the spirit, which 
i s the task of evolution. (Broch , 1978 , p . 251/6) 

The integrated couple are most able to progress from intimacy to the 

spiritual; or from the genital to the symbiotic; because they are 

most in touch with both the psychic and the physical selves and most 

in touch with the total self-the self as a whole . 

E. MUTUAL CREATIVITY 

Mutual creativity for the integrated couple will generally 

invol ve everything that existed for the autonomous couple , and more. 

The major difference relates to the fact that the autonomous couple, 

still in the process of gaining inner strength, is preoccupied with the 

process; the integrated couple having passed through that stage, resolves 

the experience of conflict without being absorbed in the process . 

As a result , for the integrated couple more than any other, the experience 

of mutual creativity becomes virtually indistinguishable from the experience 

of peak experience. 
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1. Creative Attitude 

The integrated person has outgrown the need for certainty in life. 

For persons in previous stages, the need to know and feel secure was a 

constant part of relating. For the integrated person the knowing and 

security comes from the self entirely . She has in fact a clear and 

strong identity. No longer can external certainty offer her a foundation 

and security . She knows for herself what is and what isn't or can't be. 

She cherishes the ambiguities and individualities of her partner, yet is 

aware of the potential of inspiration coming from him. 

As the integrated couple have established a strong identity, they no 

longer need others' affirmation that they are whole, for they know their 

wholeness. This is not to say that they do not want to hear affirming 

thoughts, only that their life does not hinge on them. The integrated 

person is no longer dependent on conforming to the imagined rules of society 

and at this stage she chooses freely to respond to those situations that 

she wants to. She is free to respond to those dreams and visions that she 

desires. She is more open to flowing with the superconscious messages 

that occur to all people whether or not responded to. The superconscious 

offers a host of inspirations and illuminating messages. Israel (1968) describes 

the superconscious in this way: "the impulses of the superconsciousness 

are spontaneous and unexpected. They break into consciousness suddenly 

as intuition, inspiration, illumination, creative imaging, compassion and 

love (not merely personal, but also universal.) (p . 6). This spontaneous 

breakthrough is uninhibited, effortless, and free of stereotypes or self

imposed expectations. It is the mutual creativity to reach out and connect 

with others and the universe. Unhampered by criticalness and expectations, the 

individual connects with the world through an I-Thou relationship. 
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2. Creative Effort 

Creativity is dependent on an inner integration of the individual. 

Each person in the relationship becomes a guide to the other, fostering 

growth and a communion with all. "To the extent that creativeness is 

constructive, synthesizing, unifying and integrative, to that extent 

does it in part depend on the inner integration of the person." (Maslow, 

1968, p. 140) The integrated couple do not need to take power away from 

each other but rather through their mutually creative efforts they give 

power back to the other . When a person is truly integrated, she no 

longer needs to esteem herself from another source but through self

responsibility can offer caring and nourishing. 

3. Results of mutual creativity 

Mutual creativity is an unending process of discovery and growth . 

Through this growth we find the true meaning of intimacy and spirituality 

with another. 

Intimacy is an unending process of discovery and growth 
in ourselves and in the life we build with our Intimate 
Other . It involves a process of separate nourishment and 
mutual nourishment. The more we nourish ourselves, the 
more nourishment we have available to give to our Intimate 
Other . Similarly, Creative Intimacy leads to growing 
awareness and acceptance of our separate selves and each 
other as we are. (Greenwald, 1975, p . 29) 

Thus an expandable and secure excitement continues for the integrated 

couple beyond their own relationship to that of relating with the 

universe. 
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F. PEAK EXPERIENCE FOR THE INTEGRATED COUPLE 

1. Peak Experience is Enhanced by the Qualities of the Integrated Person 

The integrated person transcends some of the conflicts of the autonomous 

stage. She also cherishes the individuality of others. She is reconciled to 

inner conflicts rather than simply coping with them, though she has a need to 

continue working on her growth. Mayerhoff (1971) describes the integrated 

perspective when he states: 

No one else can 
alone can make. 
simply unfolds; 
is a continuing 

give me the meaning of my life; it is something I 
The meaning is not something predetermined which 

I help both to create it and to discover it, and this 
process, not a once-and- for-all." (p. 45) 

For the integrated person, there is a renunciation of the unattainable. 

"The loss of illusions and the discovery of identity, though painful at first, 

can be ultimately exhilarating and strengthening ." (Maslow, 1968, p. 16) 

For the integrated, finding comes from living one day at a time or for the 

moment rather than seeking. Seeking for her has become a search through blind

ness and only creates a tunnel vision which precludes the ability to see the 

way. She finds more growth with being. This is a paradox: being leads to 

finding, and seeking does not. Through this way of living, she is able to accept 

those things that cannot be changed and enjoy them. 

Though the integrated person is no longer seeking herself, she does not 

a l ways know herself. She has established an identity but recognizes there is 

more to know. Without always being on a search or voyage, she journeys one day 

at a time with her partner to find those parts that will add vitality to life. 

Thus she moves from a search for self to a search for meaning in life. (Frankl, 

1975, p. 79) Individuation for her is the journey to reach completeness within, 
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that allows her to be. This r equires discipline and a willingness to risk find

ing even the painful parts of herself, which when confronted can lead to whole

tless . The journey can be long and rough at times , or like a breath of fresh 

iir at other times. When each person brings a unique newness to the relation

ship, then the journey can and may go more smoothly at times. 

With an established and integrated identity and a full sense of t he self, 

she is more open and in touch with the spiritual qualities of life, Through 

the greater awareness of the self and the relation to the universe, the openness 

to peak experiences follows naturally. 

The person that has accepted her own identity can reach out through an 

?xtension of her own hand to that of the universe to help others. "But seli

~steem is worthless except in the context of a living connnunity . On a desert 

island even all the world ' s wealth is valueless to the solitary inhabitant. It 

Ls in the sharing of the gif t , in the connnunication of knowledge, and in the 

irradiation of the being of the person, that the self becomes a priceless object." 

(Israel, 1971, p . 6) The couples' level of mutual creativity is thus externally 

)riented to the universe. They receive their nourishment from the action toward 

the connnunity. Thus the integrated person is one t ha t lives in the present, 

Eully conscious, with a concern and dignity for herself and others . She is 

Jpen to seeing what may come and looks to others to help her grow . For the in

tegrated person, mutual creativity merges with the peak experience. ''The body 

:an be known introspectively as well as objectively, rhapsodically as well as 

1nalytically. And known from within, it i s a magical instrument , a visionary 

resource." (Roszak, 1975, p . 255) 

Peak experiences are with the integrated person more often , almost constantly . 
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The self-search recedes and becomes replaced by an I-Thou relation with others. 

Things are no longer seen as good or bad, right or wrong, but as natural. The 

integrated person can reach out to others and does not need them to respond or 

to respond in the same way. She lives in the here and now, being fully conscious 

and all embracingly aware of the wonder of everday life. She is aware of 

ambiguities and appreciates them, rather than fighting against them . There is 

a fusion or spiritual quality which i s all embracing within the self . The 

integrated person i s truly human. She has found the search for meaning rather 

than the search for self . She has transcended this self-search and is no longer 

5elf- conscious. Grace has become a part of her life rather than just a matter 

Jf fleeting moments . "Man can attain health and fullest personal development 

Jnly insofar as he gains courage to be himself with others and when he finds 

~oals that have meaning for him--including the reshaping of society so it is 

fit for all to live and grow in . " (Jourard, 1971, p . ix) 

2. Fusion 

Fusion or oneness with the universe is a noological experience for the 

integrated person, This is the spiritual quality of the peak experience that 

is shared by a ll yet it is most apparent with the integrated person. With 

the noological quality the integrated person recognizes that there is some 

force that is more powerful and that will lead one along the path. One sees 

this force in all people and is aware of the oneness of all. 
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the noological quality the integrated person recognizes that there is 

some force that is more powerful and that will lead one along the path . 

One sees this force in all people and is aware of the oneness of all. 

In the eclipse of God, we have no place to begin 
but with ourselves . Within ourselves. All we have 
lost in the course of becoming this torn and tormented 
creature called modern man-- the visionary energies, 
the discipline of the sacred-- we discover again in 
the depths of our identity. There or not at all. We 
tunnel our way home through the floor of the mind, through 
that uncharted Self which is our other and inward 
universe." (Roszak, 1975, p . 19) 

For in this day the essence of God is not to be found in the three 

planes of heaven , earth, and hell. We have abandoned that concept to 

be replaced by what? That of knowing noologically that God is the 

central energy core in all man . 

Self-transcending lends itself to seeing things as a whole. Ultimately 

it leads to the resolution of ambiguity. 

'!here are times when a greater reality of self is 
revealed to us. It is, as it were, for a moment that 
the enclosed, isolated personal self, so aware of its 
separation, opens out to reveal something far greater 
than itself . It becomes luminous, extensive, all
embracing yet free . The sense of separation has 
changed into one of intimate communion wi.th al.: 
other selves, and yet the identity of the self is 
clearer and more beautiful than ever . This is the 
experience of the Higher Self , also called the Spiritual 
Self , or the Transpersonal Self. It is the heart of 
mysticism, and the aim of the mystic journey is to 
discover the true Self and learn of its relationship 
with the universe and ' with God. (Israel, 1968, p. 7) 

The integrated person transcends worldly things to discover the beauty that 

has existed always for her to partake of. With a new age she celebrates 

the unadorned, simple, common joy of living. She 
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seeks not to amass unnecessary wealth but rather to enjoy those 

treasures that are plentiful for all . This is a time for a new 

look at the priorities that have plagued people and to subscribe to an 

old way that has been a part of the spiritual path of old. 

The impact of spirituality on intimacy and the relationship is 

that of knowing the other through the I-Thou connection . The wholeness 

and beauty of the other is realized. It is enlarged to include the 

entire universe in view . In the I - Thou relationship, she is fully and 

wholly present and alive, and intensely involved. In order to wholly 

prevent risks, they are necessarily taken; there is no possibility of 

hiding. One addresses and is addressed by the person's substance or 

core or true self. Both persons in the I - Thou relationship are participants, 

not observers, and each partner is affected and changed by the experience. 

The relationship cannot be either ordered or planned; one can only 

open one ' s self to being addressed. In order for this to happen, the 

person must have achieved a certain inner unity and maturity. The 

integrated person's way of addressing another is one of increasing 

humility. "The awareness that is the key to spiritual growth finds its 

final development in human relationships . It is in the participation 

in relationships that one's own identity becomes more fully revealed to 

one, and that the Spirit becomes fully experienced . " (Israel, 1975, p. 12) 
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